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Abstract 

Major environmental, social and economic changes threatening the resilience of 

ecosystems world-wide and new demands on a broad range of forest ecosystem services 

present new challenges for forest management and monitoring. New risks and threats such 

as invasive alien species imply fundamental challenges for traditional forest management 

strategies, which have been based on assumptions of permanent ecosystem stability. 

Adaptive management and monitoring is called for to detect new threats and changes as 

early as possible, but this requires large-scale monitoring and monitoring resources remain 

a limiting factor. Accordingly, forest practitioners and scientists have begun to turn to 

public support in the form of “citizen science” to react flexibly to specific challenges and 

gather critical information.  

The emergence of ubiquitous mobile and internet technologies provides a new digital 

source of information in the form of so-called social media that essentially turns users of 

these media into environmental sensors and provides an immense volume of publicly 

accessible, ambient environmental information. Mining social media content, such as 

Facebook, Twitter, Wikis or Blogs, has been shown to make critical contributions to 

epidemic disease monitoring, emergency management or earthquake detection. 

Applications in the ecological domain remain anecdotal and a methodical exploration for 

this domain is lacking. 

Using the example of the micro-blogging service Twitter and invasive alien species in forest 

ecosystems, this study provides a methodical exploration and assessment of social media for 

forest monitoring. Social media mining is approached as an opportunistic citizen science 

model and the data, activities and contributors are analyzed in comparison to deliberate 

ecological citizen science monitoring.   

The results show that Twitter is a valuable source of information on invasive alien species 

and that social media in general could be a supplement to traditional monitoring data. 

Twitter proves to be a rich source of primary biodiversity observations including those of 

the selected invasive species. In addition, it is shown that Twitter content provides 

distinctive thematic profiles that relate closely to key characteristics of the explored invasive 

alien species and provide valuable insights for invasive species management. Furthermore, 

the study shows that while there are underutilized opportunities for citizen science in forest 

monitoring, the contributors of biodiversity observations on Twitter show a more than 
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casual interest in this subject and represent a large pool of potential contributors to 

deliberate citizen science monitoring efforts. 

In summary, social online media are a valuable source for ecological monitoring 

information in general and deserve intensified exploration to arrive at operational systems 

supporting real-time risk assessments. 

 

Keywords: forest ecosystems, forest monitoring, forest threats, citizen science, invasive 

alien species, social media, social media mining, Twitter, ecological monitoring, 

biodiversity monitoring.  
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Zusammenfassung 

Dramatische ökologische, ökonomische und soziale Veränderungen bedrohen die Stabilität 

von Ökosystemen weltweit und stellen zusammen mit neuen Ansprüchen an die vielfältigen 

Ökosystemdienstleistungen von Wäldern neue Herausforderungen für das forstliche 

Management und Monitoring dar. Neue Risiken und Gefahren, wie zum Beispiel 

eingebürgerte invasive Arten (Neobiota), werfen grundsätzliche Fragen hinsichtlich 

etablierter forstlicher Managementstrategien auf, da diese Strategien auf der Annahme 

stabiler Ökosysteme basieren. Anpassungsfähige Management- und Monitoringstrategien 

sind deshalb notwendig, um diese neuen Bedrohungen und Veränderungen frühzeitig zu 

erkennen. Dies erfordert jedoch ein großflächiges und umfassendes Monitoring, was unter 

Maßgabe begrenzter Ressourcen nur bedingt möglich ist. Angesichts dieser 

Herausforderungen haben Forstpraktiker und Wissenschaftler begonnen auch auf die 

Unterstützung von Freiwilligen in Form sogenannter „Citizen Science“-Projekte 

(Bürgerwissenschaft) zurückzugreifen, um zusätzliche Informationen zu sammeln und 

flexibel auf spezifische Fragestellungen reagieren zu können. 

Mit der allgemeinen Verfügbarkeit des Internets und mobiler Geräte ist in Form 

sogenannter sozialer Medien zudem eine neue digitale Informationsquelle entstanden. 

Mittels dieser Technologien übernehmen Nutzer prinzipiell die Funktion von 

Umweltsensoren und erzeugen indirekt ein ungeheures Volumen allgemein zugänglicher 

Umgebungs- und Umweltinformationen. Die automatische Analyse von sozialen Medien 

wie Facebook, Twitter, Wikis oder Blogs, leistet inzwischen wichtige Beiträge zu Bereichen 

wie dem Monitoring von Infektionskrankheiten,  Katastrophenschutz oder der Erkennung 

von Erdbeben. Anwendungen mit einem ökologischen Bezug existieren jedoch nur 

vereinzelt, und eine methodische Bearbeitung dieses Anwendungsbereichs fand bisher 

nicht statt. 

Unter Anwendung des Mikroblogging-Dienstes Twitter und des Beispiels eingebürgerter 

invasiver Arten in Waldökosystemen, verfolgt die vorliegende Arbeit eine solche 

methodische Bearbeitung und Bewertung sozialer Medien im Monitoring von Wäldern. Die 

automatische Analyse sozialer Medien wird dabei als opportunistisches „Citizen Science“-

Modell betrachtet und die verfügbaren Daten, Aktivitäten und Teilnehmer einer 

vergleichenden Analyse mit existierenden bewusst geplanten „Citizen Science“-Projekten 

im Umweltmonitoring unterzogen. 
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Die vorliegenden Ergebnisse zeigen, dass Twitter eine wertvolle Informationsquelle über 

invasive Arten darstellt und dass soziale Medien im Allgemeinen traditionelle 

Umweltinformationen ergänzen könnten. Twitter ist eine reichhaltige Quelle von primären 

Biodiversitätsbeobachtungen, einschließlich solcher zu eingebürgerten invasiven Arten. 

Zusätzlich kann gezeigt werden, dass die analysierten Twitterinhalte für die untersuchten 

Arten markante Themen- und Informationsprofile aufweisen, die wichtige Beiträge im 

Management invasiver Arten leisten können. Allgemein zeigt die Studie, dass einerseits das 

Potential von „Citizen Science“ im forstlichen Monitoring derzeit nicht ausgeschöpft wird, 

aber andererseits mit denjenigen Nutzern, die Biodiversitätsbeobachtungen auf Twitter 

teilen, eine große Zahl von Individuen mit einem Interesse an Umweltbeobachtungen zur 

Verfügung steht, die auf der Basis ihres dokumentierten Interesses unter Umständen für 

bewusst geplante „Citizen Science“-Projekte mobilisiert werden könnten. 

Zusammenfassend dokumentiert diese Studie, dass soziale Medien eine wertvolle Quelle für 

Umweltinformationen allgemein sind und eine verstärkte Untersuchung verdienen, 

letztlich mit dem Ziel, operative Systeme zur Unterstützung von Risikobewertungen in 

Echtzeit zu entwickeln.       

 

Schlagwörter: Waldökosysteme, forstliches Monitoring, Waldbedrohungen, 

Bürgerwissenschaft, eingebürgerte invasive Arten, Neobiota, soziale Medien, Analyse 

sozialer Medien, Twitter, Umweltmonitoring, Biodiversitätsmonitoring. 
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Introduction 

Motivation and background 

Some of the oldest practices of deliberate, methodical and regular ecosystem monitoring 

were developed by forest scientists. Data on managed and unmanaged forest ecosystems is 

collected in different types of inventories, experiments or observational studies, primarily 

directed at resource assessments and varying with regard to the coverage of temporal scales 

as well as environmental conditions (Zhao et al., 2014). These data may be complemented by 

monitoring programs driven by specific properties or aspects of ecosystem functions, such 

as biodiversity, conservation or recreational value (Noss, 1999).  

Typically, forest monitoring is implemented within institutional frameworks, applying 

tested and established methods that guarantee high-levels of data quality, replicability and 

reuse (Kleinn et al., 2010). However, amateur contributions have also always been part of 

ecological monitoring (Miller-Rushing et al., 2012; Silvertown, 2009) including forest 

ecosystems. One of the oldest continuous recordings on tree leafing times for example was 

started by Robert Marsham - the “father of phenology” - nearly 300 years ago, continued as 

an amateur effort and now provides insights into the likely effects of climate change on tree 

community compositions (Roberts et al., 2015).  

Forest monitoring programs are the pillars of sustainable management strategies which 

historically are based on the assumption that ecosystems remain in a stable state. They have 

become even more important given the magnitude of global environmental changes 

(Rockström et al., 2009; Zalasiewicz et al., 2010) which can lead to unsuspected surprises 

and irreversible shifts (Scheffer et al., 2001). Such changes demand adaptive management 

strategies (Bolte et al., 2009), complex risk assessments (Albert et al., 2015), but also flexible 

monitoring responses (Lindenmayer and Likens, 2009) (Paper I). At the same time societal 

requirements on forest ecosystems are changing more rapidly (Gadow, 2013; Gadow et al., 

2007), a broad range of ecosystem services provided by managed and unmanaged forests 

deserves consideration (Nasi et al., 2002) and in the context of global trends such as 

urbanization (UN-CBD, 2012) forests in urban areas will require more attention in the 

development of suitable forest management (Bolund and Hunhammar, 1999; Gadow, 2002) 

and monitoring (Kleinn et al., 2010) strategies. 
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In addition, holistic views and global strategies for the sustainable provisioning of critical 

ecosystem services (Millenium Ecosystem Assessment, 2005) as well as mounting national 

commitments to international frameworks like for example the Convention on Biological 

Biodiversity (UN-CBD, 2012) present new challenges in the allocation of limited monitoring 

resources in general (Wintle et al., 2010).   

“Citizen science” 

It is thus no coincidence that in particular with regard to new emerging threats forest 

scientists and practitioners turn increasingly to public support as a flexible means to 

supplement traditional monitoring programs. This includes the detection of forest pests 

(Rutledge et al., 2013), carbon stock estimates (Butt et al., 2013), urban tree monitoring 

(Roman et al., 2013) or long-term studies on pest resistance (Clark, 2013; Ingwell and 

Preisser, 2011) to name a few examples of volunteer contributions known as “citizen 

science” (Dickinson et al., 2012).  

It is precisely the threat of sudden, often unexpected and possibly irreversible changes in 

ecosystems as well as the increasing number and significance of “citizen science” projects 

that motivated this study which explores the potential of social online media as alternative 

sources of ecological information. 

Social online media 

Social online media denote a type of web-based applications and information sources that 

exhibit features of social networks, where content is created by users of the media, often 

collaboratively within virtual communities (Paper I). Prominent examples include the social 

network Facebook, the micro-blogging service Twitter or the image sharing service 

Instagram, but the notion of social media extends to so-called Blogs, Wikis or content 

communities like Youtube. 

Social media mining has received significant research attention in recent years and has 

proven to provide valuable contributions to critical fields such as public health monitoring 

(Mykhalovskiy and Weir, 2006), specifically early warnings (Achrekar et al., 2011) and 

prediction of trends (Culotta, 2010; Gomide et al., 2011). Social media are also utilized as a 

real-time data source in emergency response (Qu et al., 2011; Vieweg et al., 2010), the 

detection of earth quakes (Crooks et al., 2013; Earle et al., 2010), typhoons (Sakaki et al., 

2010) or even to predict criminal activities (Wang et al., 2012).  
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With reference to these successful applications, comparable studies in the environmental 

domain have been called for (Galaz et al., 2010), but remain as yet anecdotal (Barve, 2014; 

Malcevschi et al., 2012; Stafford et al., 2010) (Paper III & IV). Furthermore, environmental 

applications lack a clear theoretical and methodological framework to establish this type of 

information as a recognized source in ecosystem surveillance, both with regard to research 

and practical use. 

This study approaches social media mining as an opportunistic form of citizen science, thus 

linking it to a conceptual framework within which this data can be assessed, explored and 

evaluated further. 

Main objectives of this study 

While applications of social media mining in critical domains are now more frequent, 

applications with relevance for environmental monitoring are rare and specific examples 

with relevance for forest ecosystems are yet unknown. This study thus aims to develop a 

basis for future uses of this type of information source in the monitoring of forests and 

addresses the following major research questions: 

1. Do social media contain useful information with relevance to the management and 

monitoring of forest ecosystems? 

2. How can this information be obtained, how abundant is it, how can it be 

characterized, and what are its quality and relevance? 

3. How does this information relate to existing utilized ecological monitoring sources, 

specifically to informal monitoring efforts such as citizen science? 

4. What are the conceptual and practical limitations of this data source?  

 

Structure of the thesis 

The main part of this thesis consists of four papers which are referred to as Paper I to Paper 

IV.  

Paper I provides both an introduction into the subject of social online media as well as an 

outlook on possible applications of social media mining for forest monitoring. The paper 

discusses social media in the context of citizen science, elaborates on the choice of Twitter 

and invasive alien species (IAS) as examples to frame the pursued research, and introduces 
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results for one species (Oak processionary moth), which is revisited in more depth in Paper 

III.  

Acknowledging that examples of citizen science efforts exist which benefit forest 

monitoring but are sparse, Paper II attempts a high-level assessment of principal citizen 

science opportunities in forest monitoring through an analysis of the topical overlaps in 20 

years of published research literature on the two subjects. Probabilistic topic modelling is 

employed for an analysis of 1015 documents to extract the prevailing themes in both areas, 

identify topical overlaps and assess the utilization of citizen science in forest monitoring.     

Paper III summarizes nearly three years of Twitter data collected on 11 IAS, that directly or 

indirectly impact forest ecosystems. Detailed results of a manual classification of Twitter 

messages for three sample species are presented. Paper III suggests a conceptual and 

methodical framework for a structured analysis of Twitter data in the context of ecological 

monitoring. The results of the analysis of observational and non-observational information 

on IAS, sourced from Twitter, are presented in the form of an information topology profile, 

which is proposed as a generic model to compare future results for other monitoring 

subjects drawn from Twitter or alternative social media channels. The paper discusses the 

possible contributions of Twitter mining to ecological monitoring in general and addresses 

practical hurdles that need to be overcome in developing operational systems. 

Paper IV elaborates the concept of social media mining as an opportunistic citizen science 

model and explores potential active contributions of Twitter communities to citizen science 

efforts. The paper is motivated by the recognition that biodiversity observations posted on 

Twitter often lead to responses from other users, offering taxonomic determinations of an 

observed species. The paper explores if the resulting data is on par with comparable 

deliberate citizen science efforts, and what potential these ad-hoc communities hold in 

advancing from passive, ad-hoc contributions to active engagements with citizen science 

projects. 
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Summary of material and methods 

The notion of “social media for ecosystem monitoring” exceeds the scope of a preliminary 

exploration. Available social media channels extend significantly beyond well-known 

examples like Facebook or Twitter, and the predominantly used social media also vary 

geographically. Similarly the type of social media content that could be of relevance to 

ecological monitoring ranges from information capturing indirect effects on ecosystems 

(such as technological or commercial trends) to direct biodiversity observations (Paper I). 

The research presented in this study was thus framed to a specific type of social media and a 

monitoring subject with significant impact on forest ecosystems: Twitter and invasive alien 

species. 

 

Invasive alien species 

Paper III deals with the choice of invasive alien species (IAS) as a representative example 

for this study, specifically with regard to forest ecosystems. Approximately half of the nearly 

900 invasive species currently listed in the Global Invasive Species Database maintained by 

the Invasive Species Specialist Group (ISSG) at the IUCN (IUCN-ISSG, 2015) impact different 

types of forest ecosystems. IAS are known drivers and indicators for ecosystem change 

(Crowl et al., 2008). They are a global concern with significant ecological and economic 

impacts (Pejchar and Mooney, 2009; Pimentel et al., 2005) and receive heightened attention 

by policy makers world-wide (European Commission, 2011; U.S. Government, 2010). IAS 

thus offer a broad range of perspectives to explore and assess information with 

environmental relevance in social media.  

A list of 11 sample invasive alien species with direct or indirect impacts on forests was 

compiled in collaboration with IAS experts on the Aliens-L mailing list1 of the ISSG (Paper 

III). The selection was based on a set of criteria ensuring broad coverage with regard to for 

example geographic coverage, organism type, introduction vector, invasion extent and type 

of impact (see Appendix of Paper III for details). 

Social media content directly or (potentially) indirectly referencing these 11 IAS was 

collected since May 2013 (for one species since May 2012). Paper I builds on early results for 

                                                           

1 https://list.auckland.ac.nz/sympa/info/aliens-l 
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one of these species (Oak processionary moth), and results for three species (Oak 

processionary moth, Emerald ash borer, Eastern grey squirrel) are explored in detail in 

Paper III. 

 

Twitter 

Paper I provides an overview of the different types of social media, such as Wikis, Blogs or 

social networks, that may be explored in research or be included in future operational 

systems. The micro-blogging service Twitter was identified as a suitable social media source 

for this study due to properties elaborated in Paper I and Paper III. These include the large 

volume of data (300 million actives users (The Verge, 2015) posting more than 500 million 

messages daily (Krikorian, 2013)) as well as the usage of textual content enabling the 

application of standard text-analysis methods. Moreover, Twitter is a proven information 

hub to other online and social media sources (De Longueville et al., 2009) and the size 

limitation (at most 140 characters) of Twitter messages (“Tweets”) implies a low 

contribution threshold increasing the likelihood of casual observations being reported. 

Finally, Twitter content is typically public and can be accessed programmatically via two 

public Application Programming Interfaces (APIs).   

Many social media channels may offer similar volume, but content is private by default (e.g. 

Facebook), emphasize non-textual content (e.g. Instagram) or may not necessarily be real-

time and lend itself to short casual statements (e.g. Blogs) as might be expected for informal 

ecological observations.  

A key limitation of both the so-called Twitter Streaming API and Twitter Search API is their 

partial coverage of the complete Twitter data stream. According to informal estimates the 

Twitter Streaming API provides access to approximately 1% of all messages posted on 

Twitter (Huet, 2014), whereas for the Twitter Search API the sample coverage depends on a 

combination of frequency and popularity of search keywords (Paper III & IV). The obtained 

data can thus be assumed to provide a potentially significant underestimate of all available 

relevant Twitter information matching specific search keywords (Paper III & IV). 
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The Ecoveillance platform 

In order to facilitate a targeted large-scale data collection from Twitter and support the 

analysis of the obtained Twitter messages, a web-based platform denoted ‘Ecoveillance’ was 

implemented. The Ecoveillance platform utilizes the Twitter Search API to continuously 

query Twitter for Tweets matching a predefined set of keywords for each selected invasive 

alien species.  

Search terms ranged from direct references to a species (“emerald ash borer”, “Agrilus 

planipennis”) to descriptive references (“green beetle”). The data collection approach and 

the choice of keywords are covered in detail in Paper III, which also includes a complete list 

of all keywords. Finally, the need for a continuous data collection system highlights another 

limitation of the Twitter API, namely that Tweets cannot be retrieved based on keyword 

searches if they are older than 7-9 days. 

The Twitter API returns the Tweet content together with a wealth of meta-data (author, 

timestamp, geo-coordinates, used devices, linked resources) in JSON format (Paper I), 

which were stored and incorporated in the analysis.  

The detailed manual analysis of Tweets as described in Paper III & IV was supported by a 

categorization module in the Ecoveillance platform. Via user-configurable filters, sample 

Tweet sets can be obtained and analyzed using flexible category sets. Categories range from 

basic decisions on topical relevance of a Tweet (“on-topic”, “off-topic”) to observation types 

or covered IAS subjects. A complete list of the applied classification system is provided in 

Paper III.       

The Ecoveillance platform was developed as a modular, extensible software with the intent 

to provide a basis for future operational use and thus represents one of the practical results 

of this study.  

 

Probabilistic topic modelling 

Probabilistic topic modelling refers to a suite of algorithms applied to identify distinct latent 

topics in large document collections (Blei, 2012; Steyvers and Griffiths, 2007). This method is 

applied in Paper II to analyze possible topical overlaps in the published literature on forest 

monitoring and citizen science.  
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Summary of results 

The summary of results based on Papers I-IV is presented with reference to the main 

research questions of this study listed in the Introduction. 

 

Do social media contain useful information with relevance to the management and 

monitoring of forest ecosystems? 

The outlook and initial results presented in Paper I as well as the detailed analysis in Paper 

III & IV clearly demonstrate that social media represent a relevant data source for 

information on invasive alien species in forest ecosystems and for ecological monitoring in 

general. Paper III & IV show that this covers the whole range of possible contributions 

suggested in Paper I: detection of events (observations), public perceptions of natural 

surroundings, stakeholder information.  

The latter two are covered by Twitter messages with direct references to the analyzed 

invasive species, which are largely of non-observational type and cover a broad range of 

themes. In line with the characteristics of the respective species (recognizability, type of 

impact, invasion history) distinctive thematic profiles emerged (Paper III). While those are 

thematic snapshots, it is likely that the temporal patterns of these themes show equally 

distinctive profiles that might give an indication of trends and typical developments.  

The results are not sufficient to judge the assessment of perceived values of ecosystem 

services, but the type of themes covered (IAS impacts, critical statements on IAS 

management methods, location mentions) suggests that such assessments may be possible 

when collecting messages with additional or different keywords. 

Twitter messages of observational character with direct or potential descriptive references 

to the analyzed IAS are also found. The share of primary observations of the targeted 

species is small, but holds potential with regard to the ability to contribute to the early 

detection of IAS infestations. Examples include Oak processionary sightings in private 

gardens (Paper III) which are not typically covered in standard monitoring programs 

(Paper I) and can thus supplement the routine monitoring of such forest threats (FVA-BW, 

2012; NW-FVA, 2012). 
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Generally, Tweets matching descriptive terms of the targeted species (such as “green 

insect”) proved to be a rich source of biodiversity observations (Paper III). However, only 

for specific keywords falling short of the actual species name, observations of the targeted 

IAS could be found. This indicates potential applications for general biodiversity monitoring 

using social media like Twitter. At the same time it highlights the fact that the pursued data 

collection strategies need to find a suitable combination of 1) search terms that capture a 

maximum of all relevant messages and 2) effective filtering mechanisms to identify the 

relevant content. This will vary depending on monitored species or ecological subject, thus 

requiring a good understanding of the monitored subject and clearly defined objectives for 

the collected information (Paper III). Here the vast knowledge and experience gathered in 

traditional forest monitoring programs could thus be employed to inform data gathering 

from social media and at the same time provide a natural starting point of integrating these 

different data sources.  

A key characteristic of social media such as Twitter is that they represent a continuous data 

stream. Traditional forest monitoring and inventories are characterized by sampling in 

regular intervals of several years, which are recognized as a challenge and addressed 

methodically in terms of data procurement, modeling and data analysis, or by adjusting 

sampling intervals (Kleinn et al., 2010). The FAO for example changed their Global Forest 

Resource Assessment from a 10 to a 5-year interval in order to provide more adequate 

assessments (Kleinn et al., 2010). While social media data will not supply the fine-grained 

data collected in inventories, it has the potential to highlight unforeseen human impacts or 

natural hazards, thus contributing to a better understanding of forest developments or even 

providing specific monitoring triggers (Paper I). 

 

How can this information be obtained, how abundant is it, how can it be characterized, 

and what are its quality and relevance? 

Collecting social media content with potential relevance does not represent a major 

technical challenge. However, given the data volume and assuming a broader coverage (i.e. 

more IAS or additional subjects), tens of millions of Tweets would have to be processed in 

real-time and partly stored. While not a major technical hurdle, it requires a non-trivial 

amount of computational resources in order to arrive at operational systems. 
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Generally, the information is abundant, has a high topical relevance, and observed message 

numbers are likely to underestimate all available relevant content (Paper III & IV), in 

particular when including other social media channels. Furthermore, the topical relevance 

can largely be decided on the basis of textual content thus suggesting the feasibility of 

automatic filtering routines (Paper III). 

A high-level characterization of the analyzed content is best approached on the basis of an 

information grid, organized along two dimensions: information relevance and information 

completeness (Paper III). Broadly, it divides the available information according to 

observational and non-observational content, the former representing ecological 

observations (here sightings of a species), the latter representing reflections on a topic (here 

invasive alien species). This in turn prompted the development of the information topology 

profile proposed in Paper III as a useful approach to compare different ecological subjects 

or the results from different social media channels. 

With regard to non-observational content the assigned thematic categories may vary for 

each subject, but for observational data the focus on observation type, verification 

resources, quality of the verification and the availability of geo-information seems generally 

applicable. 

The majority of analyzed observational content came with attached verification resources 

(typically images), that were of sufficient quality to verify the observations, i.e. determine 

the observed species (Paper III). Furthermore, in cases where an observation triggered 

conversations, taxonomic determinations were contributed by other users that proved 

largely correct (Paper IV).      

A clear shortcoming with regard to completeness of observational content is the shortage of 

exact geo-information. Only between 1-4% of relevant Tweets come with attached geo-

coordinates, other geo-location information exists, but has to be judged as less reliable 

(Paper III & IV). 

The practical relevance of the attainable information thus varies. A good understanding of 

public perceptions is a prerequisite for successful IAS management (Bremner and Park, 

2007) and non-observational content provides such information (Paper III). Primary species 

observations can of course be of immediate practical value and the rich pool of general 
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biodiversity observations found in the explored examples may hold applications beyond the 

monitoring of IAS. 

 

How does this information relate to existing utilized ecological monitoring sources, 

specifically to informal monitoring efforts such as citizen science? 

Social media content is unstructured, contributed opportunistically and may be ambiguous 

and variable in the extent of meta-data required in ecological monitoring. It thus differs 

significantly from the structured, comprehensive data collected in planned forest 

monitoring programs, but shows similarities to data collected in citizen science efforts 

which already supplement traditional monitoring efforts.  

Paper II reveals that there are underutilized opportunities for citizen science in forest 

monitoring. Paper IV reflects on the similarities between citizen science and social media 

content in an ecological monitoring context and concludes that biodiversity data and 

ensuing activities observed on Twitter fit standard citizen typologies (Bonney et al., 2009; 

Newman et al., 2012; Shirk et al., 2012; Wiggins and Crowston, 2012), and with the exception 

of geo-location information is comparable to examples of deliberate citizen science projects 

for biodiversity monitoring. Moreover, even though the contributions via Twitter are ad-

hoc, those contributing show apparently a more than casual interest in the reported 

observations (Paper IV).      

An analysis of Twitter users contributing to biodiversity observations also revealed that 

these are predominantly participants with no previously documented interest or education 

in the biological domain (Paper IV). There is thus a huge potential of alert crowds that are 

passively and often unknowingly contributing to environmental monitoring, may show a 

more than casual interest in the subject and could possibly be mobilized for active 

deliberate monitoring, for example in citizen science projects (Paper IV). 

In summary, the results in Paper III & IV suggest that both with regard to the mined data 

and the contributors of this data, Twitter and other social media channels could supplement 

traditional forest monitoring efforts. Either by providing additional observational data, 

assisting to direct intensified monitoring to areas with surprise observations or simply 

helping to raise public awareness on critical issues and gather public support.   
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What are the conceptual and practical limitations of this data source?  

Paper III concludes that there are practical but no principal conceptual hurdles in utilizing 

Twitter content for ecological monitoring.  

Operational systems have to address both the data volume and the need for real-time 

processing, especially if additional data sources should be incorporated. Thus sufficient 

bandwidth, processing power and storage is required. Generally, automation will be crucial 

to deal with this information in an efficient way. The results (Paper III & IV) indicate that 

textual content largely suffices to decide on the topical relevance of Tweets, and specifically 

thematic trends should be extractable using automatic text analysis approaches (including 

the aforementioned probabilistic topic modelling).  

With regard to messages comprising species observations automatic approaches would have 

to encompass image recognition or even species recognition in images. However, even with 

recent  advances in this area (see for example (Kaya et al., 2015; Kumar et al., 2012)), the 

quality range and variation in the observed images suggests that manual approaches will be 

required. Operational systems would thus have to be modelled after examples like the 

Global Public Health Intelligence Network (Mykhalovskiy and Weir, 2006) were a 

combination of automatic text processing and evaluations by domain experts form a 

successful approach in monitoring disease trends (Paper III). A suitable approach would be 

to reach out to citizen science and “crowd-process” this “crowd-sourced” data. 

A practical limitation with regard to applicable monitoring subjects is indicated in Paper III 

& IV. The results here showed that the abundance and type of information is related to 

recognizability of a species. Common, notable and easy to recognize species produce more 

observations, rare or difficult to spot species very little. This eliminates certain monitoring 

subjects or requires a focus on indirect effects such as possibly easier to observe damages 

caused by a species.  

Finally, a generic conceptual challenge, although not impediment, in using this 

information, can be seen in the representation of both data and meta-information on this 

data in standardized formats. The issue of data quality is frequently raised when addressing 

informal sources such as citizen science data (Butt et al., 2013; Crall et al., 2011; See et al., 

2013) and will extend to information mined from social media when attempting to integrate 

it with traditional professionally collected monitoring data. Increasingly, a representation of 

provenance and quality as meta-data emerges (Reichman et al., 2011; Sheppard et al., 2014). 
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As indicated in Paper IV this should however be viewed as a generic challenge that extends 

to and would equally benefit traditional ecological data sources including forest monitoring 

data.  

 

Discussion and conclusions 

Starting with a very broad question concerning the usefulness of “social media in ecological 

monitoring” this study aimed to provide a methodical assessment of social media as a data 

source for environmental information focusing on the micro-blogging service Twitter and 

the example of invasive alien species in forest ecosystems. 

The results presented in Paper I-IV clearly indicate that this informal data source deserves 

consideration in forest monitoring and beyond.  

A rigorous conceptual framework and theoretical grounding seems however essential to lift 

this data source from the level of anecdotal application to reusable method in the 

monitoring toolset, and enable integration with other monitoring data sources.  

Conceptually, digital information sources could be approached as a form of digital local 

knowledge. Local or indigenous knowledge always had an important place in resource 

management practices (Berkes et al., 2000). In forest monitoring the integration of this type 

of knowledge is commonly denoted participatory or community-based monitoring (Evans 

and Guariguata, 2008). More generally the term “citizen science” is now used when 

describing contributions of the general public to scientific research, with the most common 

activities involving monitoring in the form of data collection or evaluation (Wiggins and 

Crowston, 2012).   

Research into the epistemology of this information is required to firmly place it into the 

canon of ecological information sources, for forest monitoring and ecological monitoring in 

general. As the cited research into typologies of citizen science indicates, there is a very 

practical motivation in focusing on the theoretical aspects of this information type, namely 

that practitioners and researchers alike benefit from generic models and guidelines that 

contribute to the mobilization of volunteers and ensure high data quality and successful 

monitoring outcomes of these volunteer activities (Shirk et al., 2012).      
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Practical applications in forest monitoring  

A broad range of applications of social media mining in forest monitoring can be envisaged 

based on the results of this study.  

Firstly, the approach presented in this study could be broadened to include other invasive 

species or forest pests in general. In parallel other social media sources could be 

incorporated to extend the volume of information. In specific examples the usage of this 

information can extend the detection of isolated infestations and can contribute to 

distribution maps of certain species. The large volume of messages and images posted with 

reference to “rhododendron” (Paper III) hints at this opportunity.   

Since social media data uniquely provides information about the sensed environmental 

information and the “sensors” themselves, social media could also be applied for a 

stakeholder analysis (Paper I). This may range from obtaining public preferences for forests 

as recreational sites to the public discourse about organizational stakeholders in forest 

management scenarios. Existing survey-driven approaches for these examples (Edwards et 

al., 2012; Kearney et al., 1999) could be supplemented and extended via information mined 

from social media.  

Furthermore, focusing on geo-tagged social media content with images showing trees in 

urban areas, tree health assessments could be pursued on a large scale with the help of 

volunteers. Image classification is a common and successful task in several citizen science 

domains (Fritz et al., 2009; Hill et al., 2012; Smith et al., 2011). Citizen science projects 

focusing on tree health assessments already exist (UK Forestry Commission, 2013), and 

could thus be expanded using geo-tagged, high-quality images from social media resulting 

in data assemblies that approach the level of real-time inventories.  

The most promising applications would however involve the integration of multiple 

different data sources, for example to provide risk assessments or early warnings. One such 

example would be forest fire risk assessments in highly visited areas with recreational 

value: (Wood et al., 2013) show for example that photos taken at recreational sites such as 

national parks and posted on the image sharing service Flickr allow a quantification of 

visitation rates, while (Cortez and Morais, 2007) present a model for forest fire prediction 

using meteorological data. Together with traditional inventories that implicitly provide fire 

fuel estimates, these different data sources and models could be combined into integrated 

approaches that enable a real-time risk assessment of forest fires.  
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Finally, applications in forestry could rely on the primary nature of social media as 

communication channels. Having identified individuals that contribute to or are interested 

in specific forest-related subjects via social media channels such as Twitter, those 

individuals could be addressed directly via those same social media, to communicate 

information, warnings or request help in monitoring local threats.  

 

Future research directions 

Three major research streams emerge to continue this work on social online media as 

sources in support of ecological monitoring: 1) use-case and data assessments, 2) theoretical 

foundations and information models, 3) method development and practical applications.   

Specific use-case and data assessments, resulting in information topology profiles for other 

IAS and social media channels, will help to obtain an even better understanding of the 

abundance, representativeness and quality of this data source. Throughout, other subjects 

and monitoring examples have been indicated and some of the collected data still awaits 

further exploration. These assessments should also address the taxonomic coverage of 

observations, the timeliness of the information and the provision of reliable geo-location 

information. The representativeness of social media contributors with regard to 

stakeholders in a particular domain and the alignment of social media communications 

with the “real world”, i.e. whether the social media dynamics are aligned with, follow or 

precede “real-world events”, is another research angle with important practical 

implications. 

The theoretical foundations refer to the development of information models and typologies 

similar to or aligned with comparable models in citizen science. As elaborated earlier this 

has very practical motivations, since a better understanding of the involved communities 

and participation models can directly contribute to the mobilization of volunteers in 

monitoring efforts.  

Finally, practical applications as well as testing and development of automation routines 

need intensified efforts in order to arrive at operational systems. This includes data 

standards, ontologies and formal data processing workflows to integrate this informal data 

source with structured data sources that are available in forestry and ecological monitoring 

in general. 
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Forest monitoring captures human impacts and other biotic and abiotic influences on forests and is a pre-
requisite for the sustainable use and protection of forest ecosystems. Forest inventories for example are a
key tool to plan sustainable harvesting, whereas Forest Observational Studies provide the empirical basis
for an improved understanding and long-term evaluation of forest ecosystem dynamics. To that end
detailed data is collected at stand level, often integrated in larger forest observational networks, which
feeds into forest ecosystem models. Forests exist however in a constantly changing societal context
and the direct or indirect impact of human activity has become a crucial driver on all types of ecosystems.
The Millenium Ecosystem Assessment underlines the linkage between social and ecological systems,
highlighting the centrality of ecosystem services to human well-being and the requirement for ecosystem
monitoring in the ‘‘anthropocene’’ to provide a holistic view of ecosystems as social-ecological systems.

Framing information about the social context of a forest ecosystem, gaining the expertise and providing
resources to collect this type of information is usually outside the scope of data collection for forest
inventories and monitoring. Studies in other domains faced a similar challenge and turned to data mining
informal online information sources to supplement traditional monitoring and data collection strategies.

This paper explores how forest monitoring approaches especially Forest Observational Studies with
their long-term and large-scale focus may be complemented by social media mining. We outline (a)
how social media mining methods from other domains could be applied to forest monitoring, (b) discuss
identification of stakeholders, events and demands on forest ecosystems as examples of social contextual
information that could be obtained via this route and (c) explain how this information could be automat-
ically mined from social media, online news and other similar online information sources. The proposed
approach is discussed on the basis of examples from a broad set of other domains.

� 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

1.1. Scope and challenges of forest monitoring

Forest monitoring aims to capture the dynamics of forest eco-
systems in response to a broad range of biotic and abiotic influ-
ences. Monitoring programmes vary with regard to their primary
focus and objective; forest inventories for example have histori-
cally been a key instrument in planning sustainable harvests,
whereas long-term and large-scale Forest Observational Studies,
as defined comprehensively in the introductory contribution to
this Special Issue, provide the empirical data basis for analysing
ecosystem structure and dynamics. The development of a forest
ecosystem is not only the result of ‘‘natural’’ processes, but is lar-
gely influenced by human activity. Field data – often integrated
in bigger observational networks – allows modelling of forest
dynamics, including tree growth, mortality, recruitment and abi-
otic and biotic risks, in response to site conditions, harvest events
and other silvicultural operations.

Despite an assumed long-term perspective, even silviculture, as
a direct and planned influence, is characterised by frequent policy
changes rather than constancy (Heyder, 1984) and Gadow et al.
(2007) conclude that dynamics of managed (or exploited) forest
ecosystems is thus predominantly a cultural rather than ecological
issue (Gadow et al., 2007).

Forests exist however in an even broader societal context and
the Millenium Ecosystem Assessment (2005) underlines the
linkage between social and ecological systems. More and more for-
est management approaches acknowledge this linkage and provide
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a form of adaptive forest management that aims to identify and
prioritise available management options for a forested landscape
resulting in a desirable mix of forest ecosystem services (Gadow
et al., 2007; Heinimann, 2010; Millar et al., 2007). According to
Gadow et al. (2007) the valuation and prioritisation of different for-
est ecosystem services is thus a typical problem of Public Choice
that is influenced by and has to accommodate current demands
of a broad range of stakeholders.

Forest planning and management thus faces both the challenge of
providing an adaptive management regime that can incorporate
changing demands as well as the need to obtain the necessary data
to identify a desirable mix of services. An evaluation of these de-
mands does however require to assess the perspective of social sys-
tems which is usually outside the scope of data collection for forest
planning. Adaptive forest management practices will thus also have
to bridge the disconnect between the available data and its suitabil-
ity to assess societal demands on forest ecosystem services.

In addition to frequently changing silvicultural practices and
demands, forest management has to address the uncertainty and
surprises that result from the broader human impacts on the
Earth’s ecosystems (Albert and Schmidt, 2012; Lindner et al.,
2010; Schneider and Root, 1996; Spellmann et al., 2011), which
extend beyond the harvesting of resources. These impacts are so
significant that the term ‘‘Anthropocene’’ was coined (Zalasiewicz
et al., 2010) to highlight that humans have become the major
driver of global change. The Anthropocene is characterised by
large-scale, and often uncontrolled human disturbances, and the
relatively scattered forest observational networks face the same
known challenges as any ecological monitoring programme in
picking up and anticipating these disturbances (Wintle et al.,
2010). Such disturbances may occur at any time and therefore even
large scale forest inventories which have time intervals of 5–
10 years between successive assessments, are usually only able
to capture such events long after they have occurred.

Even tightly-knit forest monitoring programmes with shorter
time intervals in densely populated areas such as Europe face
new challenges. Invasive alien species for example have been high-
lighted as a growing concern in general (EEA, 2012) and forestry
has seen devastating impacts through for example Ash dieback
(Pautasso et al., 2013) or the faster emerging Pine wilt disease
(Vicente et al., 2012).

Native forest threats like the Pine or Oak processionary present
new challenges as well; there are indications that these species,
possibly due to changing climate conditions, are extending their
distribution range thus potentially becoming a threat in new areas
(Netherer and Schopf, 2010; Petercord et al., 2008; van Oudenho-
ven et al., 2008). Monitoring programmes for both native and alien
invasive species exist but are resource-intensive and regionally di-
vided responsibilities may complicate adequate responses.

In addition, the assessment of the impact is not limited to tan-
gible goods like timber production and will vary with the predom-
inant societal role of the forest. The Oak processionary for example
is causing major damages to oak forests (Habermann, 2012) but
also presents a significant health risk (Gottschling and Meyer,
2006). The latter is of greater importance in e.g. densely populated
areas or where forests have a major recreational function. This in
turn will influence the actions taken and the most suitable moni-
toring approach and effort.

Given the multitude of threats and challenges more resources
could be committed to even closer monitoring and observational
networks. However, we propose that, alternatively or in addition,
existing monitoring efforts may be informed by additional, previ-
ously unused informal information sources in order to identify
changing demands or unanticipated threats and thus guide data
collection in existing monitoring networks. Examples of such sup-
plementary information includes identifying stakeholders or socie-
tal demands on ecosystems at a local level which may also help to
guide adaptations in the type and scope of data collected in forest
inventories.

In consideration of this, we propose to mine informal
online information sources as an efficient and flexible way to
supplement traditional forest monitoring and data collection
strategies. We will show with examples how social contextual
information and indications of notable events can be mined from
social media, online news and other similar online information
sources.

1.2. Social online media as monitors for social systems

Social online media are a class of web-based applications and
information sources, that are typically characterised by collabora-
tive content creation driven by explicit or implicit social networks
that represent virtual communities of shared interest.

The terms ‘‘Social media’’, ‘‘Web 2.0’’ or ‘‘User-generated
content’’ are often used interchangeably to describe the character-
istics of these information sources. Despite a certain fuzziness
surrounding the term ‘‘Web 2.0’’ (DeveloperWorks, 2006) it can
be best described as a set of technologies (i.e. AJAX, RSS) and tools
(i.e. Blogs, Wikis, social online networks) which Kaplan and
Haenlein (2010) define as ‘‘the platform for the evolution of Social
Media’’ where users, to varying degrees, contribute to the creation
of content, thus becoming ‘‘prosumers’’ – producers and
consumers of content (Ritzer and Jurgenson, 2010; Wikipedia,
2012).

Social media classes vary with regard to the level of ‘‘personal-
isation’’ or ‘‘self-disclosure’’ and the ‘‘richness of the media’’
employed (Kaplan and Haenlein, 2010); blogs and micro-blogs
for example are highly personalised as the author(s) provide
personalised content and information about themselves, whereas
collaborative projects like Wikipedia have a low degree of person-
alisation – content is not personalised and author information not
as prominent. Both of these have in common that they are employ-
ing text as a main medium, in contrast, ‘‘content communities’’ like
YouTube focus on video content as the main medium and ‘‘Virtual
Worlds’’ like Second Life belong to social media classes that employ
even richer media. Table 1 provides a definition and examples of
different social media classes.

Another discriminator between the different types of social
media focuses on two patterns of information flow. ‘‘Information-
pull’’ media (Marques et al., 2012) are applications where a reader
or content consumer has to actively visit the information source to
obtain content; blogs belong to this class of applications. In ‘‘infor-
mation-push’’ models (Marques et al., 2012) on the other hand the
information is delivered to the content consumer; micro-blogs and
social networks like Facebook are typical examples. Information-
push models guarantee a broader distribution of information and
facilitate recursive dissemination of this information in the net-
works of readers.

The potential value of informal online information sources in
the ecological domain in general was recently advocated by Galaz
et al. (2010). In this contribution we discuss whether informal on-
line information sources – specifically social online media – could
act as an efficient and representative source for the societal context
of forest ecosystems. We will provide an introduction to social
media mining, present relevant examples of social media analysis
from other domains and discuss three potential areas – (1) identi-
fication of stakeholders, (2) detection of events with an impact on
forests and (3) identification of demands on forest ecosystems – for
which social media analysis could provide insights with regard to
forest ecosystem dynamics, early warnings or management op-
tions and potentially augment and guide forest observational
studies.



Table 1
Social online media classes.

Social media class Description

Wikis Collaborative tools facilitating the creation and organisation of predominantly text-based content; earliest examples of tools for user-generated
content and precursors of other social media tools. Examples: Wikipedia online encyclopedia

Blogs Blogs, also called weblogs or online diaries, are publishing tools with a high level of personalisation. Authors’ profile information, personalised and
often opiniated content is common. Commenting functions facilitate discussions around blog articles; both content and comments can be
consumed as so-called RSS feeds. Examples: Wordpress, Blogspot

Micro-blogs Micro-blogs combine features of publishing and conversational tools as well as social networks and are characterised by their real-time nature
and the shortage of messages posted (maximum 140 characters). Micro-blogs are typically non-reciprocal social networks – any user interested in
messages from another user can follow this user without this connection having to be reciprocated. Examples: Twitter, Sina-Weibo

Social online
networks

Social online networks are reciprocal networks of inviduals with a common interest. In professional networks like LinkedIn the network itself is
the main content, build up to retain connections or establish new links into neighbouring networks. With social networks like Facebook the focus
shifts to information exchange, they combine the characteristics of conversational and publishing tools without the constraint on message
shortage as in micro-blogs. Examples: Facebook, LinkedIn

Content
communities

Content communities typically focus on richer types of media such as videos or photos. Content is usually public and networks are established
only implicitly. Functions that allow to provide public comments or rate content are common features in content communities. Examples:
YouTube, Flickr

Virtual worlds Virtual social worlds are complex software applications that replicate a broad type of real world social interactions; users interact through virtual
identities (avatars). Applications include virtual situation rooms facilitating information exchange in e.g. emergency situtions. Examples: Second
Life, World of Warcraft

Online news Online news can be considered as social media due to their information aggregation function of social processes, but also if they provide channels
for readers to interact – this includes functions to tag, rate or comment on articles and push content into other social media applications

Online forums Online discussion forums are an early class of social media applications. Most forums require registration and content is usually created with
reference to specific subjects. Social networks are not supported explicitly, but virtual communities of shared interest may emerge around certain
subjects
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2. Methods – data mining online sources

Social online media have become an important information
source in domains as diverse as public health (Eysenbach,
2011b), finance (De Choudhury et al., 2008) or emergency manage-
ment (Vieweg et al., 2010). Depending on their predominant
characteristics they can have different functions: collaborative
projects like Wikipedia will aid iterative information collection,
organisation and management that may even allow to extract for-
mal representations of domain knowledge (Milne et al., 2006),
whereas blogs, micro-blogs like Twitter and social online networks
such as Facebook with their real-time nature, conversational
characteristics and often short messages are more suitable to cap-
ture important events, emerging trends and explicit or implicit
networks of stakeholders.

Social media content and social networks thus provide a direct or
indirect reflection of primary information sources (real-life events),
secondary sources (scientific articles, news, etc) as well as discus-
sions and reflections on both of those. Therefore, this content is
not only a source of domain information but also of the societal con-
text and perception of the domain and issues surrounding it.

While the primary use of social media is the direct communica-
tion and dissemination of information items, the aggregation and
mining of this data has become an important indirect information
source in many domains. The emphasis is here on the analysis of
textual, real-time content obtained from blogs, micro-blogs or on-
line news. The best researched domain is in the area of epidemic
disease monitoring which resulted in several operational systems.
One of the first – employed by the World Health Organisation – is
the Global Public Health Intelligence Network (GPHIN), which auto-
matically monitors various online sources for signs of infectious
disease epidemics (Mykhalovskiy and Weir, 2006). The collected
content is automatically pre-filtered and then further evaluated
by health experts to obtain early disease warnings or follow the
development of epidemics.

Fig. 1 illustrates the general approach and the basic steps of a
social media mining application.

The majority of social online media provide publicly accessible
content, which can be collected by standard web crawlers, tools
that recursively retrieve and index the textual content of web sites.
In addition, most social media applications also provide public APIs
(Application Programming Interfaces) which have in common that
they return content based on a reliable contract and in a structured
form thus easing the automatic analysis or mining of content. The
details of this process are described in the following sections.

2.1. Step 1: Content retrieval, transformation and storage

All online content mining systems share the same main pro-
cessing steps independent of the analysed sources (e.g. Twitter,
Blogs, online news). In a first step content needs to be retrieved
from the source, which is usually achieved through a program-
matic routine that secures content automatically and continuously
in order to incorporate new content as it becomes available.

Whereas certain types of data collectors (such as common web
crawlers) retrieve ‘‘raw unstructured content’’ (web pages in HTML
format), many sources provide APIs through which content can be
obtained with at least a basic structure imposed; RSS feeds are a
common and basic type of API typically available for blogs, online
news and many other online sources. Sites like Twitter offer more
sophisticated APIs through which content can be retrieved in the
form of simple queries constraining returned information items
by e.g. keywords, date, author, geo-location, etc.

In addition to the imposed structure, all APIs add semantics to
the data allowing to identify authors, posted content or publishing
dates. More advanced APIs add geo-location data, identify embed-
ded links to other sites or names of places or persons. Fig. 2 illus-
trates how raw Twitter site content is represented in the JSON
data format; the transformation being facilitated via the Twitter
API.

Data collection concludes with the storage of the obtained con-
tent in a structure and format suitable for further processing.

2.2. Step 2: Content filtering and categorisation

Prior to a detailed analysis the content has to be filtered for fur-
ther processing. The objective of this step is to separate relevant
from irrelevant items and is best explained with the example of
an online news site which publishes articles covering any number
of subjects including articles in the forest domain – the latter will



Fig. 1. General illustration of social media mining processes. Data collected via APIs from a variety of online sources is stored, filtered, categorised and analysed to extract new
aggregated information.

Fig. 2. Exemplary Twitter website snapshot transformed into the JSON data format retrieved via the Twitter API.
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have to be identified for a system that intends to analyse content
relating to forest ecosystems.

With large, continuously collected data sets automatic classifica-
tion routines are employed. In order to assign a given text or
document to a predefined class (‘‘relevant’’ or ‘‘irrelevant’’; ‘‘text cov-
ers forests’’ or ‘‘text does not cover forests’’) supervised learning tech-
niques such as Naïve Bayesian Classification, Support Vector Machines
or k-nearest Neighbour Learning have proven to be successful meth-
ods (Liu, 2009). For all of the above a sample of retrieved content has
to be classified by a domain expert in order to create a training set,
which will be used to train one of the above classification routines
and obtain a classifier that can be applied to new content.

A classifier assigns a class to a given text based on certain fea-
tures of this text (such as word frequencies); measures such as pre-
cision, recall and F-score indicate the accuracy of the trained
classifier (Liu, 2009).

It is important to note that due to semantic ambiguities this
classification step has to be applied even if the initial data set con-
sists of pre-filtered content matching certain keywords – the word
‘‘tree’’ could for example be used in a genealogical (‘‘family tree’’)
or mathematical (‘‘decision tree’’) context and is thus insufficient
to indicate content about the forestry domain.
2.3. Step 3: Text and content meta-data analysis

Further analysis of the filtered/classified content depends on
the purpose of the data mining exercise. An initial basic output
are the frequencies over time with which documents containing
certain keywords are published. They can indicate trends or may
be used for projections – examples include discovery of disease
epidemics (Schmidt, 2012) or predictions of stock market activity
(De Choudhury et al., 2008).
In addition, a more fine-grained application of the mentioned
classification routines can help to identify specific types of content
from a large pool of items. This may be a precursor to further anal-
ysis, for example by distinguishing between primary (e.g. refer-
ences to original observations) and secondary (e.g. comments on
news articles) information, or to deliver specific types of content
items to specific audiences (e.g. official warnings in an emergency
situation (Palen et al., 2010)).

Next, a detailed (statistical) text analysis can help to identify
important topics through most frequently used words or to find
correlated issues by looking at words commonly used together.
Those can again be analysed along a temporal dimension in order
to explore how major topics or correlated themes change over
time. Other resources may be included in the analysis; an analysis
of web links embedded in a text is for example a common applica-
tion (Yu et al., 2010).

Another advanced type of text analysis is sentiment and opinion
analysis (Liu, 2010), which attempts to determine whether a given
text makes a positive or negative statement about a covered topic.
Sentiment analysis allows to describe how certain issues are per-
ceived by the authors of the analysed content.

Finally, author and geo-location information can be used to
name the most important information providers, stakeholders in
general and in certain cases infer social networks established with
regard to a specific subject. Geo-location information may enable
views into local stakeholder networks or identify geographical
trends. Given the rich meta-data usually available for collected
content the boundaries between text mining and data mining in
general are often blurred in this case.

Section 3 explores this process on the basis of an example anal-
ysis of Twitter content related to a specific forest threat: Oak pro-
cessionary. While all social media sources listed in Table 1 qualify
as potential information sources the initial exploration of social
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media as a complementary source in forest monitoring as well as
the example presented here focuses exclusively on messages
posted on the micro-blogging service Twitter. The following prop-
erties suggest that Twitter is, at least initially, a suitable social
media source to explore:

� Low contribution threshold. It requires less effort to write a
message limited to 140 characters then for example a Blog
or Wiki article and hence Twitter seems more likely to deli-
ver new observations (i.e. sightings of a species like oak
processionary). Compared to online news Twitter is also
more likely to deliver primary observations.

� Public content and API. Messages posted on Twitter are typ-
ically public and a public web interface is available to
retrieve content programmatically. Facebook may be a
valuable source as well, but its content is not public.

� Non-reciprocal network. In contrast to Facebook where con-
nections need to be confirmed by both users connecting
with each other, a Twitter user can follow any other user
without the need for reciprocal confirmation. Hence, net-
works grow faster and information spreads further.

� Textual content. For an initial exploration, textual content is
more accessible and offers a broader and established set of
semi-automated analytical tools, than for example video
content posted on YouTube or pictures published on Flickr.

� Information hub. Related Twitter mining studies point out
that Twitter is an information hub that links to other types
of social media such as Facebook, Blogs, Wikis, etc (De Lon-
gueville et al., 2009). Thus Twitter provides access to other
social media sources and allows an at least indirect assess-
ment of the importance of these additional sources.

For the monitoring of a forest threat like Oak processionary,
Twitter with its real-time nature seems a particularly good choice,
however – as will be discussed later – depending on the explored
subject other social media choices may be more relevant.
3. Example

Our research explores a diverse set of targets with relevance to
forestry in order to assess the potential of social media as a supple-
mentary information source. These include Ash dieback (Chalara
disease) which can only be recognised by symptoms on the host
species, Emerald ash borer which is having dramatic impacts in ur-
ban environments in the United States or the Horse-chestnut leaf
miner which is slowly expanding its range in Europe.

Other examples are the Grey squirrel – invasive in several parts
of Europe – where social media mining can not only deliver
sightings but also interesting insights in the public perception
and response to the control and eradication of a species that is per-
ceived as fairly harmless or ‘‘cute’’.Rhododendron is yet another
example monitored on Twitter which is not only tackled as an
invasive species by the UK Forestry Commission but is also recog-
nised as a vector of Sudden oak death. Geo-tagged pictures posted
via Twitter with Rhododendron in full bloom are not uncommon
and could thus provide additional information for two different
perspectives on this species.

However, in the following we will focus on the example of Oak
processionary (Thaumetopoea processionea), a type of moth indige-
nous in Central European oak forests which has several distinctive
features and impacts that make it a good candidate for an explor-
atory social media mining exercise.

The caterpillars build large colonies and have long defensive
poisonous setae (hairs) which break when touched, then releasing
a toxin that can cause skin irritation, respiratory problems and
anaphylactic shocks in humans. Apart from their impact on forests
they represent thus also a major health issue.

In recent years more northerly sightings indicate that the spe-
cies is extending its distribution range, which has been discussed
as a possible sign of climate change by related studies (van
Oudenhoven et al., 2008).

In Germany as in other central European countries the spatial
and temporal distribution and the population density of Oak pro-
cessionary is routinely monitored (e.g. FVA-BW, 2012; NW-FVA,
2012). The monitoring methods sometimes vary between federal
states and even county districts and different institutions are
responsible to collect and analyse the data. For example, the
Departments of Forest Protection within the German Forest Re-
search Institutes process the notification about the appearance of
Oak processionary sent by local forest practitioners (Habermann,
2012; Möller, 2012). Based on these analyses pest control is coor-
dinated to prevent damage to oak forests or warnings to the public
are given to make aware of health risks. Public health departments
on the other hand collect data on the distribution and frequency of
allergic reactions due to Oak processionary (Scherbaum, 2012).
Altogether the monitoring is diverse in method, intensity and
information gained. Thus, it seems promising to explore how social
media mining can support or complement an improved monitoring
system.

The Ecoveillance system (http://www.ecoveillance.org), a social
media mining platform under development to obtain early warn-
ings for ecological changes (with an initial focus on alien invasive
species) was used to collect Twitter messages explicitly mention-
ing ‘‘oak processionary’’. In addition, variations on the common Ger-
man name ‘‘Eichenprozessionsspinner’’ and the scientific name
‘‘Thaumetopoea processionea’’ where used to obtain potentially rel-
evant tweets on this subject. In order to capture tweets by users
who do not recognise the species, a second set of keywords – such
as ‘‘hairy caterpillars’’ – containing descriptions of distinctive fea-
tures of Oak processionary caterpillars are used.

Table 2 represents a small selection from more than 2000
tweets mentioning this subject which were posted on Twitter be-
tween May 2012 and June 2013.

The majority of the above tweets refer to the subject directly.
We find references to geo-locations (‘‘Steinfurt’’, ‘‘London’’, ‘‘Berk-
shire’’, ‘‘Regents Park’’, ‘‘Lainzer Wald’’), oak processionary are
referenced as a public health hazard (T1, T6), a related species –
‘‘Horse-Chestnut Leaf Miner’’ – is mentioned in the context of chang-
ing climate conditions (T2), the cause of an infestation is discussed
(T4) and other users are specifically addressed by name (i.e.
‘‘@JusJane53’’).

Several tweets contain links to external resources such as news
sites (T1, T7), a privately maintained site with health information
(T6), an information and reporting page by the UK Forestry Com-
mission (T3) and blogs that provide background information and
bibliographies on Oak processionary (T5) or private reports by a
birdwatcher (T8).

Three tweets include or link to pictures (T8-10) of sufficient
quality to identify the species. T9 triggered responses by several
other users that helped to identify the species and while this turns
out not to be an Oak processionary sighting it is an example of a
tweet with attached geo-coordinates that allows to place the iden-
tified species at the location where it was observed.

Finally, several tweets report indirectly (T6) or directly (T8, T10)
sightings of Oak processionary – one in London’s Regents Park (T8)
and the other in a private garden (T10). In the latter case the loca-
tion can be inferred as ‘‘Holland’’ from the user’s profile. However,
if we envisage these types of messages as part of a monitoring sys-
tem, the advantages of Twitter or other social media tools is that
they allow follow-up with the message’s author to verify the sight-
ing or gather additional information.



Table 2
Sample Tweets referring to Oak processionary or related subjects.

T1 ‘‘Eichenprozessionsspinner – ein Nachtfalter erreicht Steinfurt, Gefahr durch giftige Raupenhaare http://t.co/Hidf9bpU’’ (Steinfurt Tweet (@steinfurt_tweet),
2012)

T2 ‘‘Horse-Chestnut Leaf Miner (Cameraria ohridella) & Oak Processionary (Thaumetopoea processionea) Med’ natives, but ‘the climate is a changin’’’ (Russel G. Sharp
(@Rusty_Sharp), 2012)

T3 ‘‘Stay alert for the nests which oak processionary moth caterpillars are now building in London and Berkshire oak trees. http://t.co/6cu6ow38’’ (FC Tree Pest News
(@treepestnews), 2012)

T4 @Lynnibinny @JusJane53 ‘‘Infestations of oak processionary moth have been tracked back to large specimen oaks brought in from Holland’’ (Marco (@vBelz),
2012)

T5 New blog post up. Oak processionary moth a new pest to UK oak trees http://wp.me/p3pKvg-3f #plantscience #botany #moth (Sarah Shailes (@SarahShailes),
2013)

T6 KiGa Ausflug: viele Kinder und Betreuerinnen haben Ausschlag wg Kontakt mit Prozessionsspinnerraupe im Lainzer Wald. http://www.med4you.at/derma/
allerg_intol/eichenprozessionsspinner.htm . . . (Bettina Schimak (@BettinaSchimak), 2012)

T7 Eichenprozessionsspinner: Wo man die Raupennester melden sollte http://bit.ly/Mvoef8 (Berlin aktuell (@Berlin_de_News), 2012)

T8 More oak processionary caterpillars, and my neck needs a massage. #wildlife#moths#LNHS http://regentsparkbirds.blogspot.co.uk/2012/06/12th-
june.html?m=1 . . . (Regents Park Birds (@parkbirdslondon), 2012)

T9 Keeping my children entertained finding loads of hairy caterpillars. Do you know what they are? http://ow.ly/i/2cLfj #recordwildlife (Record Wildlife
(@RecordWildlife), 2013)

T10 Not very happy about this in our backyard, a processionary caterpillar train on our oak! My dad has removed them http://twitpic.com/9u2q61 (Ildikó
(@nlduranie), 2012)
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These samples illustrate Twitter messages as a rich information
source and it is important to note that additional information is
available which is not visible here, for example author profiles,
geo-coordinates attached to the tweets, etc.

The samples also hint at the potential of other linked social
media sources, but equally illustrate the challenges associated with
the analysis of this information, whether it is filtering out the small
amounts of novel sightings from the majority of more general ref-
erences to the Oak processionary, the variable quality of location
information or the identification of false positives. A future system
based on this prototype will probably have to incorporate addi-
tional content from e.g. Blogs and Wikis, but will also have to build
on a combination of extensive manual categorisations and auto-
matic classification techniques in order to be employed as a sup-
plementary monitoring tool.

The Twitter messages were collected via the Twitter API and
then processed following the steps outlined in the previous sec-
tion. Among all the possible results the following basic outputs
should illustrate the value this aggregated information promises.

Firstly, the frequency with which messages mentioning ‘‘oak
processionary’’ or one of the other keywords have been posted
(Fig. 3) may offer initial insights.

Expectedly, Fig. 3 shows that the bulk of the communication oc-
curs between May and July (after the larvea hedge). Intermittent
messaging bursts could relate to certain events (new oak proces-
sionary outbreaks) or indicate a generally hightened attention
Fig. 3. Frequency of tweets posted between May 2012 and June 2013 that specifically me
Ecoveillance platform.
the topic receives including for example conversations on the sig-
nificance of oak processionary as a climate change indicator.

Next, a look at the 20 most frequently used ‘‘hashtags’’ (words
in a tweet preceded by a ‘‘#’’ symbol to indicate a topic) allows
an assessment of the most important themes in the messages
(Fig. 4). One of the keywords used to retrieve tweets – ‘‘eichenpro-
zessionsspinner’’ – is the most frequent. However, the hashtags
‘‘gesundheit’’ (health) and ‘‘allergie’’ (allergy) indicate that the mon-
itored subject is connected to health topics; place names
(‘‘potsdam’’, ‘‘berlin’’, ‘‘bromley’’) indicate locations potentially
affected by oak processionary outbreaks.

Aggregated social media content could be correlated with spa-
tial and temporal patterns obtained through already operating for-
est monitoring networks, but may also indicate correlated topics,
include information not covered by forest monitoring (such as
observations in private gardens), highlight new geographic areas
that deserve closer monitoring and represents a cost-effective
and real-time information aggregation source.

Finally, a combination of a message’s author and mentions of
users (for example ‘‘@JusJane53’’ in T4 (see above)) allows to infer
stakeholders about the topic (those communicating on it) as well
as connections between them. Fig. 5 illustrates a social network in-
ferred from the collected tweets.

Nodes in Fig. 5 represent Twitter users. If a user mentions an-
other user in a message this is interpreted as a link between them;
multiple links between two nodes are indicated by thicker lines
ntion ‘‘oak processionary’’ or similar terms. Screenshot of a chart produced with the



Fig. 4. Top 20 hashtags used in tweets posted between May 2012 and January 2013 that mention ‘‘oak processionary’’ or related keywords. Screenshot of a chart produced
with the Ecoveillance platform.

Fig. 5. Social network inferred from author information and mentions of Twitter users in posted Tweets. Screenshot of a chart produced with the Ecoveillance platform.
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and more connections influence the node size. Finally, the node
colours indicate whether a user is mentioned more often in mes-
sages then (s)he is posting self (red/light-grey) or whether a user
is predominantly posting messages rather than being mentioned
(green/dark-grey).
Geo-location information and the incorporation of the temporal
dimension could be included in a more a detailed analysis. The
simple network visualisation does however immediately highlight
information hubs and potential information distribution pathways.
In the case of Oak processionary as a health risk this represents one
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valuable social media mining result, for example when applying
these information hubs to warn about threats identified through
other traditional monitoring networks.

Finally, the connectedness of such a network could indicate
the level of attention a topic receives or the maturity of a conver-
sation (how well organised it is with regard to its participants);
this in turn might be correlated with how advanced a threat is
or at least as how severe it is perceived and it could thus present
a generic threat level indicator. Social network parameters as
generic threat level indicators are at this stage hypothetical. This
idea is however motivated by findings in the area of early warn-
ings for catastrophic transitions (Scheffer et al., 2009) and sug-
gests valuable future directions for research into our proposed
approach.
4. Discussion – social online media as a supplementary data
source for forest ecosystem surveillance

One of the strongest indicators that informal online information
sources and the described data mining techniques could deliver
useful information on forest ecosystems and their societal role
and perception, is the success of citizen science projects in the
environmental and ecological domain.

Projects such as the Christmas Bird Count, OPAL (Open Air
Laboratories) or the Invasive Species Survey (Silvertown, 2009) rely
on contributions from amateur scientist contributing observations
through digital channels. The common trait of these projects is that
they are examples of ‘‘participatory sensing’’ – they rely on an
active contribution of information through specific channels
requiring pre-defined data structures. Social media mining on
the other hand aggregates potentially large volumes of
information, contributed through generic channels, by users who
will probably often be unaware that they are contributing useful
information to a specific domain, such as forest ecosystem
monitoring.

Suitable supplementary information on forests and the role of
forests in societal contexts could of course be obtained through tra-
ditional data collection approaches such as interviews or the min-
ing of primary data sources i.e. demographic or economic data. This
is however outside the scope of forest inventories and requires
substantial additional resources. Given the availability and accessi-
bility of social online media content as well as advances in the pro-
cessing of these large data volumes, social media may thus offer a
suitable source and an efficient approach to obtain information
about the societal context of forests.

We argue that similarly to domains such as health monitoring
social online media could provide valuable information on forest
ecosystems, specifically on the role and perception of forest eco-
systems and could thus contribute to traditional approaches of for-
est monitoring.

Information obtained via informal sources could help to identify
threats and long-term trends between inventory intervals, could
provide background information regarding the use of forests, per-
ceptions or expectations and may help to identify information
needs. With the help of matching examples from other domains,
we will discuss three potential contributions in the following
sections:

� Stakeholder identification. – Who is interested in/talking
about forests and forest ecosystem services?

� Event identification. – What is happening in for example a
specific geo-region?

� Demands on and use of forest ecosystems. – Which ecosys-
tem services are considered most important by different
stakeholders?
4.1. Stakeholder identification
A broad set of stakeholders – aside from forest managers and
researchers – are interested in or are affected by forest ecosystems
or forest ecosystem services. Examples are researchers in non-for-
estry domains, resource managers, local or special interest groups,
politicians or the general public which are not only consumers but
also providers of additional information relevant to forest
management.

Studies on stakeholder perspectives of forest management
highlight the differences and similarities between stakeholder
groups (Kearney et al., 1999), the diversity of the dimensions with
which forests are assessed and the different importance placed on
these dimensions by distinct stakeholder groups (Kearney and
Bradley, 1998), but also discrepancies in the perception of stake-
holder groups of each other (Kearney et al., 1999).

The consideration of different stakeholder perspectives plays a
major role in models of adaptive governance of forest ecosystems
(Elbakidze et al., 2010) and (Elbakidze et al., 2010) state that the
objectives of sustainable forest management formulated through
national as well as international policies demand a broader inclu-
sion of stakeholder perspectives. This does however present spe-
cific requirements on the data collected in regular forest
inventories in order to address different stakeholder perspectives.
Examples include information that allows to assess biodiversity
perspectives or the recreational value of forests. In order to assess
the need for this kind of information and decide on the information
needs and data collection strategies, the relevance of different
stakeholder perspectives has to be addressed first. Monitoring of
social media content related to forest ecosystems or forest ecosys-
tem services could be a feasible and cost-effective approach in or-
der to identify both stakeholders as well as stakeholder
perspectives.

Examples from various domains show how stakeholder infor-
mation can be collected via mining of online information sources
in general and social media specifically. The meaning of the term
stakeholder has to be interpreted differently depending on the do-
main but here generally encompasses producers and consumers of
domain-specific information, that is anyone creating relevant online
content, as well as referencing or commenting on it.

A standard output of studies in social media mining is a charac-
terisation of the ‘‘information actors’’ or stakeholders in a domain’s
information landscape. A popular example is the identification of
political opinions (Sobkowicz et al., 2012) or political develop-
ments like the recent uprisings in the middle east (Wang, 2011).
While many studies focus on the development of sentiments about
political issues and politicians, or the patterns of information prop-
agation they can also help to identify information actors with re-
gard to a particular subject and thus a stakeholder in a given
domain.

Social media mining studies in the area of emergency manage-
ment identify stakeholders relevant during natural disasters such
as floods (Starbird et al., 2010), forest fires (De Longueville et al.,
2009) or earthquakes (Qu et al., 2011). Apart from the identifica-
tion of different stakeholder groups (general public, emergency
services, government agencies, news providers) information mined
from social media can help to identify good, reliable or relevant
sources of information, prioritise emergency operations or identify
communication channels (Starbird et al., 2010).

With the help of implicit or explicit geo-location information
attached to social media content spatial trends can be identified
(Sakaki et al., 2010) and stakeholders can be tied to a geographic
context.

Applications in ecology or forest management could begin by
focusing on specific issues that are relevant topics at local or na-
tional levels such as conservation, biodiversity, tourism, recreation
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or water management and identify information actors around
these topics. Examples include local companies or organisations,
environmental interest groups, news providers or individuals in
the general public. The collected information may confirm known
stakeholders and concerns or bring up new connections, for exam-
ple potential conflicts on resources such as water between differ-
ent land use groups. With regard to participatory sensing this
information will also identify potential groups of people that could
act as information providers in citizen science projects thus con-
tributing to the data collection efforts in standard forest invento-
ries. In addition, identified stakeholders will also be targets for
information distribution.

However, in general the ease and cost-effectiveness with which
we can get hold of this additional information will come at the
price of a lower information resolution and reliability. This applies
particularly to sources that are characterised by the shortage of
posted content (Twitter, Facebook). Furthermore, while it seems
reasonable to frame an initial exploration of this new approach
to one source, with Twitter offering several advantages outlined
in Section 2, further research needs to ensure coverage of all types
of social media.

Specifically, an advanced assessment of the potential contribu-
tions of social media mining to stakeholder identification in forest
monitoring will require case studies that need to analyse how well
the social media landscape and content reflects actors, events and
demands in the ‘‘real world’’. Twitter for example has known
demographic and geographic biases (Infographics Labs, 2012;
Smith and Brenner, 2012) that will apply to other social media
tools as well. These biases may not necessarily preclude the useful-
ness of the obtained information but have to be taken into account
particularly when envisioning the potential practical use in forest
monitoring or even as a qualitative data source considered by pol-
icy makers.

Hence, while social media offer a large volume of data that will
likely contain relevant and novel information for the forestry do-
main, considerable efforts will be required to address its potential
practical impact. Next steps in this research effort must thus not
only address the technical challenges in mining this information,
but should also include comparisons between different types of so-
cial media tools and their representativeness of stakeholders and
their primary issues – it is for example imaginable that blogs
may be a better source to obtain information about the demands
on forest ecosystems, online news may be a better reflection of
stakeholders while Twitter may be more suited to event detection.

4.2. Event detection

We outlined in the introduction that the human impact on for-
est ecosystems goes beyond harvest events and can happen at any
time. These impacts as well as other natural hazards may thus be
missed between forest inventory intervals even if the collected
data would support the detection of such events.

The term ‘‘events’’ includes long-term developments such as a
shift in water regimes (possibly induced by other land uses in a for-
est’s proximity) or discrete catastrophic events such as forest fires,
pests or natural disasters. The likelihood of such events and thus
the ability to assess the resilience of a forest ecosystem will be cru-
cial information for forest planning as well, since the stability of a
managed forest’s state is a prerequisite for the realisation of any
sustainable management scenario (Gadow and Pukkala, 2008).

Information about these type of events or indicators of pending
events exist and are covered by appropriate monitoring efforts, but
the coverage is limited and cannot possibly be extended to the
same level as forest inventories and clearly not to cover all possible
unexpected impacts on forest ecosystems that are relevant for for-
est modelling and planning. As an example we may consider infes-
tations of Oak processionary or invasive alien species that start in
private gardens; here early observations may initially be limited
to individuals who share this observation informally but cannot as-
sess the significance in the context of a forest monitoring
programme.

Other domains facing similar challenges successfully turned to
social online media monitoring to augment and direct existing
monitoring structures. The prime example is the monitoring for
epidemic diseases. The Global Public Health Intelligence Network
(GPHIN) (Mykhalovskiy and Weir, 2006) for example utilises a
broad range of informal online information sources to detect signs
for the outbreak and spread of infectious diseases. The WHO uses
the GPHIN system together with traditional health reports to get
early warnings for disease outbreaks – in the case of influenza out-
breaks 1–2 weeks earlier than with traditional health monitoring
approaches. Similar systems utilising only Twitter as a data source
were successfully applied to the detection of influenza (Achrekar
et al., 2011) or Dengue fever (Gomide et al., 2011) epidemics.

The potential of this approach for the detection of ecological
changes is currently explored in the Ecoveillance project (http://
www.ecoveillance.org) focusing on the example of alien invasive
species. If information about species invasions can be extracted
from social media this may be applied to other relevant events as
well.

The value of this information lies – similar to examples from the
health domain – in its capability to augment existing inventory ef-
forts. It could highlight hotspots that merit the gathering of data or
indicate the need to gather additional data to assess specific
threats. The assessment of the abundance and reliability of this
data is part of the aforementioned project and will be crucial to as-
sess the influence this information will have on forest data collec-
tion. However, it can in any case be expected to provide contextual
information that was otherwise unavailable.

The main contribution of social online media mining with re-
gard to event detection thus lies in utilising previously unavailable
or costly to obtain information that will at least help to reflect on
the relevance of collected forest inventory data or suggest addi-
tional data needs.

However, while the relevance of social media content relating
to discrete events such as forest threats may seem easier to verify,
it remains to be seen how abundant this information is and how it
can be applied. New, primary observations reported for example
via Twitter can be found but long-term studies will have to explore
if the collected data can trigger early warnings, and comparisons
with other (traditional) monitoring approaches need to clarify
whether a sample taken via social media are representative enough
to allow extrapolations – an increased number of Twitter sightings
of e.g. Oak processionaries may reflect the spread of the species, but
could equally be triggered by increased awareness, increased med-
ia coverage or simply a growing number of social media users.

Furthermore, the geographic biases mentioned in the previous
section have to be taken into account to calibrate the sampled
data; urban users may for example have broader access to internet
and mobile computing technologies and this could thus lead to a
biased representation of sightings. In this context an assessment
of the reliability of geo-location information attached to social
media content is crucial. Geo-information for messages posted on
Twitter is for example often limited to the static location a user
provided in her profile, which must not necessarily be the location
of an observation. But even geo-coordinates attached automati-
cally to a Tweet sent from a mobile device may not be guaranteed
to be the place of the actual observation. In general, the demo-
graphic, geographic and behavioural properties of the ‘‘sensors’’
providing the information has to be incorporated into the analysis
and thus has to be collected in addition to the basic social media
content.
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Finally, it has to be acknowledged that social media mining as a
supplementary monitoring approach will not work for all types of
events. Events or observations that have special, unusual and rec-
ognisable features are more likely to be reported – large colonies of
long-haired caterpillars will attract more attention than small
black beetles and thus be more likely to feature in social media
content.
4.3. Understanding demands on and use of forest ecosystems

A motivation for the establishment and long-term upkeep of
forest observational studies is the potential for a comprehensive
analysis of ecosystem structure and dynamics, including the effects
of disturbances, such as harvest events, on the provision of all
types of ecosystem services (Kareiva et al., 2011). However, forest
observational studies cannot assess social demands reflected by an
increasing number of studies focusing on the identification and
valuation of non-timber forest ecosystem services such as
recreational value and scenic beauty (Edwards et al., 2012; Pukkala
et al., 1988), berry yields (Ihalainen et al., 2002), pollination ser-
vices for coffee plantations (Ricketts et al., 2004) or biodiversity
and carbon sequestration (Nelson et al., 2009; Pagiola et al., 2002).

Other ecological services assigned to forest ecosystems include
water and soil protection, climate regulation, seed dispersal, natu-
ral pest control, cultural and recreational services or tourism (Nasi
et al., 2002). Especially in urban settings alternative forest ecosys-
tem services such as air filtration and micro-climate regulation
play a more important role than classical forest goods (Bolund
and Hunhammar, 1999). Given the current rate of urbanisation
and the demands on urban systems (UN-CBD, 2012) these alterna-
tive forest ecosystem services are likely to become even more
central to forest management. Standard forest inventories could
thus benefit from an understanding of the demands on forest
ecosystems both at a local and national level. Social online media
as one easily accessible expression of the societal reflection on
social-ecological systems could again provide an efficient supple-
mentary source of information in this context.

Relevant social media mining examples can be found in the
general application of recommender systems, specifically with re-
gard to the identification of emerging news topics, political trends
or long-term predictions of general technological trends. Typical
targets for recommendations harvested from social online media
include books, movies or TV programmes (Park et al., 2012). They
rely both on the pervasiveness of information in the online domain
as well as the speed of information propagation, where the propa-
gation speed, frequency and information reach together can be
interpreted as a social filter that allows an interpretation of the sig-
nificance of certain topics within the social group commenting on
it.

This has been successfully applied to the identification of
emerging news topics or trends (Lee et al., 2010; Phelan et al.,
2009; Phuvipadawat and Murata, 2010), political trends emerging
in the blogosphere (Demartini et al., 2011) or social media in gen-
eral (Sobkowicz et al., 2012), and mentions of scientific articles
may even be correlated with impact factors of scientific journals
(Eysenbach, 2011a).

An example in the area of ecology and environmental sciences
was proposed by (Malcevschi et al., 2012) who analyse the fre-
quency of specific terms in search results in order to identify a
‘‘set of web-based indicators for quantifying and ranking the
relevance of terms related to key-issues in Ecology and Sustainabil-
ity Science’’ (Malcevschi et al., 2012). Similar approaches incorpo-
rating social online media sources and focusing on the forestry
domain may deliver relevant indicators to identify key issues and
demands on forest ecosystem services.
The value of this information with regard to forest monitoring is
in the potential alignment of data collection efforts and an assess-
ment of the significance of the collected data. Any monitoring ef-
fort – including forest inventories as well as forest observational
studies – must be driven by clear questions in order to be success-
ful (Lindenmayer and Likens, 2010). If however forest observations
are driven by the evaluation of forest ecosystem services that have
decreased importance, whereas others cannot be assessed with the
data collected, those data collection efforts may no longer meet the
requirements of successful monitoring programmes (Lindenmayer
and Likens, 2010).

However, it is important to point out that this additional infor-
mation will probably primarily function as background or supple-
mentary information. Monitoring of social online media is unlikely
to deliver the specific data required for an assessment of other eco-
system services, it may however provide a pointer to the relevant
services and as such help to formulate data needs, indicate re-
quired additional monitoring efforts or help to adapt existing
inventory efforts. Examples include the collection of deadwood
inventories where biodiversity has been identified as a major eco-
system service or the selection of alternative plot locations in areas
where the micro-climate regulation service of forests in urban
areas is perceived as the major ecosystem service.

The impact of potential geographic and demographic biases of
social online media discussed in the previous sections applies
equally when attempting to mine information about social de-
mands on forest ecosystems. In general, the aggregation of large
volumes of content is accompanied by the risk of losing important
information; minority stakeholders or issues may for example be
drowned by actors that have a stronger affinity to social media,
and the ease of information propagation (i.e. a ‘‘Like’’ on Facebook
or a ‘‘retweet’’ on Twitter) may not be a true reflection of the
importance of certain subjects. Again, this does not preclude the
usefulness or applicability of the collected and aggregated infor-
mation, but it underlines that the properties and interaction pat-
terns of the ‘‘social sensors’’ publishing the content must be part
of the meta-data that feeds into the analysis of this data.

Finally, especially when dealing with insights into demands on
forest ecosystems, the aggregation of opinions and sentiments re-
quires special techniques to deal for example with ironic com-
ments. Generic sentiment mining techniques are available but
will often not be adequate for specific domains (Liu, 2010). At a
minimum domain- or subject-specific samples are required to
train existing algorithms. Further customizations may however
be necessary and future case studies will have to explore whether
a specific sentiment word vocabulary for the forest domain will
suffice or if this will have to be adapted for each monitored subject.
5. Conclusions

The identification of stakeholders, events or perceptions and de-
mands on forest ecosystems is only a small selection of areas that
can be cited to characterise the societal context in which forest
ecosystems exist – they may be in a continuous thematic, spatial
and temporal flux and thus build a strong contrast to forest inven-
tories assembling data that can be integrated over long timescales
and potentially broad data collection intervals. These characteris-
tics are actually a prerequisite in order to capture ecosystem
dynamics. However, given the scale of the human impact on eco-
systems in general, we argued that the societal context of forest
ecosystems should find consideration in forest ecosystem surveil-
lance as it offers additional support or guidance for the implemen-
tation of adaptive forest management regimes.

Numerous examples for participatory sensing (‘‘citizen sci-
ence’’) models with relevance to forest management exist; social
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online media mining as an opportunistic sensing model has proven
successful in many other domains but is still in its infancy for the
ecological domain in general.

The Ecoveillance project is an early example which provided a
simple data snapshot illustrating social media mining with a focus
on an ecological subject.

Apart from technical challenges, this and other potential pro-
jects in the same domain will have to consider several issues which
influence the potential application and interpretation of results,
including the applications proposed in this article.

For a start, access to internet technologies and a broad use of so-
cial online media are a pre-requisite for obtaining data for the sce-
nario we proposed. Despite a broad and accelerating uptake of
ubiquitous computing technologies in all parts of the world, this
limits the data coverage to regions with a broad internet and mo-
bile device coverage. This does not preclude useful applications,
but may lead to geographic biases that result in an overrepresenta-
tion of certain regions, limit the type of data available to non-local
reflections or exclude coverage altogether – possibly for especially
vulnerable regions in particular.

A second caveat that must be considered is that social media
usage has a demographic bias which must be accounted for when
interpreting collected data – especially in order to identify stake-
holders or perceptions and demands on forest ecosystems. In gen-
eral, this highlights that a focus on the social media content itself is
not sufficient. The analysis must incorporate meta-data on the
properties and usage patterns of the ‘‘social sensors’’ providing
the content.

Moreover, given the general nature of social media interactions
it can be assumed the majority of information will be secondary
information (e.g. newspaper articles, etc) or reflections on second-
ary information rather than first-hand descriptions of ecosystem
observations. For some types of analysis this will be desirable or
sufficient (e.g. to analyse perceptions of forest ecosystems), for oth-
ers (event detection) it may limit the applicability or usefulness of
the results.

Finally, advanced interpretations of the results suggested in
Section 3 (i.e. the interpretation of social connectedness as a gen-
eric measure for the advancement of a threat) are at this stage
hypothetical and need a larger number of more detailed examples,
but they hint at the potential value of a detailed exploration of so-
cial media mining in the context of forest observational studies or
forest monitoring in general.

Further research in this area should thus first focus on charting
the available information landscape and identify the type of media
covered (online news, blogs, etc), the type of information (primary,
secondary, etc), the type of authors, the general volume of informa-
tion, the proportion of relevant information, etc. Furthermore, a
sufficient level of automation, especially with regard to identifying
relevant content, needs to be achieved in order to manage the ex-
pected large volume of data, before specific case studies prepare a
broader application of this approach. An extensive data collection
effort is underway with the Ecoveillance system, which will hope-
fully help to answer some of the above questions and guide future
efforts in this interdisciplinary research subject.
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Abstract

Background: With mounting global environmental, social and economic pressures the resilience and stability of
forests and thus the provisioning of vital ecosystem services is increasingly threatened. Intensified monitoring can
help to detect ecological threats and changes earlier, but monitoring resources are limited. Participatory forest
monitoring with the help of “citizen scientists” can provide additional resources for forest monitoring and at the
same time help to communicate with stakeholders and the general public. Examples for citizen science projects in
the forestry domain can be found but a solid, applicable larger framework to utilise public participation in the area
of forest monitoring seems to be lacking. We propose that a better understanding of shared and related topics in
citizen science and forest monitoring might be a first step towards such a framework.

Methods: We conduct a systematic meta-analysis of 1015 publication abstracts addressing “forest monitoring” and
“citizen science” in order to explore the combined topical landscape of these subjects. We employ ‘topic modelling’,
an unsupervised probabilistic machine learning method, to identify latent shared topics in the analysed
publications.

Results: We find that large shared topics exist, but that these are primarily topics that would be expected in
scientific publications in general. Common domain-specific topics are under-represented and indicate a topical
separation of the two document sets on “forest monitoring” and “citizen science” and thus the represented
domains. While topic modelling as a method proves to be a scalable and useful analytical tool, we propose that
our approach could deliver even more useful data if a larger document set and full-text publications would be
available for analysis.

Conclusions: We propose that these results, together with the observation of non-shared but related topics, point
at under-utilised opportunities for public participation in forest monitoring. Citizen science could be applied as a
versatile tool in forest ecosystems monitoring, complementing traditional forest monitoring programmes, assisting
early threat recognition and helping to connect forest management with the general public. We conclude that our
presented approach should be pursued further as it may aid the understanding and setup of citizen science efforts
in the forest monitoring domain.
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Background
The ability of ecosystems worldwide to provide essential
products and services is being threatened by major en-
vironmental, social and economic changes (Millenium
Ecosystem Assessment 2005), and there is a rising de-
mand for intensive monitoring to detect threats and
potentially catastrophic changes earlier (Biggs et al.
2009). Forests provide many vital ecosystem services,
but with increasing ecological and economic pressures
their resilience and stability are under threat. Forest
managers and scientists are thus required to constantly
re-evaluate and communicate strategies for intensified
monitoring; this includes general environmental moni-
toring for emerging threats but also “traditional” forest
monitoring using field plots and remote sensing for
forest management purposes. In addition, there is an
urgent need to inform and educate the general public
on the value of forest ecosystems and the direct and
indirect anthropogenic influences on forests (European
Environment Agency 2011a; European Environment
Agency 2011b).
Participatory forest monitoring – involving local com-

munities and stakeholders in forest monitoring activities -
plays an increasingly important role in delivering useful
information, especially in areas where communities are
relying heavily on forests for their livelihood and where a
community’s forest use can have massive impacts on the
ecosystem (Evans and Guariguata 2008). Participatory
monitoring is thus one avenue to provide additional
resources to intensify forest monitoring.
In research generally, “citizen science” – the volunteer

participation of members of the public in scientific pro-
jects - has emerged as a valuable tool in data collection,
processing and dissemination, and offers effective chan-
nels for educating the general public on research (Bonney
et al. 2009). Many citizen science projects cover subjects
in the environmental domain (Silvertown 2009; Bonney
et al. 2009), but citizen science extends over a broad set
of application areas (such as astronomy, cancer re-
search, etc.) utilising a wide range of skills, interests
and motivations.
Citizen science biodiversity monitoring projects in

general (Silvertown 2009) can potentially deliver infor-
mation relevant to forest monitoring programmes. In
fact, volunteers are already contributing to specific
forest monitoring challenges. The Living Ash Project
(http://livingashproject.org.uk/) for example aims to
counter the effects of Ash dieback disease by calling for
members of the public to tag and regularly monitor ash
trees with the long-term objective to identify pest-resistant
trees. Mobile and web technologies in particular help to
facilitate these contributions: Ferster and Coops (2014)
report that citizen scientists can use smartphone appli-
cations to collect data on forest fuel loading to identify
wildfire hazards, and the Forest Watchers web application
(http://forestwatchers.net) calls on volunteers to identify
remote deforested areas in aerial images.
While these projects can make a potentially dramatic

difference to existing monitoring efforts, they still repre-
sent singular and often localized efforts. A solid, generic
and applicable framework or toolset for utilising the true
potential of citizen science projects in the forestry domain
still seems to be lacking. We propose that a better under-
standing of shared and related topics in citizen science
and forest monitoring can be a first step towards opening
up citizen science as an additional resource in the forest
monitoring toolset.
Accordingly, this contribution explores the potential of

citizen science initiatives in forest monitoring from a
high-level perspective through an assessment of topical
overlaps in the published literature on “citizen science”
and “forest monitoring”. Specifically, we are interested in
a fine-grained analysis and the discovery of latent topics
that may point to opportunities in employing citizen sci-
ence for the benefit of forest science. Such a meta-analysis
could be a first step in encouraging new developments
and specific designs of citizen science initiatives in the
forest monitoring domain.

Data and methods
For the proposed meta-analysis we employ an approach
known as “topic modelling”, an unsupervised probabilis-
tic machine learning method for the automatic analysis
of large text collections (Blei 2012). Topic modelling has
seen a rising number of applications in recent years with
an emphasis on applications in the digital humanities
(Blevins 2010; Templeton et al. 2011; Yang et al. 2011),
but also for bibliometric analysis of publications in the
natural sciences (Griffiths and Steyvers 2004; Blei and
Lafferty 2007). The technique has been employed both
to discover topics in text collections and to structure
document sets for advanced searching.
In this study, we apply probabilistic topic modelling to

analyse a combined collection of scientific articles on
the subjects of “forest monitoring” and “citizen science”.
We aim to provide a description of the combined topical
landscape of these two broad thematic sets of publica-
tions, explore to what extent shared topics exist, which
topics are clearly separated but potentially related and
discuss the potential of this approach in providing new
insights and opportunities for citizen science applications
in the forest monitoring domain.

Data
We applied topic modelling to a set of documents obtained
through a search in the literature database Scopus for docu-
ments published from 1994 to 2013, explicitly mentioning
the terms “forest monitoring” or “citizen science” in the

http://livingashproject.org.uk/
http://forestwatchers.net


Figure 1 Distribution of “citizen science” and “forest monitoring” publications from 1994 to 2013 according to Scopus. The topic
analysis included publications explicitly mentioning “citizen science” or “forest monitoring” in the title, abstract or keywords (based on a search
in Scopus).
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title, abstract or keywords. Figure 1 shows the develop-
ment of the number of publications for the two document
sets. The increase of the citizen science material since
2005 is rather dramatic. Only two articles (Roman et al.
2013; Butt et al. 2013), both published in 2013, contained
both search terms; for our analysis we assigned Roman
et al. (2013) to the “forest monitoring” and Butt et al.
(2013) to the “citizen science” document set.
We obtained the abstracts for each matching publica-

tion for analysis, but excluded all documents not pub-
lished in English as well as documents with abstracts of
less than 100 words, which left 477 documents on “citizen
science” and 538 documents on “forest monitoring”. Many
of the “forest monitoring” publications present a global
coverage, though with an apparent bias towards studies
focusing on Europe and North America. Our “citizen
science” publications refer almost exclusively to projects
in North America and Europe. This bias is also reflected
by the geographical distribution of the corresponding
authors of the two sets of publications.
Prior to running the topic modeller the text corpus is

split into tokens and so-called stop-words (e.g. “the”,
“and”, “if”) are removed. The quality of the topic analysis
can often be further improved by removing additional
domain specific stop-words; we added “citizen”, “science”,
“forest” and “monitoring” to the stop-word list since one
of either combination would have occurred in every docu-
ment which effectively turned them into stop-words. In
addition, all words occurring only once were removed
from the text corpus. This left us with a vocabulary of
6.181 unique terms, occurring a total of 100.274 times in
the 1.015 abstracts.
Probabilistic topic modelling
Probabilistic topic models represent a suite of algorithms
for analysing large document collections and identifying
the distinct latent topics in these documents (Steyvers
and Griffiths 2007; Blei 2012). Topic models are based on
the assumption that documents are typically composed of
multiple topics. Each topic in turn may be viewed as a
distinct set of unique words that frequently occur to-
gether. All documents in a set share multiple topics, but
individual documents will exhibit only a subset of all
available topics to a certain degree. More formally let:

� W be the unique set of words in
� D a set of documents containing
� T topics, where
� each topic t is a discrete probability distribution Φt

over all words w and
� each document d has a specific distribution Θd over

all topics T.

Topic modelling is based on the assumption that each
document d is the result of a generative process by which
iteratively a topic t is first drawn from Θd and then a word
w is drawn from Φt until the document is complete. Topic
modelling algorithms reverse this assumed document
creation process in order to infer topics and topic com-
positions that best explain a set of observed variables,
here represented by the word occurrences in a given set
of documents.
Figure 2 illustrates informally the intuition behind

topic modelling: assuming that the topic composition of a
document and the frequencies with which words appear



Figure 2 Informal explanation of the intuition behind topic modelling (adapted from (Blei 2012)). An excerpt of a sample abstract
(Butt et al. 2013) is quoted for illustration purposes. A document is assumed to be the result of an iterative process that selects topics from a
document-specific probabilistic topic distribution and words from a topic-specific probabilistic word distribution. Topic modelling algorithms
reverse this process in order to find assignments for the two distributions that best explain a set of documents.
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in a topic are known, a document can be generated by
iteratively choosing words from a topic according to the
frequencies of the topics. A topic modelling algorithm
then reverses this process by, simply put, assigning the
words in a given “observed” set of documents to topics,
and topic distributions to documents, such that a set of
documents generated on the basis of these distributions
best fits the set of “observed” documents.
Topic models typically employ variational inference

(Asuncion et al. 2009) to estimate the best topic-word
and topic-document assignments. We use a topic model
called Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) first described
by Blei et al. (Blei et al. 2003). In LDA the assumed prior
distributions for Θd and Φt are Dirichlet distributions
with concentration parameters α and β respectively. The
choice of these so-called hyper-parameters determines
the sparsity of the distributions and thus the variability
in likelihood with which words will be assigned to topics
and topics to documents. LDA has emerged as a reliable
and popular topic modelling approach successfully applied
in many different domains. Furthermore, it offers several
freely available implementations. We use the MALLET
machine learning package (McCallum 2002) which pro-
vides an open source implementation of LDA.

LDA configuration – choosing the number of topics
A key choice in running topic modelling algorithms is the
number of distinct topics that are expected to be covered
by the document corpus. The number of topics T and the
priors α and β are the only required input parameter for
LDA, but they have a significant impact on the resulting
topic assignments. Choosing larger topic numbers may
result in a fragmentation of topics which may not always
be easy to interpret semantically. However, MALLET
offers a feature called hyper-parameter optimisation
which alleviates the impact of the chosen topic number
(Wallach et al. 2009a) and allows to safely work with lar-
ger topic numbers.
It can be argued that the choice of T is ultimately an

arbitrary one driven by the research questions and the
intended use of the resulting topic model; small topic
numbers will result in semantically broad topics, with in-
creasing topic numbers, those broader topics will be split
in semantically more refined topics. Several evaluation
methods allow however a quantitative assessment of the
optimal number of topics (Wallach et al. 2009b). We
followed an approach chosen by Griffiths and Steyvers
(2004) and compared the converged log-likelihood (LL)
per token (returned by the LDA algorithm) as a measure
of best model fit for topic numbers T ranging from 10
to 300. We repeated 10 topic analyses for each T in this
range and measured the final LL/token which suggested
100 topics as a suitable topic number for our analysis
(see Figure 3).
We thus ran MALLET’s implementation of LDA with

100 topics. The algorithm was run for 2000 iterations



Figure 3 Evaluation of topic model fit with different topic numbers. The relationship between the number of topics and the log-likelihood
(LL) per token as a measure of best model fit for topic numbers is shown for 10 sample MALLET LDA modelling runs for topic numbers in the
range from 10 to 300.
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with the hyper-parameter optimization feature enabled,
producing a topic model that will be presented in the
next section.

Results
The MALLET LDA topic modelling implementation
produces two main outputs that will be referred to further
analysis:

1. Topic word sets for each topic: the collection of
terms with associated occurrence frequencies that
characterise a topic.

2. Topic composition for each analysed document:
the share of each topic in a given document.

Table 1 lists a sample selection of the 100 topics
returned by the topic modelling algorithm for our
document corpus. For each topic the 10 most frequent
terms and relative word frequencies in the topic are
provided. It is important to note that the topic modelling
algorithm returns purely a distribution of topic terms that
do not come with a semantic interpretation. Suitable
labels can however often be inferred from the word
frequencies. In the following we will either refer to a
topic by its ID (0–99) assigned by the topic modelling
algorithm or labels that we assigned on inspection of
the most frequent terms in a topic.
A term is not necessarily exclusive to one topic. We

find the term “results” for example as a top term in both
topics 69 and 38 (see Table 1). In both cases it co-occurs
with terms that are characteristic for scientific publica-
tions in general and would thus be expected in publica-
tions on citizen science as well as forest monitoring; both
topics were accordingly labelled “science study”. The term
“change” can be found in topic 38 (“science study”) and
topic 32 (“climate change”). For generic terms like this the
most frequent co-occurring terms as well as the term’s
specificity to a topic can help to infer suitable labels. This
may also clarify topic semantics in case of ambiguous term
combinations. Topic 85 for example combines astronomy
terms like “galaxy” and “supernovae” with “dna” and
“genetic”. Figure 4 plots terms according to their fre-
quency in and specificity to a topic for three sample
topics. Considering these two dimensions suitable topic
labels - here “galaxies”, “risk perceptions” and “birds” -
can usually be suggested even for heterogeneous or am-
biguous word combinations.
For each document in the analysed corpus the resulting

topic model will include a topic composition distribution
which specifies the shares of each topic in a given
document. Figure 5 shows a sample topic composition
for one (Butt et al. 2013) of the two publications that
matched both the search term “citizen science” and
“forest monitoring”. This example illustrates that only
a small number of topics are active in this document.
A comparison with the publication abstract confirms
that the topic composition shown in Figure 5 appears
to closely reflect the content of the analysed abstract.
For our analysis we were furthermore interested in the

distribution of topics between the “citizen science” and
“forest monitoring” document corpora. Figure 6 combines
the topic composition of all analysed documents and
shows the distribution of topics for the combined docu-
ment corpora.
The cumulative topic distribution in Figure 6 includes

only topic proportions greater than 0.02. The topic model-
ling algorithm attempts to assign a share of each of the
chosen 100 topics for every document, but as the sample
topic composition in Figure 5 illustrated, this will result in
a large number of very small and negligible proportions.



Table 1 Most frequent words and relative word frequencies by topic for a sample set of topics

Topic 69 “science study” Topic 38 “science study” Topic 67 “information systems” Topic 32 “climate change”

Results 0.047 Study 0.029 Information 0.049 Climate 0.180

Methods 0.046 Results 0.027 Systems 0.036 Change 0.129

Method 0.044 Change 0.024 Development 0.035 Effects 0.037

Study 0.030 Time 0.022 Paper 0.033 Water 0.026

Accuracy 0.030 Analysis 0.019 Support 0.024 Ecosystems 0.024

Based 0.028 Studies 0.018 Developing 0.019 Response 0.022

Compared 0.023 Large 0.017 Process 0.019 Management 0.021

High 0.021 Significant 0.016 Framework 0.017 Integrated 0.016

Evaluated 0.014 Years 0.016 Key 0.016 Ground 0.016

Developed 0.014 Found 0.015 Based 0.013 Impacts 0.015

Topic 0 “volunteer surveys” Topic 30 “education” Topic 24 “plant phenology” Topic 85 “galaxies”

Volunteers 0.161 Students 0.112 Plant 0.082 Galaxy 0.065

Volunteer 0.118 Learning 0.056 Phenology 0.078 Galaxies 0.054

Collected 0.041 Education 0.056 Plants 0.066 Zoo 0.044

Scientists 0.030 Classroom 0.024 Species 0.059 Project 0.026

Groups 0.025 Teaching 0.020 Phenological 0.043 dna 0.026

Recording 0.021 School 0.019 Interactions 0.033 Morphological 0.026

Professional 0.020 Literacy 0.018 Network 0.032 Spiral 0.023

Surveying 0.020 Teachers 0.018 Networks 0.032 Supernovae 0.021

Environment 0.019 Educational 0.017 Observations 0.023 Genetic 0.021

Motivations 0.018 Experiences 0.013 Timing 0.023 Classifications 0.016

Topic 53 “forest growth” Topic 87 “SAR” Topic 91 “ozone” Topic 20 “carbon stocks”

Tree 0.126 Sar 0.068 Ozone 0.103 Carbon 0.091

Trees 0.082 Coherence 0.038 Concentrations 0.051 Redd 0.052

Growth 0.064 Radar 0.034 Sites 0.048 Countries 0.049

Species 0.032 Backscatter 0.032 Measured 0.036 National 0.044

Structure 0.032 l-band 0.023 Site 0.029 Change 0.032

Area 0.023 ers 0.022 Passive 0.027 Deforestation 0.031

Composition 0.021 Stands 0.022 Symptoms 0.023 Stocks 0.024

Plots 0.020 Biomass 0.022 Measurements 0.021 Climate 0.022

Diameter 0.020 Areas 0.020 Critical 0.019 Inventory 0.019

Conditions 0.017 Images 0.020 Sampling 0.019 Reporting 0.017

The table shows sample generic topics (top row), typical citizen science topics (middle row) and typical forest monitoring topics (bottom row). For each topic the
topic ID and a representative label is provided.
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The threshold of 0.02 was chosen, because the average
number of words per analysed abstract after removal of
stop-words was approximately 100 - a topic proportion of
0.02 thus corresponds to two words, which we propose is
the absolute minimum for a semantic interpretation of a
topic assignment. On average only 9 topic proportions per
document are greater than 0.02, which however cumula-
tively explain approximately 90 % of the document.
Figure 6 illustrates that several topics have a large con-

tribution from either corpus, thus occurring with high
frequency and large proportions in both “citizen science”
and “forest monitoring” publications - examples include
topics 6, 38, 69 (see Table 1 for topic words). These
topics combine keywords which are typical for scientific
studies in general, thus topics which can be expected to
be shared between the two corpora.
More specific large topics shared between the two

corpora exist as well: topics 67 (labelled “information
systems”) and 88 (“large-scale analysis”) are examples
that seem to fit data intensive research fields. Given that
these topics are characteristic for both domains the
question arises whether shared topics in general point
to synergies that could guide intensified citizen science
contributions in forest monitoring. Similarly, examples



Figure 4 Term/topic frequency and specificity for three sample
topics: “galaxies” (T85), “risk perceptions” (T76), “birds” (T95). A
term that is exclusive to one topic has a specificity of 1. The relative
size of the plotted words is proportional to their frequency in the
topic. The colour gradient from light to dark blue indicates larger
frequencies of a word in the complete document set.
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of specific and shared but less frequent topics - for
example 47 (“local/community-based”), 76 (“risk percep-
tions”), 96 (“urban environments”) or 97 (“natural resource
management”) - have to be evaluated from the same angle
and we will refer to those in more detail in the discussion
section.
Typical or exclusive topics in either the “citizen science”

or “forest monitoring” publications are also of particular
interest. Here the question arises whether these are niche
topics, truly un-related domains or potential examples of
non-utilised citizen science opportunities in forest moni-
toring. Examples that we can discuss in “citizen science”
are topics such as 0 (“volunteer surveys”), 24 (“phen-
ology”), 27 (“citizen science”), 35 (“social media”) and 85
(“galaxies”); dominant topics in the “forest monitoring”
corpus include 1 (“crown studies”), 16 (“clearcuts”), 53
(“forest growth”) and 87 (“SAR/remote sensing”).
We conclude the result section with a network repre-

sentation of the topical landscape of the analysed docu-
ments (Figure 7). Each document and topic is represented
by a node in the network graph. An arc between a docu-
ment and a topic represents a share of this topic in the
connected document. The size of the topic nodes reflects
their overall share in the analysed corpus. All topic
proportions less than 0.02 in an individual document
were excluded from this representation.
The network representation in Figure 7 provides a

comprehensive visual summary of the topical structure
of the combined document corpus, and confirms and
extends the results in Figure 6. While the two document
corpora have an intersection around major generic shared
topics such as 6/38/69 (“science study”), 67 (“information
systems”) or 88 (“large-scale analysis”), they are visually
clearly separated in the network layout. Corpus-specific
topics such as 39 (“remote sensing”) or 27 (“citizen sci-
ence”) are located in the centre of the respective docu-
ment cloud, confirming that they are largely exclusive
to these document corpora.

Discussion
Given the global pressures on forest ecosystems and the
resulting challenges for forest managers and researchers,
forest monitoring can benefit from additional and inten-
sified efforts through citizen science projects. However,
the topical landscape obtained through our analysis sug-
gests that this opportunity is not yet pursued to a large
extent. Although shared topics exist, the obtained topic



Figure 5 Topic composition of one publication abstract (Butt et al. 2013). The topic proportions reflect the output of a MALLET LDA topic
analysis with 100 topics. Topic labels were added for the major topics.
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model confirms the results hinted at by only two publica-
tions (Roman et al. 2013; Butt et al. 2013) in our document
set that matched both the terms “citizen science” and
“forest monitoring”.
Obviously, the generalizability and conclusiveness of

the results is limited by the size of the document collec-
tion and the analysed documents. Compared to similar
studies – for example (Griffiths and Steyvers 2004),
which used 28.154 abstracts, with more than 3 million
words and a vocabulary of 20.551 words - our set of
1.015 abstract and a vocabulary of 6.181 terms occurring
100.274 times is significantly smaller. We were neverthe-
less able to identify many topics with consistent seman-
tics - see for example topic 30 (“education”) or topic 95
(“birds”) – and the topic composition of sample articles
(see Figure 5) seemed to reflect the content well. However,
we also found topics like 85, which – while dominated by
Figure 6 Contributions of topic shares by analysed document corpus
and “forest monitoring” (blue) corpus respectively. Result of a MALLET LDA
terms justifying the label “galaxies” - also included terms
referring to genomics (“dna”, “genetic”), pointing at a lack
of granularity that can be attributed to the size of the
document set and the vocabulary. A closer look at topic
compositions of several sample documents in our set sug-
gests that the quality of the topic assignments for a docu-
ment correlates with the size of the text - longer abstracts
display a more representative topic composition; taking
into account other case studies in topic modelling we con-
clude that larger documents and thus vocabularies would
probably deliver more representative topic structures for
individual documents and topics with more refined and
consistent semantics. A further improvement in the se-
mantic interpretation and consistency of discovered
topics might be achieved by exploring variations of topic
models that consider word bigrams – the reoccurrence of
e.g. the bigram “biodiversity loss” allows a more conclusive
. Cumulative shares per topic contributed by the “citizen science” (red)
topic analysis with 100 topics.



Figure 7 Network representation of the topics and documents in the analysed corpus. Blue nodes represent articles on “forest monitoring”,
red nodes articles on “citizen science” and yellow nodes the topics they are connected with; only topic shares greater than 0.02 were included as
arcs in the network. The graph was generated with the Gephi (https://gephi.org) network visualization tool using a Fruchterman-Reingold
network layout.
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interpretation of a topic than the individual occurrence of
the two words “biodiversity” and “loss”.
Despite these potential methodical improvements, we

nevertheless gained interesting initial insights in the
combined topical landscape of “citizen science” and “forest
monitoring” publications. Shared topics can be found and
extend beyond the generic topics that would be ex-
pected in scientific publications in general. Shared
topics such as “urban environments” (96) or “local/
community-based” (47) indicate common themes, topics

https://gephi.org
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such as “spatio-temporal” (82) or “software development”
(13) common tools and techniques, and topics like “risk
perceptions” (76) or “climate change” (32) hint at shared
research motivations. It can be argued that these results
are “stating the obvious” and similar results could be ob-
tained through traditional manual literature analysis.
However, topic modelling is a scalable method that can be
applied equally to very large document corpora, full-text
analysis of publications and a much larger number of
topics, and thus suggests topic modelling as a suitable
method not only for a snapshot analysis but also for a
continuous analysis of growing document sets. In
addition, the consistency of our results with “the obvious”
supports our other observations for the document set,
particularly that major forest monitoring topics – e.g. “car-
bon stock” (20) estimates or “forest growth” (53) – are not
shared between the document corpora.
In contrast, certain topics with large cumulative shares

in the document corpus which are exclusive to or typical
for either “citizen science” or “forest monitoring” publi-
cations point at interesting opportunities. Topics such as
“galaxies” (85) or “astronomy” (43) indicate successful
citizen science projects involving the analysis and classifi-
cation of telescopic images by volunteers. Several articles
in our corpus refer for example to the Galaxy Zoo
Supernovae project (http://supernova.galaxyzoo.org) on
the Zooniverse citizen science web platform, where volun-
teer participants were asked to compare changes between
images of a specific region of the night sky taken at differ-
ent times in order to identify supernovae (Smith et al.
2011). Participants were not required to have a background
in astronomy, but still delivered classification results of
“remarkable quality” (Smith et al. 2011).
In the forest monitoring corpus “remote sensing”

(topics 42/87) emerged as a major topic (see Figure 7)
and an area that will involve similar tasks and skills as
the classification of telescopic images in the supernovae
project. While rooted in different domains, both topics
focus on image analysis and classification and thus have
not only skill sets and techniques in common, but possibly
also a citizen science community that could be mobilised
for citizen science initiatives in the forest monitoring do-
main. Indeed, examples of remote sensing projects with
volunteer participation can be found, for example in land
cover monitoring (http://geo-wiki.org (Fritz et al. 2009),
http://forestwatchers.net) or biomass estimates (Fritz et al.
2013), but are still an exception. A possible explanation is
that “citizen science” as a research tool is still at an early
stage of recognition in the forest monitoring domain, but
also that there are concerns over the quality of citizen
science data which will determine the applicability of
inferred results (See et al. 2013). With reference to the
example of remote sensing we propose that an under-
standing of topical landscapes across domains could
contribute to citizen science projects delivering high quality
data and results by learning from communities with similar
tasks and techniques, finding participants with matching
skills and utilising tested frameworks from other domains.
More topic examples largely exclusive to the forest

monitoring document corpus which might benefit from
intensified monitoring through citizen science are e.g.
“carbon stock” estimates (20) or “ozone” effects (91) –
citizen science has been explored in these areas (see for
example (Sachs 2008)), but not as major research tool in
forest monitoring. The topic “education” (30) on the other
hand is almost exclusively found in the “citizen science”
domain. In light of an increased need to communicate
forest policies, threats and values to the general public,
this observation points to citizen science as an important
communication channel that should find more consider-
ation in the forestry domain.
This exploratory study indicates that the two research

areas represented by the document corpora on citizen
science and forest monitoring exhibit shared topics, but
that promising opportunities to utilise citizen science for
key forest monitoring themes still lie dormant. Citizen
science projects will be most successful, both in terms of
research outcomes and the perceived value for partici-
pating volunteers, when projects are designed with a
good understanding of the formal models of participa-
tion (Bonney et al. 2009; Shirk et al. 2012) and a clear
alignment with key research process steps (Newman
et al. 2012). We believe that the consideration of the
combined topical landscape of citizen science and its
(potential) application areas can contribute to the deliber-
ate design of citizen science projects and the success of
these projects. The discovery of shared latent topics could
be of value when directing researchers and stakeholders
in either field to matching resources (articles, studies,
methods), connect communities and thus facilitate citizen
science projects in the forest domain.
However, these first findings - while intriguing - are still

too limited to permit general conclusions. We believe that
our initial results confirm topic modelling as a valuable
method, but that the conclusiveness of the results could
be improved by broadening the thematic scope and the
size and number of the analysed documents - for this
exploratory analysis we chose to focus on publications
explicitly mentioning the terms “citizen science” and “for-
est monitoring” and hence missed, by design, many citizen
science projects in for example forest threat monitoring;
furthermore, we analysed abstracts only.
Future research should therefore not only extend the

topic analysis to full-text articles but should also pursue a
broader thematic focus and include publications from
other databases such as NGO project studies as well as
publications that apply a different terminology to the sub-
ject area for example by using terms like “crowdsourcing”,

http://supernova.galaxyzoo.org
http://geo-wiki.org
http://forestwatchers.net
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“public participation in research”, “forest inventory”, “forest
modelling” or “forest planning” instead of “citizen science”
and “forest monitoring”. When using a larger dataset and
running the topic analysis with larger numbers of topics,
more-fine-grained topics pointing to specific techniques,
skill sets or communities might emerge that would allow to
draw conclusions that are more generalizable and point to
specific promising citizen science opportunities in the forest
monitoring domain.

Conclusions
The application of probabilistic topic modelling for charac-
terizing the shared topical landscape of publications on
citizen science and forest monitoring confirmed that the
method is useful as a scalable approach for a meta-analysis
of large document collections in the chosen domain. While
the conclusiveness of the findings is somewhat limited by
the number of documents analysed, even this exploratory
topic analysis indicates interesting shared motivations and
skills, and under-utilised opportunities for citizen science
projects in forest monitoring can be inferred from this
study.
Citizen science projects in the area of forest monitoring

have the potential to contribute to the earlier recognition
of forest threats, supplement resources in traditional
inventory programs, provide pointers for areas requiring
intensified monitoring, indicate public demands on forests
and connect forest practitioners and researchers with the
general public. In the interest of utilising citizen science
for intensified monitoring efforts, communication and
public awareness, the presented topic modelling approach
should be pursued further and may assist both citizen
science and forest monitoring communities in connecting
resources and stakeholders, thus possibly aiding in the
future deliberate design of more numerous and ambitious
citizen science initiatives in the forestry domain.
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Abstract 

Social online media increasingly emerge as important informal information sources that 

can contribute to the detection of trends and early warnings in critical fields such as public 

health monitoring or emergency management. In the face of global environmental 

challenges the utilisation of this information in ecological monitoring contexts has been 

called for, but examples remain sparse. This can be attributed to the significant technical 

challenges in processing this data and concerns about the quality, reliability and 

applicability of information mined from social media to the ecological domain.  

Here the strength and weaknesses of social media mining for ecological monitoring are 

assessed using the micro-blogging service Twitter and invasive alien species (IAS) 

monitoring as an example. The assessment is based on a manual analysis of 2842 Tweets 

sampled from Twitter data with potential direct or descriptive references to IAS impacting 

forest ecosystems, which was collected over a period of nearly three years. The results are 

presented as information topologies for Twitter messages of observational and non-

observational character for three IAS with distinctive  characteristics (Oak processionary 

moth, Emerald ash borer, Eastern grey squirrel). 

The results show that the social media channel Twitter is a rich source of primary and 

secondary observational biodiversity information. It also provides useful insights in the 

topical landscape of public communications on IAS as well as the public perception of IAS 

and IAS management. The analysis suggests broad application opportunities in IAS 

monitoring and management, and points at applications for related environmental 

questions. The results highlight that social media mining for ecological monitoring needs to 

be approached with the same best practices as ecological monitoring in general, requiring a 

good understanding of the monitored subjects and specific monitoring questions. 

The challenges in utilising this information for operational systems are of technical rather 

than conceptual nature and include extending the degree of automation, especially with 

regard to image recognition and the automatic provisioning of location information. 

Keywords: Twitter; invasive alien species; social media mining; ecological monitoring; 

biodiversity observations; forest ecosystems; 
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1 Introduction 

Social media such as Twitter or Facebook permeate online communications and have 

become an ubiquitous information dissemination and conversation channel utilised by 2 

billion users worldwide (wearesocial.net, 2014), generating billions of messages on a daily 

basis. While exhibiting recognized geographical and demographic biases (Smith and 

Brenner, 2012), specific domain examples demonstrate that the content generated through 

these channels can provide a good reflection of societal realities and emerging trends 

(Conover et al., 2011; Salathé et al., 2012). 

The sheer volume feeds the expectation that even for very specific domains interesting 

information for research and practical applications can be obtained. Aside from 

commercial applications (such as recommender systems (Garcia Esparza et al., 2012)), this 

is proven by a broad range of studies exploring social media sources with applications in 

critical fields and direct impacts on improved responses to critical challenges such as 

epidemic diseases (Signorini et al., 2011), emergency management (Vieweg et al., 2010) or 

earthquake detection (Crooks et al., 2013).  

Applications with ecological focus are emerging, but remain sparse (Barve, 2014; 

Malcevschi et al., 2012; Stafford et al., 2010). This can be partly attributed to the fact that 

scholars and practitioners are rightfully sceptical about the usefulness of this information 

source, since the information stream will be dominated by banal to irrelevant content, the 

information is unstructured, biased and typically provided outside a specific monitoring 

context.  

This raises practical and theoretical questions if and how this information can be integrated 

in traditional monitoring data and whether it can be fed as supplementary information into 

established ecological models commonly utilised to predict change or detect emerging 

threats (see for example (Graham et al., 2010; van Strien et al., 2013)). Furthermore, both the 

volume and the structural features of this data present practical challenges in utilising it, as 

are quality concerns comparable to those in semi-formal citizen science monitoring 

programs (Bird et al., 2013; Sheppard et al., 2014). 

However, given the seriousness of environmental challenges that humanity is facing today 

(Steffen et al., 2011), an information stream that is easily accessible and reflects the 

observed reality and ambient trends of a quarter of the global population deserves a 
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methodical exploration and assessment. At best, social media can act as real-time data 

source and provide early warnings for pending and potentially irreversible shifts in 

ecosystems with large implications for human well-being (Biggs et al., 2009). Given the scale 

of these challenges it is thus paramount to utilise all available information to obtain early 

warnings or assist with adaptation to ecological changes that have already occurred (Galaz 

et al., 2010).  

This article offers a methodical assessment of social media as sources in ecological 

monitoring, presents an exploratory framework and applies it to the example of invasive 

alien species and Twitter.  

Twitter is a promising and representative example due to its large volume of users and 

posted messages (known as “Tweets”) (Krikorian, 2013), its predominantly public data 

accessible through a public API and its focus on textual content. Furthermore, Twitter has 

been shown to act as a hub to other social media channels (De Longueville et al., 2009) and 

the constraint on 140 characters of the posted messages suggests a low contribution hurdle 

with an increased likelihood to share casual observations.   

IAS represent a suitable choice for an assessment of social media in ecological monitoring 

as they are known indicators or drivers of ecosystem change (Crowl et al., 2008), a world-

wide phenomenon (IUCN-ISSG, 2015) covering all types of ecosystems with a clear 

connection to a large variety of specific ecosystem services under threat (Pejchar and 

Mooney, 2009). Moreover, IAS are recognized as an important issue by policy-makers 

worldwide (European Commission, 2011; U.S. Government, 2010) from an ecological, 

economic (Pimentel et al., 2005) and security perspective (Meyerson and Reaser, 2003). 

Finally, IAS are often notable and easy to identify, and are thus likely to be a subject covered 

in social online media messages. 

With reference to the chosen example of Twitter and IAS this contribution addresses the 

following major research questions: 

1. What amount and type of data with domain-relevance can be found and what are its 

characteristics? 

2. What contributions to ecological monitoring can be expected from this data? 

3. Which challenges have to be addressed in order to utilise this information? 
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2 Methods and data 

This contribution is based on samples from Twitter content on IAS that was collected over a 

period of nearly three years (2012-2014). The data collection and analysis was driven by an 

initial grouping of characteristic message attributes. Figure 1 summarizes this grouping 

along two dimensions: information relevance and information completeness (or 

verifiability). Both dimensions should be perceived as continuous rather than having 

distinct boundaries.   

 

 

Figure 1. Major information groups in Twitter messages on IAS, organised as a grid around two 

dimensions with increasing information relevance and (meta-)data completeness implying different 

functions and significance in the context of IAS monitoring.  

 

When considering Twitter for IAS monitoring, or in fact biodiversity monitoring in general, 

the two ends of the information relevance dimension can be characterized by descriptive 

references to a species (for example “green beetle” or “green insect”) and direct references 
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(for example “Emerald ash borer” or “Agrilus plannipennis”). Where the latter can be 

assumed to refer with high certainty to an IAS, the former may be “off-topic” or ambiguous, 

i.e. a “green beetle” could equally refer to a car and an insect.  

The second dimension addresses information completeness or verifiability with regard to 

the available Tweet meta-data, which extends beyond the textual message content. This can 

for example include links (URLs) to other resources, media (images, videos), geo-location 

information (textual, geo-coordinates), references to other users or Twitter network size of 

the message author.  

At one end of the message spectrum purely textual messages are found that can at best 

indicate topical foci, and at the other end messages with embedded high-quality images and 

attached exact geo-coordinates which have observational quality. In summary, one may 

thus expect descriptive references to IAS with no attached meta-data that will be impossible 

to verify as relevant, but also direct references with complete and high-quality meta-data 

that could approach the observational quality and nature of biodiversity observations 

obtained in deliberate traditional biodiversity monitoring efforts. 

The characterization of the four information classes are presented in Figure 1 together with 

examples of analytical questions, thus equally highlighting the pursued data collection 

strategy and the main structure of the presented analysis. Throughout, this contribution will 

refer to these grid-classes by talking about descriptive or direct species references as well 

as topical or observational message sets.   

The presented results are largely based on a manual analysis of sample Tweet sets. With a 

view of potentially establishing social media as a supplementary data source in ecological 

monitoring and research, and given the complex and unstructured nature of social media 

data, a detailed manual analysis seems an essential first step in order to provide a solid 

foundation for an initial assessment as well as possible future research and practical 

applications. 

  

2.1 Sample Invasive Alien Species 

The Global Invasive Species Database compiled by the Invasive Species Specialist Group 

(ISSG) at the IUCN currently lists 891 invasive alien species (IUCN-ISSG, 2015). This study 

focuses on IAS with a direct or indirect impact on forest ecosystems, which account for 
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approximately half of the species in the ISSG database. Forest ecosystems provide a large 

number of recognized ecosystem services (Nasi et al., 2002) with IAS impacts ranging for 

example from negative influences on timber production to reduced recreational value, thus 

offering an interesting coverage of detectable ecological effects of invasions.  

Furthermore, IAS were selected that ensured variation with respect to organism types, 

geographical regions, invasion vectors and invasion progress. Based on these and additional 

selection criteria (Supplementary Table 1) the list of sample species in Table 1 was compiled 

in  collaboration with IAS experts on the Aliens-L mailing list and subsequently included in 

the data collection from Twitter. 

 

Table 1. Invasive species selected as examples for this study. The selection was compiled in cooperation 

with IAS experts on the Aliens-L mailing list following selection criteria (Supplementary Table 1 in the 

Appendix) ensuring a broad coverage of different regions, organism types, impacts, vectors and invasion 

history. 

Species Organism Affected Region Vector Impact 

European rabbit  

(Oryctolagus cuniculus) 

Mammal Australia Deliberate 

introduction 

Prevents regeneration of 

coastal sheoak forests 

Emerald ash borer 

(Agrilus planipennis) 

Insect North America Ash wood 

palettes 

Lethal damage to ash trees 

Oak processionary 

(Thaumetopoea processionea) 

Insect Europe Habitat 

expansion 

(Lethal) damage to oak 

forests; public health 

hazard 

Asian long-horned beetle 

(Anoplophora glabripennis) 

Insect Europe, North 

America 

Wood 

packaging 

(Lethal) damage to broad 

range of deciduous tree 

species 

Coqui frog 

(Eleutherodactylus coqui) 

Amphibian Hawaii Accidental 

introduction 

Noise impacts property 

and recreational value; 

affects nutrient cycle of 

tropical forests 

Ash dieback 

(Hymenoscyphus pseudoalbidus) 

Fungus Europe Unknown (Lethal) damage to ash tree 

populations 

Sudden oak death 

(Phytophthora ramorum) 

Fungus Europe, North 

America 

Unknown Affected oak trees die 

within 1-2 years 

Horse-chestnut leaf miner 

(Cameraria ohridella) 

Insect Europe Habitat 

expansion 

Defoliation; reduced 

ornamental value and 

resistance to other pests 

Pine processionary 

(Thaumetopoea pityocampa) 

Insect Europe Habitat 

expansion 

(Lethal) damage to pine 

forests; public health 

hazard 

Eastern grey squirrel 

(Sciurus carolinensis) 

Mammal Europe Deliberate 

introduction 

Reduced biodiversity; tree 

bark damage 

Rhododendron var. Plant Europe Deliberate 

introduction 

Inhibits regeneration of 

native species 
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2.2 Data collection using the Ecoveillance platform 

Data collection targeted messages (“Tweets”) published on the micro-blogging service 

Twitter, which are accessible through two public APIs: the Streaming API and the Search 

API, which was utilised here by retrieving Tweets that matched a set of predefined keywords 

(see Supplementary Table 2). Queries to the Twitter Search API return a rich set of meta-

data in structured format, including not only the Tweet content, author and timestamp, but 

also information on an author’s network, utilised source devices and applications, geo-

location information, linked media or references to other Twitter users.    

Known limitations of these APIs are that they provide only a small sample of all posted 

Tweets. In the case of the Twitter Streaming API approximately 1% of all Tweets published 

on Twitter are accessible in real-time, whereas the coverage of the Twitter Search API 

depends on a combination of a search term’s frequency and popularity.   Exact numbers are 

however not available and while the data collected is a - most likely significant - 

underrepresentation of the total number of matching Tweets, it is not possible to quantify 

this without resorting to complete, only commercially available, Twitter datasets.  

A further limitation of the Twitter Search API is that it does not provide access to Tweets 

with matching keywords that are older than approximately one week. Data collection thus 

has to be run continuously. To that end a web-based system (denoted Ecoveillance (Daume, 

2012)) was implemented which continuously obtains Tweets that match keywords related to 

the selected sample IAS. For most species, data has been collected continuously since May 

2013, for one species (Oak processionary) since May 2012. Table 2 provides an overview of 

the abundance of Tweets for all monitored IAS by type of reference; the total number of 

obtained Tweets, the percentage of original Tweets (excluding “RTs” or “retweets”1) and 

ratios of Tweets with embedded media, geotags and a combination of both are shown.    

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 “RTs” or „retweets“ are the terms commonly used for Twitter messages that are re-postings of 

another user’s message. Twitter has a built-in mechanism that supports this messaging type. 
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Table 2. Data collection results for the observation period May 2013 to December 2014, both for direct 

and descriptive IAS references. Counts for the collected Tweets are provided as well as percentages of 

original messages (“Non-RTs”), Tweets with embedded media, attached geo-coordinates and a combination 

of both. In the case of ‘Ash dieback’ and ‘Horse-chestnut leaf miner’, references to the host species were 

used as descriptive references.  

Monitored 

species 

Direct references 

 

Descriptive references 

 N % 
Non-RTs 

% with 
media 

% geo-
tagged 

% geo  
& media 

N % 
Non-RTs 

% with 
media 

% geo-
tagged 

% geo  
& media 

Rhododendron 
 

73,638 49.65 20.15 3.28 0.75 - - - - - 

Eastern grey 

squirrel 

50,048 69.23 9.83 2.18 0.29 179,801 71.13 6.02 4.75 0.33 

Emerald ash 

borer 

30,408 71.17 5.10 1.26 0.20 60,188 76.96 13.14 3.16 0.29 

Ash dieback 

 

15,458 63.11 2.38 1.52 0.12 33,518 72.79 9.75 2.52 0.47 

Sudden oak 
death 

5,306 58.99 8.85 1.37 0.42 - - - - - 

Oak 

processionary 

4,447 74.57 2.77 0.78 0.15 14,755 48.53 8.42 3.23 0.35 

Asian long-horn 

beetle 

3,494 65.51 6.42 1.14 0.22 8,089 74.67 7.68 1.95 0.10 

European rabbit 

 

2,612 71.09 19.06 1.45 0.27 45,525 84.03 4.09 3.66 0.20 

Coqui frog 

 

2,030 63.74 8.35 4.17 0.62 102,893 66.97 7.08 3.69 0.36 

Pine 
processionary 

1,615 91.52 2.77 0.54 0.27 - - - - - 

Horse-chestnut 

leaf miner 

1,273 73.68 16.95 2.77 1.28 101,417 76.96 8.06 1.65 0.23 

 

 

2.3 Message samples, analysis approach and information topology profile 

This contribution focuses on three of the IAS monitored with the Ecoveillance platform, 

covering different characteristics with regard to introduction vectors, invasion history, 

organism type and impact:  

 The Oak processionary (Thaumetopoea processionea) is a moth native to southern 

Europe that during the last decades has expanded its range into Central Europe 

(Germany, Belgium, Netherlands, Southern UK and Southern Scandinavia) either 

induced by climate change (Tubby and Webber, 2010) or recolonization (Groenen 

and Meurisse, 2012). The caterpillars assemble in distinctive large colonies, which 

can result in complete defoliation of oak trees (Forestry Commission, 2015) and have 

poisonous setae which can cause severe allergic reactions in humans (Gottschling 

and Meyer, 2006).  
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 The Emerald ash borer (Agrilus planipennis) is a small (length less than 1cm) bark-

boring beetle indigenous to parts of China, Korea and Russia, was most likely 

introduced into North America accidentally through wood pallets and has been 

established in the United States since at least the early 1990s (Herms and 

McCullough, 2014). All North American species of ash are susceptible to the pest and 

infested trees typically die within 2-4 years (Herms and McCullough, 2014). It is 

dramatically expanding its range essentially threatening to wipe out ash trees in 

North America (Herms and McCullough, 2014), and may pose a similar threat to ash 

tree populations in Europe (Straw et al., 2013). 

 The Eastern grey squirrel (Sciurus carolinensis) is indigenous to North America and 

an actively managed IAS in the UK. Considered a serious forest pest due to bark-

stripping of trees, it has significant impact on biodiversity through the displacement 

of native red squirrels (Bruemmer et al., 2000). First introduced in the UK in 1876 it 

has been an established IAS in the UK for nearly 100 years (Bertolino, 2008; 

Bruemmer et al., 2000). 

The Tweet analysis was pursued with the objective to provide information topologies for the 

distinct groups of information shown in Figure 1 in order to explore the “topical” and 

“observational” nature of the collected Twitter messages and directly address the posed 

research questions. Given the large volume of available messages (Table 2) and the need for 

a largely manual analysis of Tweets, appropriate samples had to be selected for each group 

of information.  

Generally, “RTs” were excluded for all analysed datasets. Furthermore, samples were taken 

within date ranges that accounted for the lifecycles of the sample IAS, i.e. time periods 

when observations could be expected (Forestry Commission, 2015; Herms and McCullough, 

2014; Thompson, 1977), which is of significance especially for Oak processionary and 

Emerald ash borer, to a lesser extent for Grey squirrel. Specifically: 

 The analysis with a “topical” focus utilises Tweets directly referencing one of the 

three sample IAS and posted from May to September (type (C) in Figure 1), thus 

including the peak emergence or most active periods of all three sample species. The 

analysis of these datasets focuses on the topics covered by the Tweets (for example 

IAS impacts, remedies, monitoring) and the share and quality of observational 

references of the sample species. 
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 The analysis with an “observational” focus encompasses two types of sample 

datasets utilising Tweets with direct references or descriptive references of the 

sample species, limited to the key emergence or activity date ranges, and containing 

or linking to images (type (B) and (A) respectively in Figure 1). The analysis of these 

samples focuses entirely on the abundance and quality of verifiable conscious or 

opportunistic species observations.    

The selected samples included a total of 2842 Tweets which were subjected to a detailed 

manual analysis. 2258 of those remained for incorporation to the final results, after 

removing a small number (62) of duplicates and a larger proportion (522) due to broken 

links or other stale information that would have been required at some point of the 

classification process. Figure 3 in the result section shows the frequency of all retrieved 

Tweets by species and reference type for the complete data collection period and highlights 

the species’ key lifecycle periods that guided the sampling; a detailed listing of samples 

taken from this Tweet corpus is provided in the Appendix (Supplementary Table 3).  

The results of the analysis are presented as an information topology (Figure 2) for each 

dataset. Figure 2 also illustrates the workflow of the Tweet analysis. Independent of the 

analysed dataset a Tweet was only subjected to further analysis if it referred to an IAS or a 

biological observation thus was “on-topic”. Furthermore, it was also recorded which 

information (Tweet text, user information, linked URLs, media etc) contributed to this 

decision, which is of practical significance with regard to a future automation of such an 

analysis. The further analysis of all “on-topic” Tweets then followed the elements shown in 

Figure 2, with the exception that the ‘Main message subjects’ were only analysed in detail 

for ‘non-observational’ Tweets.  
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Figure 2. Tweet analysis flow and elements of the information topology obtained for the analysed 

Tweet samples. A detailed analysis of ‘Main message subjects’ was only applied to ‘Non-observational’ 

Tweets in the “topical” dataset; for ‘primary observations’ the likelihood for a taxonomic determination 

based on the available meta-data (specifically) images was assessed for all datasets. A detailed list and 

descriptions of the applied categories are provided in the Appendix (Supplementary Table 4). 

 

The information topologies are complemented by an automatic analysis of additional Tweet 

meta-data, namely information on source devices and applications, geo-coordinates 

attached to the Tweets and location information provided in Twitter user profiles. 
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3 Results 

3.1 Messaging frequencies 

Figure 3 summarises the weekly Tweet frequencies (without so-called “RTs”) for the three 

sample species, which show significant differences in the messaging patterns and 

abundance.  

 

Figure 3. Frequency of original Tweets (excluding “RTs”) with direct or potential descriptive 

references to the three sample species in the data collection period. The light-shaded regions indicate 

important life cycle and activity periods for each species (larvae development for Oak processionary, adult 

emergence for Emerald ash borer), the dark-shaded regions key lifecycle phases (Oak processionary 

caterpillars with poisonous setae building distinctive colonies, and peak emergence of Emerald ash borer 

(Forestry Commission, 2015; Herms and McCullough, 2014)). Grey squirrel is active and can be observed 

throughout the year with a peak activity period in the summer months (Thompson, 1977).  
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In general, messages matching the selected keywords are posted throughout the year and 

Tweets matching descriptive terms are expectedly more abundant, which can be attributed 

to their broader coverage, but also larger ambiguity. Tweets matching descriptive terms will 

thus also contain more “off-topic” Tweets. This observation is  confirmed by the analysis in 

sections 3.2 and 3.3. 

The frequencies are in line with known characteristics of the sample species. The modest 

Tweet numbers for Oak processionary moth (OPM) match the fact that it is a very specific 

localized seasonal threat that receives attention especially for its health impact. The 

Emerald ash borer (EAB) is a serious widespread challenge in the U.S., the communications 

on EAB are much richer and heterogeneous (see also Figure 5), but the species is more 

difficult to recognize. Eastern grey squirrels (EGS) on the other hand are common, 

widespread and easy to recognize.  

Tweets with direct species references show a good fit with the annual lifecycles. This is very 

distinct for OPM and indicative for EAB. The very constant messaging pattern for EGS fits 

the year-round observability of the species. The less apparent fit for descriptive terms 

indicates the noise in the data. Terms like “hairy caterpillar”, “green beetle” and even the 

more specific “squirrel” are ambiguous and will thus appear not just during the lifecycle 

period. In all cases it has to be noted that mentions could be found at any time, either 

because the subject is discussed non-observationally or the observations are happening in 

geographic regions with different lifecycles. 

 

3.2 Topical Tweets analysis 

The results in this section focus on the analysis of Tweets with direct references to the 

sample species posted in the period May to September 2013. The purpose of these Tweet 

sets was to obtain an estimate of the type of all content directly referencing a species and 

also getting an indication of the abundance of the different message types. 

3.2.1 Topical relevance 

Following the approach outlined in Figure 2 the sample sets for each of the three sample 

species were first assessed with regard to their topical relevance (Table 3). Here a Tweet was 

considered “on-topic” if the matching keywords discussed the species or represented an 
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observation. It was considered “off-topic” if matching keywords were used out of context or 

with a different meaning (for example “green beetle” referring to a car).  

 

Table 3. Number of "On-topic", "Off-topic" and “Inconclusive” Tweets with direct references to the 

three sample species and the required Tweet information items that contributed to the determination 

of the topical relevance. The interpretation basis percentages in each column add up to more than 100% as 

multiple information items may have contributed to the decision on topical relevance. A Tweet is considered 

“on-topic” if it refers to a sample IAS. 

  Oak 
processionary 

Emerald 
ash borer 

Eastern 
grey squirrel 

T
O

P
IC

A
L

 

R
E

L
E

V
A

N
C

E
 N (Tweets) 199 221 190 

% On-topic 96.0 91.9 58.9 

% Off-topic - 6.8 27.4 

% Inconclusive 4.0 1.4 13.7 

IN
T

E
R

P
R

E
T

A
T

IO
N

 

B
A

S
IS

 

% Text 94.2 97.0 93.8 

% Links 16.8 17.2 8.9 

% Embedded media 0.5 1.0 5.4 

% User profile - - 0.9 

% Conversations 2.6 1.0 13.4 

% External media 0.5 0.5 5.4 

 

 

Table 3 shows that keywords representing direct mentions of OPM and EAB seem to 

guarantee a high proportion of “on-topic” Tweets, which is not the case for EGS where the 

combination of the terms “grey” and “squirrel” is apparently more ambiguous.  

The results of the interpretation basis assessment for all three samples indicate that the 

textual content of the Tweets seems to provide sufficient information to decide on the 

topical relevance of a message. This is quite significant since it has practical implications 

with regard to future operational uses of this information; if textual content is sufficient to 

filter relevant Tweets, standard classification algorithms can be applied to support 

automatic filtering (Liu, 2006; Yin et al., 2012). This also applies to conversations, user 

profiles and external links which can be treated as textual data, are accessible via the 

collected Tweets and could thus be utilised in automatic classification routines. 
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3.2.2 Message types 

In the next classification step all “on-topic” Tweets were categorised according to their 

message type. As Figure 4 illustrates this turned out to be primarily a decision on whether 

Tweets were “observational” or “non-observational”, thus if the message indicated some 

form of species sighting (direct or indirect), or was purely discussing the species in general 

(for example mentioning species facts, impacts or research related to the species). Tweets 

could also be coded as belonging to multiple categories; details on all applied categories are 

provided in Supplementary Table 4. 

 

 

Figure 4. Tweet message type by sample species for all “on-topic” Tweets in the period May to 

September 2013. The major distinction is between “Observational” and “Non-observational” messages 

with regard to the respective target species. 

 

The majority of messages are non-observational for all three sample species, with 73% of 

non-observational messages for EAB indicating a particularly active communication on this 

subject.  

 

3.2.3 Non-observational message subjects 

All “non-observational” Tweets were subjected to a detailed analysis of the message 

subjects, focusing on topics related to the invasive nature of the three sample species (see 
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Supplementary Table 4 for details). Figure 5 shows that distinctive thematic profiles emerge 

for the different species. 

 

Figure 5. Main message subjects by sample species for all “Non-observational” Tweets in the period 

May to September 2013. Distinctive subject profiles emerge for the three species. Percentages per species 

add up to more than 100% as a Tweet may address more than one subject.  

 

IAS impacts (on for example biodiversity, host species, human health) are a similarly 

frequent subject for all three species, but the topical emphasis shows some notable 

differences for all other subject areas. 

Communications on Emerald ash borer cover for example all aspects of the IAS thematic 

range: general (educational) information and species facts are shared, the management, 

remedies and monitoring of EAB play an important role and even research subjects are 

covered. A significant contrast to Oak processionary and Eastern grey squirrel is the notable 

lack of perceptions and opinions regarding remedies. There appears to be a consensus on 

the invasiveness of EAB reflected by the analysed Tweets, whereas for OPM and EGS many 

opinionated comments - primarily critical statements about the respective IAS management 

(culling of squirrels and insecticide spraying for OPM) - can be found. For OPM generally 

“IAS remedies” are the primary subject, which also fits the frequency pattern in Figure 3 

where clear messaging peaks can be observed at the point in the lifecycle where remedial 

action is commonly taken.  
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Communication about Eastern grey squirrel are however very generic. While impacts are 

mentioned (especially on biodiversity) and criticism is voiced about the culling of squirrels, 

the majority of messages do not fall into any of the IAS themes. In fact, messages are 

dominated by fairly banal content ranging from comments on unusual sightings (“white 

squirrel”), statements about the “cuteness” of squirrels or humorous statements. This fits 

both the fact that EGS is a common species in its native range and has been an established 

species in its invasive range for nearly a century, but also that apparently neither the impact 

of the species itself nor the remedial actions are perceived as significant. 

Notable is also the lack of messages with a commercial background for OPM and EGS. 

Several messages on EAB were however related to the treatment of ash trees or similar 

commercial advice and offers. This should be viewed as significant since the degree of 

commercial importance may be directly related to the spread, impact and invasion progress 

of a species which is considered dramatic in the case of EAB (Herms and McCullough, 2014).  

While this is a snapshot of Twitter communications on the three sample species in a limited 

time period it is fair to assume that similarly distinctive profiles will emerge when 

considering the thematic dynamics over much longer time periods. These, might hence 

provide a good reflection of the progress and perception of an invasive species over time. 

Whether generic thematic progressions can be found and used for early warnings cannot be 

answered at this stage and will require long-term sampling and further investigation. 

However, this snapshot confirms that the information can provide valuable reflections on 

the public perception of specific IAS which can be of value with regard to IAS management, 

communication and education. This is of particular interest since mature methods enabling 

an automated topical analysis (Blei, 2012) of large sets of messages are available.  

 

3.3 Observational Tweets analysis 

The results in this section focus on the analysis of Tweets with direct and descriptive 

references to the sample species posted in the annual key lifecycle periods (see Figure 3) 

and containing or linking to media (typically images). The objective for these constrained 

samples was to assess the nature of the potential species observations that can be obtained 

by mining Twitter. They represent a directly applicable output to IAS management and 

monitoring, which is likely to apply to other social media sources as well.  
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Potential observations with direct references to an IAS are of immediate interest, since 

Tweets that match specific species names are with large likelihood relevant observations. 

Observations in the form of Tweets matching descriptive references to a targeted species 

are of particular value as they could potentially expand available observations significantly - 

few people may know or can name a specific invasive species, but will note and be able to 

describe a species’ distinctive features. This approach can however be expected to introduce 

a lot of noise in the collected data. The three sample IAS represent a complete range of 

descriptive terms, including very broad and potentially ambiguous keywords (“green 

beetle”), more specific descriptive features (“hairy caterpillar”) as well as terms falling short 

of an actual species name (“squirrel”).     

 

3.3.1 Topical relevance 

Table 4 shows the results for the assessment of topical relevance for the analysed Tweet 

samples. A Tweet was considered “on-topic” when it referred to any of the IAS or 

represented a biodiversity observation in general.    

 

Table 4. Topical relevance and interpretation basis for analysed Tweets with direct or descriptive 

references to the three sample species, posted in the annual key lifecycle periods and containing or 

linking to media (images). The interpretation basis percentages in each column add up to more than 100% 

as multiple information items may have contributed to the decision on topical relevance. A Tweet is 

considered “on-topic” when it represents a biodiversity observation, even if this observation is not of the 

sample IAS. 

  
DIRECT REFERENCES DESCRIPTIVE REFERENCES 

  Oak 

processionary 

Emerald 

ash borer 

Eastern 

grey squirrel 

Oak 

processionary 

Emerald 

ash borer 

Eastern 

grey squirrel 

T
O

P
IC

A
L

 

R
E

L
E

V
A

N
C

E
 N (Tweets) 85 314 294 331 240 384 

% On-topic 96.5 82.2 72.8 75.5 71.2 74.2 

% Off-topic 3.5 17.2 26.2 23.6 27.9 21.9 

% Inconclusive - 0.3 0.7 0.9 0.4 3.9 

IN
T

E
R

P
R

E
T

A
T

IO
N

 

B
A

S
IS

 

% Text 98.8 95.3 96.3 66.8 81.3 78.2 

% Links 3.7 15.9 2.3 - 1.2 0.7 

% Embedded media 18.3 10.1 30.8 34.8 25.1 51.6 

% User profile - 0.4 - - - - 

% Conversations - - - 0.4 - - 

% External media 3.7 1.6 15.4 27.6 34.5 14.4 
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Again, direct references (using the species names as a search term) seem to result in a large 

proportion of “on-topic” Tweets, while samples matching descriptive references have lower 

shares of “on-topic” Tweets. Furthermore, it is notable that in comparison to the results 

presented in Table 3 images contribute significantly in determining the topical relevance of 

Tweets. While this may be expected given that Tweets in this sample were constrained to 

posts containing or linking to images, this has important practical implications, as it means 

that in terms of building operational systems utilising these Tweets, automatic filtering 

based on textual approaches will grab a smaller subset of all potentially relevant posts, 

automation routines would thus have to extend to images, or manual interventions are 

required. 

 

3.3.2 Message types 

The comparison of Tweet message types (Figure 6) shows that constraining the sample sets 

on Tweets with embedded or linked media does result in larger shares of “observational” 

Tweets, in the case of descriptive references this is very significant. Tweets with embedded 

or linked images and direct references to the species are not exclusively observational, but 

for all sample species the shares of observational Tweets are higher compared to Figure 4.   

 

Figure 6. Comparison of Tweet message type by sample species for Tweets with direct and descriptive 

species references, posted during the sample species’ key lifecycle periods and containing or linking to 

media (images). The major distinction is between “Observational” and “Non-observational” messages with 

regard to the respective target IAS.  
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3.3.3 Observational message profile 

Figure 7 provides a complete information profile of the observational Tweets obtained using 

terms that either represented direct or potential descriptive references to the target species. 

In terms of evaluating, comparing and utilising these biodiversity observations the type of 

observation, the likelihood of a taxonomic determination of primary species observations 

given the Tweet information (here specifically the embedded or linked media), the 

resources available to verify the determination of an observation and finally the type and 

availability of geo-location information are of interest. 

Throughout Figure 7 the share of Tweets in each category that could be confirmed as 

observations of the specific targeted IAS are indicated with black markers and labels; if 

those are omitted no Tweet in a given category could be confirmed as an observation of the 

targeted IAS. 
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Figure 7. Information profile of “observational” Tweets with embedded or linked media and direct or 

descriptive references to the target IAS. The information profile specifies separately for direct and 

descriptive references (A) the type of observation, (B) for primary observations how likely a species 

determination is considering the quality and availability of the Tweet data, (C) for all observations which 

resources are available for verification or determination of an observation and (D) what type of geo-location 

information is available. The black markers and labels per bar indicate which percentage of all Tweets per 

species could be identified as actually relating to the target species (for example based on the available 
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information 22.4% of all observational Tweets directly referencing Oak processionary were confirmed as 

primary observations of this species). Percentages can add up to more than 100% as a Tweet can belong to 

multiple classes. 

 

3.3.4 Observation types 

Observational Tweets with descriptive terms are almost exclusively “primary” (Figure 7(A)) 

that is direct sightings at the source, which are reported by the observer and will typically be 

novel sightings. Observation types for Tweets with direct references differ significantly: the 

majority (88.2%) of Grey squirrel observations are classed as primary, whereas only 10.1% 

of observational Tweets mentioning Emerald ash borer are primary and 44.9% of Oak 

processionary mentions. For a start this will relate to recognisability.  EAB is a small insect 

which briefly emerges to lay eggs, whereas OPM build distinctive notable colonies and EGS 

is a common species in urban spaces, which is easy to spot and recognize. This is also 

reflected by the large share (36.7%) of “indirect primary” observations of EAB, the effects of 

EAB on the host species (bare branches, peeling bark, feeding patterns on the bark) are 

easier and more likely to recognize than the species itself, which is not the case for EGS or 

OPM.  

However, the large share of “secondary” observations (mostly news reports and public 

announcements) of both OPM and EAB underlines that in contrast to a long established 

invasive species like EGS these threats receive public attention and are perceived and 

discussed as notable current problems.  

A key question for all these observations is how many can be verified as observations of the 

selected target IAS. With regard to primary observations, the available resources (images in 

the case of primary observations) can be used to verify the observations and the noted share 

of actual target species observations (indicated with labels for each observation type in 

Figure 7(A)) is thus a reflection of both the relevance of the Tweets for IAS monitoring and 

the quality of the available verification resources.  

For Tweets with direct species references EGS does not only have the largest share of 

primary observations, but also for verified primary sightings: 88.2% of all observational 

Tweets directly referencing Eastern grey squirrel are primary observations, but only 67.5% 

of all those Tweets mentioning Eastern grey squirrel could be confirmed as primary 

observations of this species. The remainder (20.7%) were thus primary observations either 
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of another species or where the available information did not suffice to determine the 

species.  

This large share for EGS is followed by OPM where 22.4% of all observational Tweets are 

primary observations of the species. Primary sightings of EAB are rare anyway and only 

2.8% of all observational Tweets referring directly to EAB could be confirmed as primary 

observations of this species. Potential indirect primary observations of EAB are more 

common, only a small share (5.5%) of all observational EAB Tweets could however be 

verified as the target species. These numbers correspond again directly with the phenology, 

commonness and lifecycle characteristics of the three sample species; unsurprisingly, 

common and easy to identify species or species with distinctive features are more likely to 

be observed and verified. 

Secondary observations in Tweets with direct species references could almost exclusively be 

verified as target species sightings. The assessment was based on the authoritativeness of 

the source, thus if the message was based on a confirmed news outlet or official body (for 

example the US Forest Service or the UK Forestry Commission), it was assumed to be a 

trustworthy observation of the target species. 

Finally, for observational Tweets matching descriptive references of the target species, only 

descriptive references of EGS using the very specific term “squirrel” could be verified as 

target species sightings (37.4%). While terms like “green beetle” or “hairy caterpillar” are 

apparently good keywords to return general primary biodiversity observations none of 

those were of the target species, which may not be surprising given that insects are known 

to be the most diverse group of animals. This has practical implications however when 

considering alternative data collection approaches for operational systems. The options are 

to either use broader terms (“insect”, “caterpillar”) and focus on efficient filtering routines, 

or to use more specific phrases (“green iridescent beetle”) or include contextually related 

terms (“tree”, “leaves”) and accept that potentially valuable observations are not detected 

since these terms are less likely to be used in casual, short messages posted on Twitter.  

 

3.3.5 Determination likelihood of primary observations 

The determination of primary observations was largely based on the quality of the available 

embedded or linked media in the analysed Tweets. In cases where no media were available, 
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could not be used for determination or were of very poor quality the determination 

likelihood was coded as “Impossible or very unlikely”. Whereas media instances of high-

quality that allowed an unambiguous species determination were classed as “Certain” 

(Figure 7(B)). In addition other information was included in the determination. An example 

are observations of white or albino squirrels which are typically melanistic variations of 

EGS, thus even images of poorer quality would suffice for a determination.    

Generally for both direct and descriptive references approximately half or more of the 

available media are of average (“Likely”) or better quality thus supporting species 

identification. In the case of direct references to EGS, high-quality images accounted even 

for 53% allowing a reliable determination of the species. A wide quality spread has to be 

noted though. This has practical implications and hints at limited applicability of automated 

recognition methods and thus indicates that the utilisation of these observations will to a 

significant degree involve manual interventions.  

 

3.3.6 Observation verification resources 

Figure 7(C) outlines the distribution of available resources for the verification of 

observations which include embedded and external media, news links and official 

announcements thus documents from public bodies (like the US Forest Service).   

Given the initial filtering of the sample, it is not unexpected that embedded images or 

externally linked media account for a large share of the verification resources, but they 

could not be applied for verification of observations in all instances. In the case of direct 

species references embedded or linked media together represented between 50.5% (EAB) 

and 88.8% (EGS) of verification resources, whereas news links were noted as the main 

verification resource for secondary observations of EAB (36.7%) and OPM (30.6%). For 

descriptive references nearly all images could be used as a verification resource and 

represented an exclusive verification resource. 

In summary, it can be noted that the majority of observational Tweets provide some type of 

resource to verify an observation. Mostly, these are embedded or external media, thus again 

implying a certain degree of manual intervention when utilising these observations in 

operational systems for IAS monitoring. 
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3.3.7 Geo-location information 

The availability of reliable geo-location information is essential for biodiversity 

observations. Figure 7(D) summarises the available types of geolocation information in the 

analysed observational Tweets. They include precise geo-coordinates (included in the Tweet 

meta-data), location mentions in the Tweet text, locations provided by Tweet authors in 

their Twitter user profiles and indirect location references (such as “my garden” or locations 

that could be inferred from mentions of other Twitter users (“today at @Caltech”)). 

With the exception of location mentions in the Tweet messages both direct and descriptive 

references show similar patterns. The large shares of textual location references for EAB 

(63.3%) and OPM (46.9%) can be directly linked to the large number of secondary 

observations which are typically of a form like “Ash Borer found in Jefferson County”. 

The share of users providing resolvable2 locations in their profile ranges from 46.9% (EGS) 

to 69.7% (EAB). This information is however showing a coarse granularity (location details 

range from 8% at country level to 41.2% of users providing a city or more specific location), 

and generally has to be taken with caution as it cannot be verified, could get of sync and 

may not correspond to the location from which an observation was reported. 

Reliable geo-location information is available in the form of geo-tags representing exact 

geo-coordinates, typically attached to the Tweet by GPS-enabled devices from which a Tweet 

was posted. Shares in the analysed samples range from 1.8% to 4.1%; this is in line with 

averages reported in comparable studies (Croitoru et al., 2014).  

There is thus a clear shortage of exact geo-location information associated with this data. 

However, an exploration of the source devices and location-sharing settings (obtained from 

the Tweet meta-data) reveals that on average 37.9% of all analysed Tweets were posted from 

mobile devices or applications such as Instagram (21.3%) geared towards mobile use. 

Furthermore, 35.2% of users posting Tweets had their profiles geo-enabled, which is a 

Twitter profile setting that has to be deliberately enabled by Twitter users in order to attach 

geo-location information to their posts. The mismatch between the large share of geo-

enabled Twitter profiles and the small proportion of Tweets with geo-coordinates can most 

likely be explained by more restrictive settings on the devices used for posting Tweets. 

Hence, assuming these settings were in sync, the prerequisites for a large pool of 

                                                           
2 Locations provided in analyzed Twitter user profiles were resolved using Google geo-referencing via 

the R package ggmap (Kahle and Wickham, 2013). 
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biodiversity observations with precise geo-coordinates are given. In relation to this it is also 

worth noting that user contact details in form of Twitter accounts are part of the obtained 

Tweet data and provide the means to follow up with users directly on the reported 

observation details. 

 

4 Discussion 

4.1 Domain-relevance, data abundance and data characteristics 

The results presented in this contribution show that a large pool of data on specific invasive 

species, covering both diverse IAS topics and observations, can be easily obtained via the 

social media channel Twitter. When extrapolating the observational results for Eastern grey 

squirrel they even appear to be on par in annual abundance with observational species data 

stored in repositories such as the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF, 2015), 

exceeding in fact the available shares of observations with verifiable media, not matching 

however the large proportion of geo-referenced records. 

Direct and potential descriptive mentions of invasive alien species in Twitter messages are 

abundant but appear to correlate with the recognisability and commonness of a species. 

Thus, species that show advanced states in their invasion of an ecosystem will be covered 

more heavily in Twitter communications, which suggests that this type of social media data 

primarily mirrors known facts and dynamics on invasion progress and may provide limited 

contributions to the early detection of IAS.  

However, while the presented results, partly due to the selected sample species, cannot 

provide examples of early detections with regard to initial introductions of an IAS, they do 

with regard to new invasion seeds and range expansions. Tweets on Oak processionary 

included for example primary observations of the species in private gardens, which are 

commonly not routinely monitored in official forest monitoring programs (FVA-BW, 2012; 

NW-FVA, 2012) and even singular observations can contribute to halting the further spread 

of a species. 

In summary, the results confirm that Twitter is a rich source of general biodiversity 

observations, and particularly opportunistic observations, gathered via descriptive 

keywords and contributed without knowledge of the species, hold great potential in 
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supplementing biodiversity monitoring, even if this will primarily apply to notable or easily 

recognizable species. 

 

4.2 Contributions to ecological monitoring 

From an IAS management perspective the observed Twitter communications are of interest 

even for established invasions. Opinions, criticisms and the general public perception of 

IAS remedies are a particularly good example. Public support is critical for effective IAS 

management (Bremner and Park, 2007) and social media observations offer a direct, 

efficient and - according to the presented results - representative way to investigate public 

perceptions. Furthermore, Twitter (as other social media channels) cannot only be utilized 

as a data source but also as a communication channel, and thus provides the means for IAS 

managers to engage in a targeted manner in these social media communications for 

educational purposes, requests for support or general information distribution via 

identified communication hubs and communities.       

The results also show that the collected information will be highly sensitive to the employed 

search keywords. This is indicated by the results for descriptive search terms, which only 

for the rather specific “squirrel” returned actual observations of the targeted IAS. Using very 

specific terms will exclude potentially relevant observations and broader terms will 

introduce significant noise to the data. Importantly, the results thus also highlight that there 

is no generic approach to using social media sources in environmental monitoring. Instead, 

tailored information retrieval efforts, based on a good understanding of the species 

features, lifecycles and also the interest of casual observers (“What attracts people’s 

attention?”) is required. Based on the presented results, operational systems aiming to 

utilize so-called “Big Data” methods (combining for example natural language processing 

(Miner et al., 2012) with unsupervised machine learning techniques (Liu, 2006)) deserve 

exploration, but have to be paired with a thorough domain understanding and clear 

questions for analyzing this data source. 

Those questions will vary. Where Twitter data may not be expected to deliver many primary 

observations for species like Emerald ash borer, secondary observations for these difficult 

to observe but widespread species can be found, but may need expert analysis and follow-

up. Furthermore, EAB is a prime example exhibiting frequent communications on the topic, 
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and the related channels and networks can be and are utilized in raising awareness to 

prevent further spread of an invasion or calling for monitoring support.   

For threats like Oak processionary similar opportunities are available. In addition, more 

primary observations can be expected and related threats may “accidentally” also be 

captured (such as Pine processionary moth). For localized and seasonal threats like OPM, 

Twitter mining also offers a convenient way to obtain and summarize real-time information 

for bigger geographical regions, in particular where regular monitoring efforts are 

fragmented and environmental managers have only access to information of local 

provenance (Daume et al., 2014). 

For common and easily recognized species like the Eastern grey squirrel many primary 

observations can be expected via social media sources, and this will equally apply to other 

invasive species which may have established populations but nonetheless need to be 

monitored as part of general IAS management efforts (examples include Asian carp, 

Chinese mitten crab or Asian lady beetle). 

Finally, that an invasive species (EGS) is essentially not perceived as such in public 

communications is an interesting result in itself. Monitoring social media communications 

on any invasive species could thus also be used as a measure to assess the success of 

communication and education efforts in IAS management. 

 

4.3 Practical challenges in utilizing this information 

In general, this study indicates that there are practical rather than conceptual hurdles in 

using social media data in operational systems that could supplement traditional ecological 

monitoring. 

Operational approaches will have to extend the content coverage and the degree of 

automation. Content coverage applies to the utilized sources and the representativeness of 

the obtained samples. As indicated, Twitter was chosen as a representative social media 

example that shares properties with other social media channels which could hence equally 

be included in any digital ecosystem surveillance.   

Automation routines need to be directed at filtering relevant messages, but also to obtain 

geo-location information. The scarcity of high-resolution geo-information was noted for the 
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analyzed samples. While this may limit the number of immediately usable geo-referenced 

observations, it does not preclude the usefulness of this information. Furthermore, novel 

approaches utilizing public Twitter user content (Cheng et al., 2010) and network 

information (Compton et al., 2014), enable the automatic provisioning of Twitter user 

locations given sufficient resources.    

With regard to automated message filtering the results indicate that the textual message 

data will to a large degree suffice to decide on the topical relevance of Tweets, hence 

existing toolsets for text classification (Liu, 2009) can be applied. With regard to 

observational data, manual interventions - not least for the species identification - are 

however still required, thus suggesting combined manual and automated analysis 

approaches as demonstrated by related public health monitoring systems (Mykhalovskiy 

and Weir, 2006). A promising approach would be to engage citizen science communities 

with this “crowdsourced” data in order to verify and map observations, as has been 

successfully demonstrated by projects dealing with related biodiversity information (Hill et 

al., 2012).  

 

5 Conclusions 

Twitter proves to be a rich source of information on invasive alien species, ranging from 

primary species observations to insights in prevalent IAS topics and their public perception. 

The presented results show that the abundance and the features of this information thus 

merit dedicated efforts to advance the utilisation and integration with existing ecological 

information sources.  

While operational systems could be automated to a large extent, the presented study also 

suggests that completely generic approaches will probably have limited applications. 

Instead, as in any successful ecological monitoring program, a good understanding of the 

monitored subject and targeted questions must guide the provisioning of the monitoring 

effort (Lindenmayer and Likens, 2010), here the choice of keywords, social media channels 

and filtering of the obtained data. The presented information topology can serve as a helpful 

template to compare the usefulness of social media in ecological monitoring when applied 

to other species or social media sources. 
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Finally, particular efforts ought to be directed towards the definition of processing 

workflows for observational data that includes mappings to formal data structures and 

integrates with existing biodiversity information sources. Manual interventions in utilising 

observational data in particular will however be required in many cases, and engaging 

“citizen science crowds” with this “crowdsourced” data could be a promising route.  
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Appendix 

Supplementary Table 1. Original selection criteria presented to IAS experts on the Aliens-L mailing list 

in order to identify representative examples for the study. 

Selection criteria Description 

Threat to forest ecosystems The selected species should present a direct or indirect threat to forest 

ecosystems.  

 

Notable species or impact The selected species or their impact/symptoms should be notable and thus 

easy to identify. Grey squirrels or oak processionary caterpillars are examples 

for notable species, damages by e.g. horse-chestnut leaf miner or the webs of 

the white moth (Hyphantria cunea) would be examples for notable 

symptoms. 

   

Multi-fold impact The impact of the selected species should ideally include multiple 

quantifiable impacts: biodiversity threats, reduced yield, decreased 

recreational value, human health threats, reduced scenic beauty, etc.  

 

Existing threat The selected species should already be present in European forests, thus 

have already been sighted and present a real threat.  

 

Threat levels The selection should cover different threat advancement levels: early stage 

(first sightings), progressing (multiple sightings at a regional level), 

established (advanced, potentially large-scale invasions with management 

programmes in place). 

 

Existing monitoring programmes The selected species should already be covered by monitoring programmes 

in order to compare available data, verify trends and explore linkages 

between the different approaches. Ideally this should include both 

professional monitoring networks and citizen science projects. 

  

Distribution range The selected species should present threats to forest ecosystems in North 

America or Europe, here specifically Germany, France, Benelux, UK, Denmark, 

Sweden, Norway – the primary reason are available language skills for the 

analysis of the collected tweets and access to internet technologies and 

social media. 

 

Introduction pathways Coverage of different introduction pathways (e.g. exotic plants, timber 

products, etc) would be beneficial as it would open up opportunities for 

future research focusing on indirect indicators for invasive species 

monitoring. 

 

Organism types Coverage of different organism types would be desirable, but given the small 

set of species we will initially focus on, this selection can of course not be 

representative. The most interesting groups are probably invasive insects 

and plants. 

 

Indicator function Certain species may allow further insights in ecological changes, such as 

habitat shifts that may be interpreted as signs of changing climate 

conditions. If the selected species offer this or similar indicator functions this 

would provide a promising additional perspective. 
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Supplementary Table 2. List of keywords by species and reference type applied to obtain Tweets via 

the Twitter Search API potentially referring to the sample IAS. For all species two sets of keywords were 

compiled with terms that represent potentially direct or descriptive references to the species. 

Species Direct species references Descriptive species references 

European rabbit  european rabbit; oryctolagus cuniculus saw a rabbit; saw rabbits 

Emerald ash borer ash borer; agrilus planipennis; ash borers green insect; green bug; green beetle 

Oak processionary eichenprozessionsspinner; thaumetopoea 

processionea; eichen-prozessionsspinner; 

oak processionary; prozessionsspinner 

hairy caterpillar; long haired caterpillar; 

long hairs caterpillar; haarige raupe; lange 

haare raupe; langhaarige raupe; hairy 

caterpillars; long haired caterpillars; long 

hairs caterpillars; haarige raupen; lange 

haare raupen; langhaarige raupen 

Asian long-horned beetle asian long-horn beetle; anoplophora 

glabripennis; asian longhorned beetle; 

asian longhorn beetle; asiatiska 

långhorningar; asiatiska langhorningar; 

anoplophora chinensis; asiatischer 

laubholzbockkäfer; asiatischer 

laubholzbock; laubholzbock 

black white beetle; black white bug; black 

white insect 

Coqui frog coqui frog; eleutherdactylus coqui saw this frog; saw a frog; saw these frogs; 

saw frogs; seen this frog; seen a frog; seen 

these frogs; seen frogs; saw frog; seen frog 

Ash dieback hymenoscyphus pseudoalbidus ; chalara 

fraxinea; chalara disease; ash dieback; ash 

disease; eschensterben; eschenkrankheit; 

eschen krankheit 

ash tree; ash trees 

Sudden oak death sudden oak death; phytophthora ramorum; 

oak disease; ramorum dieback; ramorum 

blight 

- 

Horse-chestnut leaf miner kastanienminiermotte; kastanienkrankheit; 

rosskastanienminiermotte; miniermotte; 

leaf miner; cameraria ohridella 

kastanie; kastanien; horse chestnut; horse 

chestnuts; kastanienbaum; chestnut tree; 

rosskastanie; rosskastanien; aesculus 

hippocastanum 

Pine processionary pine processionary; thaumetopoea 

pityocampa; pinien-prozessionsspinner; 

prozessionsspinner 

hairy caterpillar; long haired caterpillar; 

long hairs caterpillar; haarige raupe; lange 

haare raupe; langhaarige raupe; hairy 

caterpillars; long haired caterpillars; long 

hairs caterpillars; haarige raupen; lange 

haare raupen; langhaarige raupen 

Grey squirrel sciurus carolinensis; grey squirrel; grey 

squirrels; gray squirrel; gray squirrels 

saw squirrel; saw squirrels; seen squirrel; 

seen squirrels 

Rhododendron var. rhododendron - 
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Supplementary Table 3. Size and coverage of the selected sample Tweet sets for “topical” and 

“observational” analysis of the three selected IAS. For each group of datasets the tables show for each 

species the date range from which Tweets were sampled, the approximate proportion of all Tweets in that 

date range covered by the sample, the actual number of Tweets obtained as a sample, and the number of 

Tweets in that sample that eventually had to be excluded at some point of the classification process, due to 

broken links or unregistered user profiles that were required for the assignment of categories in the 

information topology.  

“Topical” analysis 

Sampling of all Tweets with DIRECT species references 

Species Date range ~sampled % N (sampled) N (excluded) 

Oak processionary 01.05.-30.09.2013 25.0 225 24 

Emerald ash borer 01.05.-30.09.2013 4.2 279 55 

Eastern grey squirrel 01.05.-30.09.2013 3.6 258 59 

     

     

“Observational” analysis 

Tweets with DIRECT species references and embedded or linked MEDIA 

Species Date range ~sampled % N (sampled) N (excluded) 

Oak processionary 01.04.-31.07.2012 100.0 26 7 

Oak processionary 01.04.-31.07.2013 100.0 32 4 

Oak processionary 01.04.-31.07.2014 100.0 43 2 

Emerald ash borer 15.06.-15.07.2013 100.0  121 5 

Emerald ash borer 15.06.-15.07.2014 100.0 214 7 

Eastern grey squirrel 01.06.-30.08.2013 50.0 201 54 

Eastern grey squirrel 01.06.-30.08.2014 25.0 182 23 

     

Tweets with DESCRIPTIVE species references and embedded or linked MEDIA 

Species Date range ~sampled % N (sampled) N (excluded) 

Oak processionary 01.04.-31.07.2013 100.0 133 32 

Oak processionary 01.04.-31.07.2014 100.0 275 40 

Emerald ash borer 15.06.-15.07.2013 25.0 147 49 

Emerald ash borer 15.06.-15.07.2014 25.0 193 41 

Eastern grey squirrel 01.06.-30.08.2013 12.5 262 77 

Eastern grey squirrel 01.06.-30.08.2014 12.5 251 43 
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Supplementary Table 4. Applied categories in the Tweet analysis for each element of the information 

topology in Figure 2. 

Category group Categories Description 

Topical relevance On-topic References to a species as an IAS or a general biodiversity observation. 

Off-topic Matching keywords but different meaning (e.g. “green beetle” referring to 
a car). 

Inconclusive Undecidable topical relevance due to lack of information or ambiguity. 

Interpretation basis Textual content Tweet text sufficient for or contributes to decision on topical relevance. 

External links Externally linked information (URLs) contributes to decision on topical 
relevance. 

Media (embedded) Media embedded in the Tweet contributes to decision on topical 

relevance. 

Media (external) Externally linked media (e.g. Instagram) contributes to decision on topical 

relevance. 

User profile Information in a Tweet author’s profile contributes to decision on topical 

relevance. 

Tweet conversation Conversation ensuing from a Tweet contributes to decision on topical 
relevance. 

Message type Observational Messages representing some form of species sighting.  

Non-observational Messages referring to an IAS or a biodiversity observation in general. 

General reply to observation Tweets send in reply to observational messages. 

Determination reply Tweets send in reply to observational messages and providing taxonomic 
determinations. 

Unknown None of the previous message types. 

Observation type Primary observation A direct species sighting reported by the Tweet author (“I saw this 

caterpillar”).  

Secondary observation A report of a sighting provided not provide by the original observer (e.g. 
news items, official announcements). 

Indirect primary observation A direct sighting of a species’ impact or effects reported by the Tweet 

author (bare branches, feeding patterns, etc). 

Inconclusive None of the previous observation types. 

Species 

determination 

likelihood 

Impossible/Very unlikely Verification information (typically media) is lacking or of very poor quality. 

Unlikely Verification media are available, but of such poor quality that a 

determination is unlikely even for experts.   

Likely A combination of medium verification media quality and/or distinctive 

species features may allow a determination for trained observers. 

Very likely A combination of good verification media quality and/or distinctive 

species features will typically allow a species determination (especially for 
trained observers). 

Certain A combination of very good verification media quality and/or distinctive 

species features will guarantee a species determination (often even for 

casual observers). 

Referenced species Target species The referenced species can be verified as the target IAS for which a Tweet 

was collected. 

Non-target species The referenced species can be verified as the NOT being the target IAS for 

which a Tweet was collected. 

Inconclusive Target/Non-target species cannot be verified. 

Message subject General IAS information General facts about an IAS species, including information on introduction 

pathways. 

IAS impacts IAS impacts on host species, human health, biodiversity, etc. 

IAS monitoring Messages relating to all aspects of IAS monitoring including official 

monitoring, citizen science, call for support, species identification 

information, etc. 

IAS management Message relating to the active management of an IAS including general IAS 
management information, preventative advice, warnings and alerts, 

events, stakeholders, etc. 

IAS remedies Message relating to remedial actions directed at IAS including general 
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information, activity reports, new remedies, etc. 

IAS remedies 

perceptions/opinions 

Messages representing public perception of IAS remedies including 

general criticism, health and environmental concerns, etc.  

IAS research Messages reporting research on an IAS or IAS remedies. 

Commercial themes Messages advertising commercial services in relation to IAS such as e.g. 

treatments, tree removals, consultations, etc. 

Miscellaneous General message referencing the targeted species but not covering any of 

the above IAS topics. 

Observation 
verification 

resources 

Embedded media Media embedded in the Tweet can be applied for determination and/or 
verification of an observation. 

External media External media linked from the Tweet can be applied for determination 

and/or verification of an observation. 

News links/references News items linked from the Tweet can be applied for verification of an 

observation. 

Official announcements Official announcements linked from the Tweet can be applied for 

verification of an observation. 

Other resources Other resources (for example other social media) linked from the Tweet 
can be applied for verification of an observation. 

None No resources are available to verify and observation or support species 

determination. 

Location references Tweet text location mention Place names (e.g. UK, Scotland, Edinburgh, etc) resolvable to geo-
coordinates are mentioned in the Tweet text. 

User profile location Place names (e.g. UK, Scotland, Edinburgh, etc) resolvable to geo-

coordinates are provided in the location field of the Tweet author’s Twitter 

user profile. 

Indirect location reference Relative locations (“my garden”, “today at @Caltech”) that could be 

determined on follow-up are mentioned in the Tweet text. 

None No location information is associated with an analysed Tweet. 
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Abstract 

Social media like blogs, micro-blogs or social networks are increasingly being investigated 

and employed to detect and predict trends for not only social and physical phenomena, but 

also to capture environmental information. Here we argue that opportunistic biodiversity 

observations published through Twitter represent one promising and until now unexplored 

example of such data mining. As we elaborate, it can contribute to real-time information to 

traditional ecological monitoring programmes including those sourced via citizen science 

activities. Using Twitter data collected for a generic assessment of social media data in 

ecological monitoring we investigated a sample of what we denote biodiversity observations 

with species determination requests (N=191). These entail images posted as messages on the 

micro-blog service Twitter. As we show, these frequently trigger conversations leading to 

taxonomic determinations of those observations. All analysed Tweets were posted with 

species determination requests, which generated replies for 64% of Tweets, 86% of those 

contained at least one suggested determination, of which 76% were assessed as correct. All 

posted observations included or linked to images with the overall image quality categorised 

as satisfactory or better for 81% of the sample and leading to taxonomic determinations at 

the species level in 71% of provided determinations. We claim that the original message 

authors and conversation participants can be viewed as implicit or embryonic citizen 

science communities which have to offer valuable contributions both as an opportunistic 

data source in ecological monitoring as well as potential active contributors to citizen 

science programmes. 

 

Keywords: citizen science, social media, biodiversity, ecological monitoring, taxonomy, 

Twitter        
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1 Introduction 

Social online media have emerged as important sources in the monitoring, prediction and 

modelling of trends and patterns in a broad range of domains. Commercial motivations 

drive many applications [1,2], as do political and sociological perspectives [3,4]. 

Applications include support in emergency situations [5,6] or better prediction of natural 

phenomena [7,8]. Some of the best researched and operational systems can be found in the 

domain of public health monitoring [9–11]. Increasingly, the potential of social media 

sources is also recognized in the environmental and ecological domain [12–15]. The volume, 

real-time nature and simple accessibility of this type of information source as well as 

advances in Big Data processing methodologies and tools, are major factors in support of 

this growing body of research on applications of social media mining.  

An analysis of social media contributions with ecological significance could start by 

focusing on general mentions of environmental subjects interpreted as thematic trends 

[16]), but the pervasiveness of mobile devices with cameras combined with a broad set of 

social media channels provides great potential for real-time observations of ecologically 

relevant information [17] that may be contributed casually without knowledge of their 

ecological significance.  

The value of such casual non-expert observations is underlined by an increasing number of 

so-called citizen science projects where members of the general public contribute to 

scientific research for example by providing or verifying biological observations [18]. This 

type of volunteer-driven monitoring contributes both to a wider coverage of monitoring 

efforts in general, and with the emergence of new technologies [19] may also have to offer 

more timely monitoring data compared to formal monitoring networks. Opportunistic 

biological observations in general therefore have the potential to contribute to early 

warnings of ecological changes [13], not least for potentially irreversible shifts in 

ecosystems [20]. At the same time, citizen science can serve as a tool to raise the public 

awareness for ecological changes and challenges [21], thus exhibiting characteristics not 

unlike social media which equally combine the profiles of data source and communication 

channel.  

There is thus a large potential for ecological applications of this diverse set of social media 

information types. Compared to the prevailing themes in social media channels (such as 

music, entertainment, or news) specific ecological subjects may be marginal. However, the 
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breadth of social media applications and the volume of major social media channels such as 

Facebook or Twitter hints at a significant amount of valuable information given the right 

tools [22]. Despite their acknowledged potential, very few tangible applications of these 

methodologies have been presented in the ecological domain to date.  

 

1.1 Challenges: data quality and compatibility 

One explanation for this scarcity of applications is that scholars and practitioners alike are 

rightfully sceptical about this type of data source. In contrast to professional ecological 

monitoring programmes social media data is unstructured, contributed outside a 

monitoring context, and exhibits known demographic and geographic biases [23]. This thus 

raises concerns about usability, representativeness, reliability and quality – the same 

concerns frequently voiced when the general value and impact of data generated by citizen 

science projects is discussed. 

Examples from a broad range of domains can be cited to show that public participation in 

scientific research, can produce high quality data that serves as a valid basis for scientific 

results [24–27], although specific analytical tools [28] or adjustments through domain-

specific contextual models [29] may be required. The growing interest in and importance of 

citizen science data has however led to a more thorough exploration of data quality, and 

rather than demanding standard formats and quality scales, approaches to formally capture 

quality and provenance as meta-data of a data set have been advocated [30,31]. Moreover, 

this should extend to “traditional” scientific data sources. A review of data managed as part 

of professional research workflows and large-scale data hubs [32] reveals for example that 

while of overall good quality it is not exclusively observational data sources originating from 

citizen science endeavours that struggle with incompleteness or exhibit errors and biases.  

It can thus be argued that the concerns raised towards informal information sources such as 

social media are general, as these apply to varying degrees to all ecological data sources. 

While requiring specific tools and formal shared standards to ensure usability, it does not 

preclude the usefulness of this data and its integration in the canon of ecological 

information sources. Given the volume of this data and the scope of current environmental 

challenges it seems thus both promising and critical to formally explore social media as data 

sources in ecological monitoring.  
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1.2 Social media, citizen science and ecological monitoring 

Biodiversity observations are of particular interest from an ecological perspective. As a 

means to assess the usefulness and feasibility of social media as informal ecological 

monitoring sources, we collected a broad set of social media posts using the example of 

invasive alien species (IAS) in forest ecosystems. More precisely, we collected IAS mentions 

in messages posted on the micro-blogging service Twitter. These sorts of observations 

provide a good case to explore, as IAS are often not only highly visible for non-experts, but 

at the same time have well-known ecological impacts [33]. 

These Twitter messages include cases of users seeking input from their social media 

networks in order to get clarifications or species determinations on original observations. 

Thus Twitter users posting requests for species identification and users in their networks 

answering these requests and providing species determinations show an interest and 

knowledge in environmental and biodiversity observations.  

Biodiversity observations posted on Twitter and the ensuing conversations thus appear to 

align closely with ecological citizen science data, have to address the same quality concerns 

and exhibit activity patterns that fit common citizen science typologies [19,34]. Hence, 

ecological observations shared via social media may at least partially match the models and 

activities for public participation in scientific research, specifically the data-centric 

activities typical for “contributory”, “collaborative” or “co-created” projects which are 

frequently indicated as the most common models in citizen science typologies [34,35].   

We therefore propose to explore and assess this instance of social media information in 

relation to citizen science data and activities, and moreover inquire whether these evolving 

and virtual small ad-hoc communities can be viewed as embryonic citizen science 

communities that could lead to active contributions to biodiversity monitoring. More 

precisely, we address two questions in this contribution: 

1. What is the type and quality of the attainable social media data, specifically in 

relation to comparable citizen science projects? 

2. What potential do these ad-hoc social media communities hold in engaging 

actively with citizen science projects? 
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2 Methods and Data 

The data for this contribution was drawn from data originally collected for the Ecoveillance 

project [14], a research initiative that assesses the potential of online social media as 

informal sources in ecological monitoring in general and as providers for early warnings in 

particular. The project concentrates on Twitter as one social media source and focuses 

amongst other, on the example of invasive alien species. The Ecoveillance platform [36], 

developed as a web-based tool utilising the Twitter Search API, has been employed for the 

last three years to continuously obtain Tweets matching certain keywords that could 

indicate references to relevant ecological observations.  

Keywords range from direct references to selected species (“oak processionary moth”, 

“emerald ash borer”), descriptive references (“hairy caterpillar”, “green bug”) or general 

observational statements (“I saw a moth”). From this large pool of Tweets (approaching one 

million messages) we concentrated for this contribution on a small subset (N=356) 

containing embedded media or linking to external media (e.g. Flickr or Instagram), and 

with message texts specifically indicating a request for a determination of a species, thus 

Tweets containing phrases such as “anyone know what species”, “what kind of ..” or “what 

type of …” (see Supporting Information 1 for a complete list). Figure 1 shows an example of 

such a Tweet with the triggered conversation. 
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Figure 1. Sample Tweet [37] requesting a determination with embedded photo and ensuing Twitter 

conversation (included with permission of the Tweet author). Two alternative determinations are 

suggested including scientific names and URL links to a taxonomic reference for verification. The media 

source is external (Flickr) and includes text with a location reference (“Dunn Woods”).  
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It is important to note that both the subset of Tweets used for this study and the nearly one 

million Tweets matched by the Ecoveillance platform will represent only a small proportion 

of all Twitter messages that could be classed as relevant biodiversity observations. Firstly, 

we concentrated only on English language keywords as search terms, thus limiting the 

geographic and demographic coverage of the obtained messages. Secondly, both the public 

Twitter Search API (Application Programming Interface) utilised by the Ecoveillance 

platform and the alternative Twitter Streaming API provide access to a small share of all 

potential Tweets; informal estimates for the coverage of these APIs vary significantly with 

some sources stating that for example the Twitter Streaming API provides a 1% sample of all 

Tweets in real-time whereas the coverage via the Twitter Search API depends on a 

combination of a search term’s frequency and popularity since this API is geared towards 

popularity rather than completeness. Operational systems should pursue alternative, and 

certainly computationally more resource-intensive, approaches to obtain matching data and 

estimates of the abundance of this information, should cover other languages and apply 

search terms that specifically target requests for a species determination.  

We further filtered our dataset, by removing duplicates and excluding Tweets that 

themselves were no longer accessible (or essential resources they were linking to, i.e. media 

links, user profiles), which left us with 215 unique Tweets for analysis; the complete list of 

Tweets is included as supplementary material (Supporting Information 2). 

In an initial classification we concentrated on deciding whether these Tweets with the above 

matching phrases were indeed “on-topic”, thus whether they represented examples for 

biological observations with a request to a Twitter user’s network for a taxonomic 

determination of the observed species. The results are summarised in Table 1, which also 

provides information on the interpretation basis of the “on/off-topic” categorisation. While 

it is primarily the textual content of a Tweet that allows a decision on topical relevance, this 

is not exclusively the case. The decision basis for topical relevance is of importance when 

considering a future automatic approach to obtaining, classifying and analysing such 

Tweets and conversations – if textual content (Tweet messages, user profiles) suffices for 

this classification, automatic processing can be deemed more feasible. 
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Table 1. Number of "On-topic", "Off-topic" and “Undecidable” Tweets and the required information 

items that contributed to the determination of the topical relevance. The interpretation basis 

percentages in each row add up to more than 100% as multiple information items may have contributed to 

the decision on topical relevance. Linked URLs, user profiles and ensuing conversations were also 

considered as a potential interpretation basis, but were not required for this dataset. 

 

N of Tweets 

Interpretation basis (%) 

Tweet text Embedded media External media 

On-topic 191 99.5 11.5 8.4 

Off-topic 22 95.5 9.1 - 

Undecidable 2 - - - 

 

 

The 191 “on-topic” Tweets with embedded or linked media and (where applicable) 

conversations were subjected to further analysis. Specifically, we 

 assessed the quality of the embedded or linked media with regard to a likely 

determination of the observed and imaged species, 

 extracted textual references to geo-locations in the Tweets, geo-coordinates attached 

to the Tweets and location information provided in Twitter user profiles, 

 noted whether the posted Tweet triggered a conversation, how long it was and where 

it took place (Twitter or external media such as Instagram or Facebook), 

 whether the conversation included one or more answers to the requested species 

determination, what level of taxonomic detail it covered, who provided it and if it 

was (as far as determinable) correct or not, 

 and finally what type of environmental background the requesting and answering 

Tweet authors had. 

Furthermore, we utilised the rich metadata for each Tweet - accessible through the Twitter 

API - to obtain additional information of relevance such as geo-location information 

associated with Tweets and user profiles, size of a user’s network (“followers” and “friends”) 

or the number of Twitter user’s mentioned in a Tweet. The applied categories and utilised 

metadata will be explained in more detail in the relevant results sections.   
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3 Results 

3.1 Conversations 

In an initial assessment each of the 191 “on-topic” Tweets was reviewed for the occurrence 

of conversations on either Twitter or social media sources linked from the Tweet 

(specifically Instagram, Flickr, Facebook). Table 1 summarises the results of this analysis.  

 

Table 2. Conversations identified for the analysed data set, showing total number and shares by 

conversation medium and reply type (i.e. with or without species determinations). A ‘determination 

reply’ is a conversation that contains at least one reply that suggests a taxonomic determination of the 

posted biodiversity observation. Shares add up to more than 100% as some Tweets received parallel replies 

on multiple media. 

Conversation None Twitter Instagram Facebook Other ∑ 

No reply 69 (36.1%)     69 

General reply  12 (6.3%) 5 (2.6%) 1 (0.5%) 1 (0.5%) 19 

Determination reply  77 (40.3%) 35 (18.3%) 2 (1.0%) 1 (0.5%) 115 

∑ 69 (36.1%) 89 (46.6%) 40 (20.9%) 3 (1.5%) 2 (1.0%)  

 

 

Overall, 64% of all Tweets analysed are answered, and 86% of those conversations do 

contain at least one reply providing a species determination in response to the original 

Tweet author’s request. Twitter and Instagram, an image sharing tool with options to reply 

to posted images, are the primary conversation media, with no significant difference in the 

share of replies with determinations. In 12 instances parallel conversations on Twitter and 

Instagram could be observed, but the majority of conversations happen exclusively on one 

medium, mostly on Twitter.     

 

3.2 Observational characteristics 

Each Tweet analysed in this contribution represents a unique biological observation. In the 

following sections we provide an overview of the media type and quality, temporal patterns, 

geo-information and source meta-data associated with these observations. This will help 

assess the type and quality of the attainable data. 
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3.2.1 Media type and quality 

All analysed Tweets contained images as the sole shared media type rather than videos or 

sound files, which are also frequently shared on Twitter or other social media sites. Figure 2 

summarises the found image types, highlighting that the majority (65%) are embedded in 

the Tweet, thus visible directly to a user viewing the post. This may in fact apply to other 

media as well such as Flickr and Twitpic, which have only negligible shares though. Images 

shared through Instagram and linked from the Tweet account for approximately 27% of all 

posted images.  

 

 

Figure 2. Type of embedded or external media associated with the analysed Tweets and type of reply. 

‘Embedded’ media are images that are shown embedded within the Tweet text. External media appeared as 

URL links to Facebook, Flickr or Instagram in the Tweet text. The share of unanswered Tweets (orange), 

Tweets receiving replies with (green) and without (blue) suggested taxa is highlighted for each media type.  

 

Aside from relevant expertise in a Tweet author’s network a key factor in receiving 

determinations will be the quality of the posted images. Images of higher quality will be 

more likely to support a conclusive identification of an imaged species. Factors contributing 

to a higher quality and in turn likelihood for species determination are the general quality 

features of an image (resolution, lighting, sharpness, contrast, colour space), the relative 

size of the photographed species, distinctiveness of the species itself as well as the 

availability of direct or indirect scales, helpful peripheral information or textual content 
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that provides context to the image and the captured species, such as for example mentions 

of colours or geo-locations.    

Focusing on these features and with a view on the likely determination of the imaged 

species the quality of all images posted with the 191 “on-topic” Tweets was assessed 

manually and assigned to five quality classes ranging from “very poor” to “very good” with 

the former assuming that a determination may be near impossible while for the latter a 

species determination was assumed near certain if an expert would be given access to the 

picture. Figure 3 summarises the results of this quality assessment, again distinguishing 

between images that received no reply, general replies and determination replies. Overall, 

the majority (81%) of shared images were of satisfactory or better quality thus lending itself 

to verify or identify an observed species. 

 

 

Figure 3. Quality of the posted media with regard to a likely determination of the captured species 

distinguished by type of reply. The share of unanswered Tweets (orange), Tweets receiving replies with 

(green) and without (blue) suggested taxa is highlighted for each quality class. 

 

3.2.2 Temporal characteristics 

The analysed “on-topic” Tweets were posted during the period from May 2013 to December 

2014. Figure 4 (A) shows the weekly frequencies of these Tweets in the data collection 

timeframe. For a start, the date distribution actually underlines the bias in our data. Since 
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we used Tweets for this analysis that were originally collected with a focus on invasive alien 

species in forest ecosystems, the distribution is seemingly a reflection of the lifecycle of the 

originally targeted species, rather than necessarily the observational activity of the authors 

posting the photos and requesting determinations. While our original sampling focus and 

sample size may not allow a generalization, it is however fair to assume that the type of 

casual observation we analysed here are more likely made during core lifecycle phases of 

the observed organisms, not least because daylight and weather conditions will probably 

coincide with general and recreational outdoor activities of the potential observers.  

Figure 4(B - D) illustrates that the posted observations exhibit some interesting additional 

temporal features. Based on the content and wording of the analysed Tweets, we can 

assume that these observations are casual rather than deliberate monitoring events. The 

weekday distribution of the posted Tweets confirms this (Figure 4(B)), with a clear spike on 

Sunday (22% of all Tweets), thus a day where people can generally be expected to be off 

work and engage in recreational activities. While a similar pattern may be expected for 

Saturday, it is very pronounced for Sunday. 
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Looking at the daytime distribution of the Tweets (Figure 4(C)), it is not surprising that there 

is little activity at night-time and early morning. A slight peak can be observed around 

lunchtime, again suggesting the opportunistic and casual nature of observations probably 

made during lunch breaks (also confirmed by the combined weekday/daytime distribution 

in Figure 4(D)). However, it is notable that many observations are posted late in the day and 

evening, even more so given that the review of the pictures suggested that they were almost 

exclusively taken in daylight. There is thus a notable reporting latency and the Sunday 

reporting peak could also be attributed to observations made on Saturdays and reported 

with a latency of a whole day rather than just few hours. However, the pronounced 

reporting peak at the weekend seems to support a reporting latency of up to 24 hours rather 

than several days or weeks, and significantly larger latencies (weeks or months) can be 

excluded given the majority of observed species (Figure 10) and the good fit of the 

observation frequencies with the lifecycles of those species (Figure 4(A)). 

Hence, while pictures were apparently taken casually in daylight, the latency in posting the 

request for determination suggests a more than casual interest in the subject. We will revisit 

this observation when discussing the potential of the Tweet authors’ contributions in the 

context of citizen science in general. 

 

3.2.3 Geo-location information 

With few exceptions, biodiversity observations will be of value only in connection with geo-

location information, both for ecological monitoring in general as well as input to ecological 

models. Twitter applications typically offer a mechanism to attach geotags (detailed geo-

coordinates) to a posted Tweet, which are then available as part of the Tweet metadata via 

the Twitter API. These geotags will be of particular quality and accuracy when Tweets are 

sent from GPS-enabled mobile devices.  

However, of the 191 analysed Tweets only two were available with geo-coordinates. This is 

in line with results in other studies. [38] found that the share of Tweets with geo-coordinates 

is typically in a range of 0.5% to 3%, but depending on the studied subject and messages’ 

geographic origin the proportion of precisely geo-tagged Tweets can be significantly higher; 

[8] cite several studies where geo-tagged posts accounted for 5% to 16% of collected Tweets.  
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Geo-information, albeit less accurate and reliable, is however available in other forms as 

well: as volunteered location information in a Twitter user’s profile or as textual references. 

User profile location information is obtainable through the Twitter API. Figure 5 

summarises the granularity of the available geo-location information in user profiles of the 

authors of the analysed Tweets. Nearly one third (31%) of users do not provide usable 

location information in their profiles, but 43% of user profiles hold locations at the 

granularity level of “City”, which may still cover a large region (New York, London), but 

narrows the geo-placement of the observed species. This again matches results in other 

studies: both [38] and [8] report that descriptive toponyms associated with analysed Tweets 

vary within an equally broad range (21-70%). However, there is no guarantee that Tweet 

authors took the posted images at their profile location and profiles may get out of sync with 

a Twitter user’s actual location.  

       

 

Figure 5. Granularity of location information in user profiles for the analysed Tweets and share of geo-

enabled user profiles in each location category.  

 

Textual location references were found in 20% of analysed Tweets. While more reliable they 

exhibit a similar granularity (ranging from e.g. “USA” to “Rainham Marshes” or “Ashford 

train station”) and require a similar validation and mapping step if extracted automatically 

from the message text. 
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Figure 5 highlights another characteristic with regard to Twitter geo-information: the 

proportion of Tweet authors with “geo-enabled” profiles, a Twitter platform setting that 

triggers the automatic geotagging of Tweets. Interestingly, 37% of all analysed Tweet 

authors and 49% of those providing a “city” in their user information had geo-enabled 

profiles, and yet only two Tweets in our dataset carried geo-coordinates. The most likely 

explanation is that while user’s geo-enabled their Twitter profiles (which is not the default 

setting), they did not geo-enable their devices or blocked geo-tagging on those devices for 

certain applications. We can only speculate if this is a deliberate choice for the specific 

Tweets we analysed or if this setting merely was forgotten resulting in the lack of geo-

coordinates. We nevertheless can observe that the authors in our dataset must have made a 

deliberate choice to geo-enable their profiles. Thus, while geo-information is lacking or 

does not propagate through, if settings on the used devices were in sync with this choice we 

could expect a large amount of observations with high-resolution geo-information.   

     

3.2.4 Tweet source devices and applications 

A look at the prevalent source devices and applications of the analysed Tweets (Figure 6) 

underlines the point made in the previous section; information on the source device or 

application is part of the metadata obtainable for a Tweet via the Twitter API. We 

summarised instances clearly identifiable as originating from Mobile devices (e.g. 

Blackberry, iPhone, Android) or miscellaneous web applications (e.g. Twitter website, 

TweetDeck) in two classes, the remainder originated from Twitter integrations of Instagram 

or Facebook.  
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Figure 6. Source devices and applications from which the analysed “on-topic” Tweets originated with 

an indication of the share of geo-enabled profiles associated with Tweets in each category. 

 

Mobile devices were clearly identifiable as sources of the postings for 46% of the posted 

Tweets. The actual number is however almost certainly significantly higher, since Facebook 

or even miscellaneous web applications could have been used from mobile devices and 

Instagram (27%) is geared towards mobile usage. We can thus assume that the potential rate 

of geo-tagged Tweets could be much higher if a user would choose to share geo-coordinates 

from a mobile device together with the published Tweet.   

 

3.3 Species determinations 

In Table 2 we distinguished between conversations with general replies and those 

containing at least one suggested determination for the species a Tweet author 

photographed – in 86% of all conversations at least one of the participants provided a 

determination. Figure 7 explores the number and nature of these determinations in greater 

detail. The majority of conversations (56%) contain only one suggested determination. Of 

the 37 conversations with more than one determination 32% contain alternative 

determinations. We consider those “conflicts” as resolved, if the contributing conversations 

authors settle on one determination or at least one of the determinations is correct, which 

applied in all but 4 instances. 
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Figure 7. Number of suggested taxa (determinations) per Tweet for Tweets receiving replies and 

number of conflicting determinations. The share of Tweets with conflicts and the number of conflicts is 

indicated with a red colour scale.   

 

On closer inspection, these “determination conflicts” or longer determination conversations 

represent valuable information by itself since they capture a vetting process that can be 

interpreted as explicit meta-data on the reliability of the information. Sometimes these 

conversations take the form of singular determination statements, sometimes additional 

information is requested and provided, leading to improved determinations. Moreover, 

these type of conversations offer contextual information that will not be available in 

standard biodiversity observation databases, for example when contributors express 

surprise about a sighting at a particular location or outside an expected time window, 

mention the rarity or commonness of a species, or comment on the reliability of a 

determination in the context of geo-information, lifecycles or other environmental contexts. 

All these variations were represented in our dataset, but given the size of the available 

Tweet sample are illustrative and do not yet permit provision of a detailed profile of this 

interesting contextual meta-data. 

Figure 8 illustrates the relation between the number of replies and determinations per 

conversation, which expectedly suggests that longer conversations contain more 

determination replies. This trend is however not very pronounced. As Figure 7 illustrated as 

well, the majority of conversations are short and only have one or two determination 
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replies. This observation could be explained by either assuming that the authors requesting 

a determination only have access to a small pool of experts in their network or that a 

provided determination reduces the motivation for others to contribute an additional 

answer. 

 

 

Figure 8. Relation of number of replies containing a species determination to the total number of 

replies per analysed conversation. For readability orange circles were used to highlight conversations 

without determination replies as opposed to conversations with determination replies (green). The size of 

the circles indicates the frequency with which a specific combination of reply and determination counts was 

found.  

 

In a further analysis of the provided determinations we noted the level of taxonomic detail, 

the used terminology and the actual provided determinations. Figure 9 summarises the 

highest taxonomic level provided for each conversation with determinations and whether 

common or scientific names were used. In 71% of all conversations the request is answered 

with a determination at the species level. Only in 12% of cases however the determination 

providers contribute determinations using scientific names. In 16% of conversations the 

determination providers back up their claim with a link to taxonomic references such as for 

example ukmoths.org or Wikipedia.  Figure 10 is included for illustration, quoting all 

determinations provided in the analysed conversations.  
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Figure 9. Highest taxonomic detail and choice of terminology (scientific or common names) for 

provided determinations per conversation.  

 

Figure 10. Word cloud showing all provided determinations in the analysed conversations. 
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In a final evaluation of the provided determinations we followed up the claims and tried to 

assess if a determination conversation resulted in a correct determination. Some of these 

assessments had to be marked as uncertain, due to the quality of the posted images, limited 

visibility or lack of distinctive features of the assessed organisms as well as the authors’ 

taxonomic expertise.  

 

Table 3. Assessment of correctness of contributed taxonomic determinations in the analysed 

conversations. The numbers in parentheses indicate assessments where correctness could not be 

decided with absolute certainty. 

Determination 

assessment 

Correct Partially correct Incorrect Undecidable 

Conversation count 80 (29) 2 (1) 9 (7) 14 

Conversation % 76.2% (36.3%) 1.9% (50.0%) 8.6% (77.8%) 13.3% 

 

 

Overall the quality and reliability of the provided determinations can be assessed as high. 

With caveat of the noted uncertainty margins, only 9% of the determination conversations 

produced incorrect results while 78% were correct or partially correct.  

 

3.4 Contributor classification 

In order to reflect on contributors to the analysed Tweet observations and determination 

conversations in the context of citizen science, we carried out a categorisation of the 

original Tweet authors and users providing determinations. Our classification scheme was 

motivated by the question whether the two groups of observation and determination 

contributors are dominated by contributors with a documented environmental interest, 

education or profession. 

We included all users (N=191) contributing observations (including unanswered ones), and 

all users (N=114) providing determinations in Twitter conversations. Users contributing 

determinations in Instagram conversations were not included because the user information 

accessible on these sites did not provide a sufficient basis to assess the background or 

interest of the users. For Twitter users their environmental interest or formal domain 
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education was assessed manually based on their Twitter user profiles, external sites linked 

from those profiles and the content of their other Tweets. Table 4 provides a complete list 

and explanation of the applied author classes.  

 

Table 4. Classification scheme applied to all Twitter authors requesting and providing species 

determinations in the analysed Tweet set. 

Class Classification criteria 

Domain professionals Individuals with a formal education and/or profession within the 

environmental or biological domain including for example researchers, 

foresters, farmers or professional gardeners, etc. 

Amateur biologists Individuals with a specialised biological subject interest (entomology, 

ornithology) pursued as a recreational activity but following professional 

standards and methods. This includes individuals with a documented 

participation in citizen science projects.  

General nature enthusiasts Individuals with a strong documented personal but not professional interest 

in nature and outdoor activities (e.g. gardening, photography), including 

environmental activists. 

Environmental organisations Organisations with a documented association to environmental or biological 

subjects, including research organisations, conservation groups or gardening 

associations, entomological or ornithological societies, etc. 

Social media aggregators Special Twitter channel dedicated to “retweeting” Tweets by other users 

reporting biological observations. 

Miscellaneous organisations Miscellaneous public or private organisations, including companies, with no 

discernible environmental background or domain function. 

“Incidental” biologists Contributors of the analysed Tweets or conversations with no discernible 

domain background or documented environmental activities. 
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Figure 11 compares the shares of the different contributor types in the two groups of Twitter 

authors posting observations and requesting species determinations, and those providing 

determinations. Both groups are dominated by individuals, organisational contributors 

account for a marginal share only. Furthermore, in both groups contributors with no 

discernible environmental background (denoted “Incidental biologists”) represent the 

largest share, 64% of determination requesters and 46% of determination providers. The 

second largest contributor type – with 21% and 22% respectively – are those termed 

“General nature enthusiast”. Very few individuals (8%) with a professional or quasi-

professional domain background (“Domain professional”, “Amateur biologist”) request 

determinations but this group accounts for 25% of all provided determinations.  

 

 

Figure 11. Type of users requesting determinations and providing determinations, with categories 

indicating contributors with a documented environmental interest, education or profession if any. The 

classification of users is based on available Twitter profiles, linked personal pages and the content of Tweets 

authored by them; “Incidental” biologists denote users with no discernible biological/environmental 

background or activities. 

 

Figure 12 adds an additional dimension to the contribution of different author types 

requesting and providing determinations. The request for and provision of determinations 

is represented as a network that captures the frequency of author types and the frequency of 

certain combinations of author types.  
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Figure 12. Connections between different types of determination requesters and providers. Red circles 

represent user types requesting and receiving determinations, blue circles user types providing 

determinations. The size of the circles indicates the frequency of an author type, the size of the edges the 

frequency with which a particular pairing can be found. The graph was generated with the Gephi 

(https://gephi.org) network visualization tool using a Circular network layout. 

 

As already noted in Figure 11 the largest group are Twitter users with no discernible 

environmental background (“Incidental biologists”). They also represent the most abundant 

connection, thus requests by users with no documented environmental background are 

answered by the same type of users. This may not be surprising considering the dominance 

of this user type in our dataset, but notable when considering the large proportion of correct 

determinations.  

The second most abundant connection is between the contributor classes termed “General 

nature enthusiast”. We can observe that determination requests by this contributor type are 

primarily answered by the same type of contributors. At the same time “General nature 

enthusiasts” are the second most frequent determination providers to users with no 

environmental background (“Incidental biologists”). 

Interestingly, we can also observe that if users with a formal or professional background ask 

for determinations (“Domain professionals”) they are predominantly answered by users 
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with a similar background (“Domain professional”, “Environmental organisation”). It can be 

argued that this should not be surprising since connections in Twitter networks will be 

driven by shared interests, thus researchers can be expected to have other researchers in 

their network. However, Twitter networks will not be completely homogenous and one can 

ask if the willingness by non-experts to provide suggestions to experts is influenced by the 

self-assessment of a user’s own domain expertise. However, given the abundance of non-

experts providing determinations and the overwhelming correctness of those, we can 

speculate if there is not even more contributory potential that can be mobilised within the 

ranks of those considered or considering themselves non-experts.  

 

3.5 Results summary 

We analysed 191 Tweets with biodiversity observation posted with a species determination 

request, 64% received replies, 86% of those contained at least one suggested determination, 

of which 76% were assessed as correct. All posted observations included or linked to images 

with the overall image quality categorised as satisfactory or better for 81% of the sample and 

leading to taxonomic determinations at the species level in 71% of provided determinations. 

While acknowledging that we used a dataset originally collected for another purpose and 

thus working with a comparatively small sample, the above summary of some of the main 

results suggests that we are dealing with a valuable resource both with regard to the 

published biodiversity observations as well as the contributions of the participating 

community. Importantly, this data can be considered as lost since it is published outside an 

ecological monitoring context and channel, thus not collected, assessed and utilised, which 

highlights the potential contribution of this data source in ecological monitoring efforts.  

 

4 Discussion 

One of the key features of observational data obtained via social media channels such as 

Twitter, Facebook or Instagram is its real-time nature. In light of a recent critique of 

shortcomings of traditional ecological monitoring programmes [39] the value of real-time 

monitoring data in particular can be stressed, and an exploration of social online media as 
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additional data sources in ecological monitoring seems merited as it may help to address not 

only issues such as timeliness, but also contribute to question-driven monitoring [14,39].  

This type of data can be considered even more valuable if it extends beyond plain and 

undetermined observations and is instead vetted and reviewed, thus possibly approaching 

the level of detail and quality contributed in common non-expert, volunteer-driven citizen 

science monitoring efforts such as Artportalen [40] (https://www.artportalen.se), OPAL [41] 

(http://www.opalexplorenature.org), eBird [42] (http://ebird.org) and many others [18]. In 

that context we explored a set of Twitter observations and ensuing conversations. Our 

analysis was motivated by the potential these observed ad-hoc virtual communities hold 

with regard to active contributions to citizen science initiatives. We discuss the analysed 

social media data and its “embryonic citizen science nature” with reference to the two 

research questions we posed in the introduction.   

 

4.1 What is the type and quality of the attainable social media data, 

specifically in relation to comparable citizen science projects? 

While identifying certain differences and gaps in the data profile, we claim that overall the 

analysed biodiversity observations in the form of Twitter messages and conversations do 

approach the type and quality of comparable citizen science data, and under consideration 

of the highlighted shortcomings deserve an intensified scientific and practical exploration.   

A key difference between the analysed social media data and data sourced through citizen 

science projects is that the latter imposes a structure that is largely lacking for the analysed 

Twitter posts. “Rapporteurs” to the Swedish Species Observation System (Artportalen) are 

for example required to provide the full species name (verified against the taxonomic 

backbone Dyntaxa), geo-referenced location, the time of observation and the name of the 

observer [40]. However, this information is available in our analysed Twitter observations 

and conversations in a semi-structured format. Specifically:  

 The key data item in our analysed Tweet observations are the embedded or linked 

images, generally accessible without restrictions, predominantly of good quality 

(Figure 3), thus providing sufficient detail to enable a taxonomic expert validation 

and determination.  
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 The temporal features suggest that the provided data is real-time, reported with a 

low latency and a good reflection of the lifecycle of the majority of the observed 

species, hence in line with typical biodiversity observation programmes. 

 Observer and determiner information is equally available through the used Twitter 

accounts. The associated user profiles do not only provide background information 

on the contributors, but also a direct communication channel to follow up on 

observations or determinations. 

 Precise geo-coordinates are scarce, but geo-information, albeit of lower granularity, 

is also available in the form of user profile locations and textual location references.  

 Finally, the available information enabled 71% of determinations at the taxonomic 

level of “Species”, 76% of determinations were assessed as correct, although only for 

16% of the determination conversations the use of scientific taxonomic names could 

be observed. 

While acknowledging the lower quality level, we argue that there is thus only a technical 

rather than a conceptual challenge to utilise this data, possibly by feeding it into existing 

citizen science portals like Artportalen. The most notable challenges are the current lack of 

high-quality and reliable geo-location information as well as the level of taxonomic detail. 

With regard to the first challenge, we find however that with little effort on the part of the 

Tweet authors the majority of observations could come with exact geo-coordinates: more 

than 2/3 of postings are apparently submitted from mobile devices which can be assumed to 

have GPS functionality, hence allow the provisioning of geo-tags; furthermore, more than 

half of the Tweet authors in our dataset already had their Twitter profiles geo-enabled. 

Thus, if users could be encouraged to actively contribute observations, the utilised devices, 

applications and social media settings would suffice to guarantee a high degree of detailed 

and reliable geo-information which would not require any regular manual intervention by 

the user, but could possibly be of even higher quality than manually contributed data on 

certain citizen science platforms. While this observation is encouraging from a technical 

perspective, we have to take it with the caveat that we can only speculate about the reason 

for the surprising mismatch between the large share of geo-enabled user profiles and the 

lack of geo-coordinates.  

The second challenge concerns the quality of taxonomic determinations. Artportalen 

requires observations to be reported at species level and with full scientific names. 
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Especially the latter is not matched by our social media sample. We still argue that the 

quality of the recorded determinations can be judged as fairly good considering the casual 

conversational context and primary background of the users. Moreover, we could possibly 

expect contributions of higher quality, greater detail and using scientific terminology if 

contributors knew that they were submitting determinations to a biodiversity monitoring 

project. Finally, in the case of multiple (conflicting) determinations, these conversations 

capture a determination process in addition to determination result, which represents 

interesting meta-data in itself and deserves a broader and more detailed exploration with 

larger samples.  

 

4.2 What potential do these ad-hoc social media communities hold in 

engaging actively with citizen science projects? 

We claim that the posted biodiversity observations and ensuing determination 

conversations clearly match typical data collection and interpretation activities in citizen 

science projects [35], the data is comparable to that collected in citizen science projects and 

the contributor profiles hint at a large pool of contributors previously not engaged in citizen 

science, thus showing significant potential should the participants in our study be 

encouraged to graduate from a passive to an active citizen science status. 

While we were not able to address those Twitter users directly and thus had to employ an 

indirect approach to elucidate the likely motivations, we can infer some triggers and 

motivations based on specific Tweet samples. In some cases the motivations were of 

practical nature, such as questions about the impact of a species on gardening plants and 

possible remedies, mostly however the basic desire for knowledge, an interest in learning 

what species an observation (often with a distinctive appearance) belonged to and in some 

cases the authors of the Tweets seemed to be motivated by a sense of discovery as indicated 

by for example enquiries about the potential rarity of a species. Similarly, determination 

providers appear to enjoy sharing their knowledge with others, and in some cases their 

comments and questions and the sharing of supplementary information suggested that they 

may also be motivated by an educational element of their participation. 

Our results indicate that posted biodiversity observations and requests for determinations 

receive significant interest and active participation from within a Tweet author’s network 
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(Table 2), which suggests that there is a notable implicit community detectable around these 

types of casual biodiversity observations. At the same time we have to note however, that 

the observable communities per Tweet are comparatively small; the majority of 

conversations receive one or two determination replies (Figure 8) and few determination 

conversations have more than two determinations including discussions around alternative 

determinations (Figure 7). While our results suggest only a small proportion of true experts 

in these networks, this does not necessarily imply that there is also small share of people 

able or willing to reply a determination request. This can equally be attributed to 

conversational etiquette (i.e. it is unlikely that a user contributes a concurring opinion if the 

question has already been answered) rather than the number of knowledgeable potential 

contributors in a Twitter user’s network. 

This is further supported by our categorisation of the author types: it is notably users who 

are not active citizen scientists, amateur biologists or domain professionals with a formal 

biological education that contribute observations and provide determinations (Figure 11), 

and non-experts or general nature enthusiasts communicating with each other (Figure 12) 

account for the majority of conversation replies producing determinations with a high 

correctness (Table 3). 

In combination with the observed latency in “tweeting” the captured images, which  

indicates an interest in the shared observations that extends beyond the moment when the 

Tweet authors casually take a photo, we argue that this suggests the presence of a large pool 

of contributors that are currently not actively participating in formal monitoring activities, 

but could possibly be mobilised to regularly and actively contribute to biodiversity 

monitoring when such an activity involves interaction patterns comparable to the informal 

activities analysed here, which is the case for many citizen science biodiversity monitoring 

programmes.     

Exact quantifications of the potential size of these embryonic citizen science communities, 

the mobilisation potential and the potential number of additional biodiversity observations 

sourced through these communities will require not only larger samples, but also an 

engagement with the analysed communities through direct surveys. Precise estimates are 

further complicated by the lack of exact numbers on the actual sample coverage of Tweets 

obtained through the public Twitter APIs in general and require computationally more 

resource-intensive directions to improve the thematic, geographic and temporal coverage 
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and access to this data. Finally, in estimating the potential number of observations and 

contributors we have to take into account other social media channels as well, such as 

Facebook, Flickr or Instagram, and would have to include other languages and regions 

rather than the exclusively English language search terms used for this study. This sketches 

not only the technical challenges that need to be addressed for operational applications, but 

also highlights the potential of the presented approach given the abundance of social media 

channels, users and data.   

 

5 Conclusions 

Biodiversity observations posted on Twitter and conversations with taxonomic 

determinations triggered by those posts appear to provide a rich, real-time data source of 

good quality and containing core characteristics of comparable data provided in related 

citizen science projects.  

We can state that observational data characteristics of the “tweeted” observations and the 

triggered determination conversations show all elements that would be found in 

comparable citizen science project data. The reporting latency is low, images provide a 

reliable determination basis leading to conversations that produce determinations of good 

quality and have to offer interesting additional meta-data. The lack of detailed and reliable 

geo-location information stands out as a significant weakness though. We elaborated 

however that there is reason to believe that this could easily be alleviated. In addition, a 

unique feature of Twitter or similar social media tools as a data source for ecological 

observations is that they come with a communication channel built in, thus if the 

observations and determinations were to be used as monitoring data, the associated social 

media accounts offer a convenient way to immediately and directly follow up with the users 

providing the original observations. 

Generally, we can conclude that a large pool of individuals with access to GPS-enabled 

mobile devices, no current documented but apparently more than casual interest in 

biodiversity observations are actively carrying these biodiversity observations into their 

respective social media networks, and could thus make an important active contribution to 

general or targeted citizen science biodiversity monitoring initiatives, both in providing and 

validating observations. Hence, in terms of the activity type, the contributed data and the 
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type of participants the analysed Twitter conversations may well be termed “embryonic 

citizen science communities”, which merit a further exploration and have to offer practical 

applications for ecological monitoring and citizen science activities.   
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9 Supporting information  

 

Supporting Information 1. List of phrases used to identify Tweets that qualify as determination 

requests. 

Determination request phrases 

“anyone know what” 

“anybody know what” 
“anyone know which” 
“anybody know which”  

“what this is” 
“what species” 

“what is this” 

“what kind it is” 
“know what kind of” 

 

Supporting Information 2. List of the 215 analysed Tweets. In accordance with Twitter terms and policies 

on data sharing the Tweet information is limited to the Tweet identifiers.  

310264486902767616, 320648466181279744, 322155392723464192, 331960333969264640, 

336284534687555584, 338498329430339584, 338937212651585536, 339750583898607616, 

340580859243536384, 341708939928408064, 341949563638272000, 342630306228088832, 

342836020653457408, 343808856654233600, 346023045506404352, 347897418840416256, 

348155379756183552, 348618973526491136, 350089262949076992, 350317679443324928, 

351379998931832832, 352435125943930880, 354297229592375296, 354305613397893120, 

354385207564070912, 354670829759500288, 356409976677343232, 359839316261879808, 

360702577253445632, 360765951819534336, 361080267965874176, 362737424952070144, 

363692965840957440, 364769961958309888, 364785243967877120, 366318729514078208, 

366514263424118784, 366628421364748288, 366685546245935104, 367154694223052800, 

367734690725126144, 367776722189836288, 368102508066922496, 368872789974847488, 

370645068988035072, 370944941612367872, 371769450389061632, 372019767148052480, 

373927964817502208, 374064056686350336, 375773109678514176, 379690185879220224, 

379976434695294976, 381853537837129728, 382599489950740480, 384760397217013760, 

386964769078390784, 386969673691975680, 387248532388057088, 390947697630670848, 

391167906668904448, 396078282246221824, 399457932880117760, 409740532026732544, 

441078393728008192, 443807260666769408, 448541622259974144, 450023214727442432, 

451608526381936640, 454326603963973632, 461852673319239680, 461875140771725312, 

466427775390609408, 469916284067807232, 470727475295956992, 472687828707442688, 

472828017400492032, 474083128198582272, 475025560129638400, 475496407516721152, 

476493977953509376, 477904276132737024, 478206573928787968, 478226066000322560, 

478251419116793856, 480306095374618624, 481736117667241984, 482956933465653248, 

483210762911875072, 483357228036935680, 484688723272302592, 484814021783089152, 
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484814250553008128, 485036371003080704, 488064685514948608, 488268501136982016, 

488345669854576640, 492032153094717440, 492303905590874112, 492413354678681600, 

494175663583002624, 494991476276084736, 497495646774247424, 498510599639142400, 

499921841910476800, 501055044314476544, 501177768064090112, 501789491913564160, 

503700423380041728, 505161373215895552, 509454998699540480, 511408200093286400, 

513370406804529152, 516084816417402880, 516292800393277440, 526689205066694656, 

527015311372214272, 529330944982134784, 529404148312465408, 537587538139967488, 

543507413257945088, 544412820478361600, 340932759914684416, 341594233377009664, 

341958301828915200, 342271807459581952, 342382752672391168, 343594139482484736, 

343808856654233600, 346315492534927360, 346721344345501696, 347897418840416256, 

348829838779502592, 352388331205697536, 352899772241281024, 353181438096572416, 

353788884242550784, 355428832200765440, 358625705401126912, 359028120558383104, 

360886178628636672, 365014168685912064, 366628421364748288, 367776722189836288, 

368647674095874048, 370245329972506624, 372021354532306944, 374272141719371776, 

374817341759975424, 374898220968984576, 379991807553466368, 384697262393532416, 

386442289058299904, 386514746351947776, 393798278766419968, 394760931042791424, 

401699719761514496, 443807260666769408, 443974185082056704, 447442360595542016, 

450322221576503296, 463003533655412736, 463319800216035328, 463742418387357696, 

464752657803247616, 464753071613296640, 467087814921048064, 467089058934841344, 

468115421137485824, 468634103336931328, 474183978220781568, 474655229699301376, 

474971408662294528, 476027328385253376, 476493977953509376, 477090006943956992, 

477572016694767616, 477997265198804992, 478474617808777216, 479218872722391040, 

481259193459306496, 481859395156844544, 483233705607974912, 483239530431270912, 

483240172969279488, 483808338015047680, 484471096985808896, 484670714197606400, 

484769497405194240, 484817616289013760, 485528769130954752, 487705291958792192, 

487721549605007360, 488312122435465216, 488345669854576640, 494516565610471424, 

495329385059454976, 496483736180256768, 497827970460160000, 499267353109336064, 

500068441290973184, 500402109108744192, 501344632186609664, 502851804502425600, 

505795069191131136, 506737683637747712, 509454998699540480, 514456675026493440, 

515118920571695104, 515269220335370240, 521284183545888768, 522697860333469696, 

532217620410671104, 534372435874033664, 534410848669016064 
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